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The data and information contained in this document cannot be altered 
without the express written permission of IoLock. No part of this document 
can be reproduced or transmitted for any purpose whatsoever, either by 
electronic or mechanical means. 

 
The general terms of trade of IoLock apply. Diverging agreements must be 
made in writing. 

 
Copyright © SecuTech Solution Inc. All rights reserved. 

 

WINDOWS is a registered trademark of Microsoft Corporation. 
The WINDOWS-logo is a registered trademark (TM) of Microsoft 
Corporation.     
 

Software License 
 
The software and the enclosed documentation are copyright-protected. By 
installing the software, you agree to the conditions of the licensing 
agreement. 

 

Licensing Agreement 
 

IoLock gives the buyer the simple, exclusive and non-transferable licensing 
right to use the software on one individual computer or networked 
computer system (LAN). Copying and any other form of reproduction of 
the software in full or in part as well as mixing and linking it with others is 
prohibited. The buyer is authorized to make one single copy of the 
software as backup. IoLock reserves the right to change or improve the 

software without notice or to replace it with a new development. IoLock is 
not obliged to inform the buyer of changes, improvements or new 
developments or to make these available to him. A legally binding promise 
of certain qualities is not given. IoLock is not responsible for damage unless 
it is the result of deliberate action or negligence on the part of IoLock or its 
aids and assistants. IoLock accepts no responsibility of any kind for indirect, 
accompanying or subsequent damage. 
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Contact Information 

 

HTTP      www.iolock.com 

 
E-Mail    contact@iolock.com 
 
 
 

 
Please Email any comments, suggestions or questions regarding this 
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CE Attestation of Conformity 
 

 

UniKey is in conformity with the protection requirements of CE 
Directives 89/336/EEC Amending Directive 92/31/EEC. 
UniKey satisfies the limits and verifying methods: 
EN55022/CISPR 22 Class B, EN55024: 1998. 

 
FCC Standard 

This device is in conformance with Part 15 of the FCC Rules 
and Regulation for Information Technology Equipment. 
 
Operation of this product is subject to the following two 
conditions: (1) this device may not cause harmful interference, 

and (2) this   device must accept any interference received, 
including interference that may cause undesired operation. 
 

                               USB 
 

The equipment of UniKey is USB 
based. 
 

 

Conformity to ISO 9001:2000 

 
The Quality System of SecuTech Solution Inc., including 
its implementation, meets the requirements of the standard 
ISO 9001:2000 
 

 

ROHS 

 

All UniKey products are environmental friendly with ROHS certificates. 
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About this Guide 

The UniKey Software Protection and Licensing Guide is designed to help 
software publishers protect and license their software using the UniKey 
system. The guide provides details on how to operate UniKey system and 
how the UniKey system can best serve your protection and licensing 
requirements. 
 
This guide is divided into four parts. 
 
Part I  Introduction---introduces the UniKey hardware and software, 
familiarizing you with the advantages of UniKey products and features of 
different UniKey models. The basic concept of protection and licensing as 
well as the process of setting the system is provided in this part. 
 
Part II UniKey Protection---contains an overview and a detailed description 
of the UniKey protection methods. This part also offers different level of 
protection strategies for maximizing the protection of your software. 
 
Part III UniKey Licensing---details how to effectively use UniKey software to 
license your protected software. If you plan to license your software, we 
strongly recommend that you read this section to see how UniKey can best 
be used to meet your licensing requirements. 
 
Part IV Distributing UniKey software---offers noteworthy comments, 
suggestions, cautions and warnings when you distribute your software. 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 

This chapter includes the following topics: 
 
 UniKey Software Protection Developer’s Kit 
 UniKey Overview 
 A Glance at UniKey SDK 
 Advantages of the UniKey System 
 UniKey Models 
 Technical Support: Support Online Ticket System 

UniKey Software Protection Developer's Kit 

UniKey Software Protection Developer's Kit proves to be 
powerful when implementing protection for all types of 
software. One fully functional UniKey Hardware Key, 
one Protection Kit Software CD, a Quick Start, a 
Brochure and a Data Sheet are available as part of 
UniKey Software Protection Developer's Kit.   

 
Before you order actual UniKey dongles, please get a UniKey Developer Kit 
to get started.  
 

UniKey Hardware Key 

    

 
The UniKey Hardware Key enables you to protect your 
software. 

 
 

 
Protection Kit Software CD 

 
   The Protection Kit Software CD contains the facilities you need 

to apply UniKey protection and licensing.  
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Quick Start 

 
The Quick Start is designed to guide you to run UniKey within 
a few minutes. More detailed information about UniKey is 
available in SDK\Documents\Manual. This Tutorial lays 
emphasis on the process of installing UniKey and protecting 
an application.   

 
Brochure 

 
The Brochure is designed to familiarize you with the basic 
information of UniKey products including the concept of 
software protection, benefits to customers and UniKey License 
Models. 

 
Data Sheet 

        
The Data Sheet is designed to enable you to have a clear 
image of UniKey products, such as casing, identification 
number, dimensions, weight and so on. 

 
 

1.2 UniKey Overview   

 Today's most successful software license and copyright protection      
dongle built by SecuTech. 

 
 This driverless dongle comes with 4K-1G memory and is also ready to 

protect up to 64/256 software modules. 
 

 There is a computing engine embedded within the UniKey dongle and 
developers can define up to 128 security algorithms for advanced 
protection. 

 
 UniKey supports onboard encryption algorithms that provide secure and 

powerful encryption/decryption functions and UniKey also comes with 
a convenient Developer Defined Password Scheme, Seed Generation 
Algorithms, Globally Unique Hardware ID, and much more.  
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1.3 A Glance at UniKey SDK 

With the UniKey SDK, you will find rich resource on software protection, 
enabling you to protect your software with less effort.  
 
The directories are listed as below: 
     Doc: Manual and marketing materials 

               Driver: Windows 98SE driver files(only this version needs 
driver) 

     Lib: DLL/LIB files 
       Samples:Samples in various programming languages 
     Tutorials: Video tutorials in Macromedia flash format 
 

               Utilities:UniKey utilities include UniKey Console, UniKey 
Updater, UniKey enveloper, UniKey tutor, UniKey assist and 
so on. 

 
In the folder Utilities, easy-to-use GUI utilities are provided helping you to 
manage the UniKey dongle and deploy software protection schemes with 
ease. Some of the facilities are:  
  
UniKey Console 
The UniKey Console is the control panel to edit, test, manage, distribute 
and remote update UniKey dongles.  
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UniKey Updater 
UniKey Updater is the end-user application tool for the UniKey remote 
update facility. The UniKey Updater works with the UniKey Console and 
updates the UniKey dongle based on the remote update file (*.upt file) 
generated by the UniKey Console. UniKey Updater provides an easy GUI 
solution to update the UniKey dongle remotely.  
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UniKey Enveloper 
The UniKey Enveloper is the fastest way to protect exe files without any 
additional programming work. UniKey Enveloper adds a packing to the exe 
file and checks the attachment of the correct UniKey dongle. If you do not 
have the source code of the program to be protected, UniKey Enveloper is 
the best choice for your protection.  
 

 
 
UniKey Tutor 
UniKey Tutor is a GUI application that generates code based on the UniKey 
APIs automatically. It supports Visual C++, Visual Basic, Delphi, Visual 
FoxPro, Power Builder and more. Developers can utilize the UniKey Tutor to 
show the basic usage of APIs. In using this facility, one only needs to input 
the parameter values and select the programming language and UniKey 
APIs functions. 
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UniKey Assist 
UniKey Assist is a user-friendly tool that helps end-users to make 
troubleshooting at the client/customer side. It can also generate a report 
on the problem that occurs at the client side, and help software vendor to 
solve the problem.  
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UniKey Burner 
UniKey Burner is a tool for buning UniKey dongles in a batch. 
 

 
 
UniKey Initialize  
UniKey Initialize utility is a tool for managing the storage size of the four 
partitions of UniKey Drive as well as saving tools to Virtual CD. 
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1.4 UniKey Models 

There are five models in UniKey family for customers to choose from. You 
can select the model that best fits your budget and protection 
requirements. 
 
UniKey Lite 

 
 

UniKey Lite is the most cost-effective software 
protection device among the UniKey family. Having a 
high level of security by the Envelope and API, this 
model ensures the safety of your software and 
increase your revenues. (for a minimum quantity of 
5000 units) 

 
 
 
UniKey STD  
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If you need only standard software protection 
solution, no network function, or real time 
functions, then UniKey STD will be the best 
choice. 

 
 
UniKey PRO 

 
If your application can work over a LAN, and you need 
to control number of concurrent users, then you 
should select UniKey PRO. There is no limitation to the 
maximum number of concurrent remote clients. You 
can set any number for the maximum number of 
concurrent remote clients. 

 
UniKey Time 

 
UniKey Time hardware key is specially designed for 
software vendors who need to control and manage 
the software rental and selling in subscription or 
maintenance, it allows to pay per use, in this way 
software vendors can completely control the sales by 
charging the end users timely and periodically. This 

function is based on a real time clock deposited in the dongle indicating the 
specific time (hour, minute, second) and date (day, month, and year). 
 
UniKey Drive 

 
UniKey Drive, an innovative USB device that 
allows software vendors to protect, license and 
deliver their software applications, drivers and 
data to end-users using a single USB key. As the 
first driverless dongle with mass storage and a 
smartcard, UniKey Drive empowers software 
vendors with the flexibility to choose the level of 

protection and licensing and the ability to deliver fully licensed and 
protected software.  
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1.5 UniKey Advantages 

No. 1 driverless dongle for software protection---UniKey Family 
The #1 driverless dongle offers high level of security by means of a small 
hardware key fitted into the user’s USB port. All the communication 
between the UniKey dongle and application is encrypted which makes 
cracks virtually impossible. 
 
The most popular driverless dongle---UniKey STD 
UniKey STD enjoys a great popularity among the customers with its cost 
effective advantage and high level of security.  
  
No.1 driverless real-time dongle for software protection---UniKey Time 
UniKey Time hardware key is specially designed for software vendors who 
need to control and manage the software rental and selling in subscription 
or maintenance. It allows to pay-per-use, and in this way software vendors 
can completely control the sales by charging the end users timely and 
periodically. This function is based on a real time clock deposited in the 
dongle indicating the specific time(hour, minute, second) and date(day, 
month, year).  
 
No.1 software protection dongle with secure mass storage---UniKey Drive 
UniKey Drive, an innovative USB device that allows software vendors to 
protect, license and deliver their software applications, drivers and data to 
end-users using a single USB key. The licenses are stored inside the 
smartcard with highest security. UniKey Drive enables software publishers 
to grow their business through software protection, IP protection and 
secure licensing.  
 
No.1 cross-platform secure flash drive---UniKey Drive 
UniKey Drive is a true cross-platform secure flash solution. One key protects 
applications running on Windows, Mac and Linux environments. UniKey 
software protection works for almost all the OS, including Windows, Linux, 
MacOS, FreeBSD, both 32 and 64 bits. UniKey provides a universal software 
protection solution on various platforms, and brings ease for software 
licensing.  
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1.6. Technical Support 

Our technical professionals work closely with UniKey customers to ensure 
the highest levels of customer satisfaction and understanding of our 
products. Serving customers in over 50 countries and providing solutions to 
thousands of governments, companies, resellers, individual developers, 
institutions worldwide, IoLock offers excellent Free Technical support for 
our industry.  
Support Online Ticket System:www.iolock.com/support 
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Chapter 2 Key Concepts in UniKey 

This chapter introduces key concepts behind the UniKey system. It includes 
the following topics: 
 
 Your Unique UniKey Dongle 
 What makes the UniKey system unique? 
 How does the UniKey system work? 
 UniKey workflow 
 
To ensure that you master the operation of UniKey system as soon as 
possible, we recommend that you familiarize yourself with the concepts 
and terms in this chapter. 

2.1 Your Unique UniKey Dongle 

The UniKey dongles you order from IoLock contain unique information 
based on HID, SoftID etc.. This information is used by the UniKey system to 
differentiate your keys from those belonging to other software vendors. 
 
Driverless 
UniKey dongle is the first driverless dongle in the world. There is no need of 
source codes and you don’t have to install anything to get it started except 
for a few clicks with the mouse. 
 
Unique Hardware ID 
Each UniKey key has a globally unique hardware ID (HID in short).The length 
of the HID is 4 bytes. The HID is generated and fixed during the 
manufacture and cannot be modified. The HID can be read by basic 
passwords and is the global identifier to each UniKey dongle. IoLock keeps 
the HID as a tracing number during the production process. 
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2.2 What Makes the UniKey System Unique? 

2.21 Protect  

Protection 
UniKey offers high levels of security with the Enveloper and the APIs to 
ensure the safety of your software.You needn’t worry about problems such 
as sales models and how to license the protected application. UniKey 
empowers you with the ability to maximize profits by strong software 
protection method of the complete sales channel. 
 
Licensing 
Defining the sales models and licensing terms is an ongoing process that 
involves decisions on how the software is sold, licensed and distributed. 
This process is undertaken by product managers or sales and marketing 
managers, and does not influence or affect the process of protecting the 
software. With the UniKey system, product managers are completely 
independent of your development team. Whenever there is a need for a 
new license model, they can define and implement it without involving 
your development team. 
 
Product managers don’t have to depend on the development team each 
time they need to introduce a new sales model. They can define how the 
application should be licensed by themselves since IoLock offers a range of 
licensing models according to current technologies and our rich experience. 
Therefore, this gives product managers more flexibility and freedom in 
defining new sales models and the ability to quickly respond to new 
business requirements. 

2.3 How does UniKey Protection Work? 

2.31 Applications linked to UniKey Hardware 

The idea is based on the communication between the dongle and the 
protected application. 
 

UniKey protection involves a simple process： 
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a. Insert your dongle into the USB port, is it automatically detected by the 
OS. 

b. Launch the protected application. Then the protected application begins 
to query the dongle connected to the computer. 

c. If the response returned by the dongle is as it should be, the application 
executes. 

d. If the response is incorrect, the application may not load or may limit 
certain features. 

2.32 Using the Computing Engine 

There is a computing engine embedded within the dongle and developers 
can define up to 128 security algorithms for advanced protection. UniKey 
supports onboard encryption algorithms that provide secure and powerful 
encryption/decryption functions.  
 
When you implement UniKey protection, you check for the presence of the 
dongle. The UniKey system performs these checks by encoding and 
decoding data using the computing engine in the dongle. 
 
The decoded data can be verified using the data in your protected 
application. After the data is decoded, it is used by the protected 
application.  

2.33 Checking the UniKey ID Number 

Each UniKey has a unique ID Number. A protected application can check 
and verify this ID number. 

2.4 UniKey Protection Methods 

UniKey offers two different protection methods: 
a. The UniKey Enveloper 
b. The UniKey Application Programming Interface (API) 

2.41 UniKey Enveloper 

UniKey Enveloper is the fastest way to protect your executable files. It adds 
a protective shield around executable files and DLLs.  UniKey Enveloper is 
an automatic software protection solution. You need not the source and 
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additional coding work. By simply clicking the mouse, you can implement 
different software protection schemes. At the same time, it provides a high 
level of protection, making it virtually impossible to debug or anti-reverse 
your protected software. 
 

 
 

After protecting your application with UniKey Enveloper, it can’t run 
without the correct UniKey dongle. You can protect application either by 
local UniKey or a remote UniKey in a network.  

2.42 UniKey Application Programming Interface (API) 

We provide abundant APIs to operate the UniKey dongle. All the APIs are 
implemented in a DLL/LIB/DCU file. You can link the library both 
dynamically or statically. In the SDK, you can find samples in various 
programming languages, which you can refer to. 

 
UniKey API is easy, secure and portable. If a DLL is required for your 

Unikey 
Enveloper 
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development language, you can copy the appropriate DLL(s) to the same 
directory as your sample source code. 
 
With the help of UniKey API, you can easily achieve strong software 
protection and produce complicated software protection schemes via 
various combinations of the UniKey APIs. 

2.5 Which Method to Use? 

If you want to apply quick and easy protection, then UniKey Enveloper is 
recommended. 
 
If you have access to the source code and want to customize your 
protection by implementing how and when calls are sent to the UniKey by 
the protected application.  
 
Both the UniKey Enveloper and the API are very powerful protection 
methods. Protecting your software with either of them can ensure the 
safety of your software, but we still recommend that you apply both 
protecting methods so that you can achieve even more powerful 
protection purpose.  

2.6 Licensing Models 

UniKey Security Key supports many licensing models by giving you the 
power to ensure software license compliance, giving you choices in how 
you grow your business: 
 
a. Feature-Based----enables or disables product features according to 

customer needs and charges only for the functionality they use. 
b. Rental---offers software rentals and charges periodically for software 

applications, modules or features. 
c. Subscription---charges periodically for software upgrades and new 

versions. 
d. Floating---charges by the number of network seats that use the software 

simultaneously in network environments. 
e. Floating/Time-Based---combines floating and rental/subscription pricing 

models. 
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f. Try-Before-You-Buy---offers limited trial versions free-of-charge. 
g. Pay-Per-Use---charges for the number of times software functionality is 

used over a period of time. 
h. Volume Licensing---offers volume pricing for multiple single-user copies 

operating in a network environment. 

2. 7 How does UniKey Licensing work? 

The UniKey protected application will search and communicate with the 
dongle connected to the USB port.  
 
a. The protected application first determines whether or not the dongle 

connected to the USB port is correct. 
 
b. If the dongle proves to be correct, then the application will respond by 

showing us if the application or feature is authorized to run. The 
authorization is based on the terms of the license for the feature or 
application. 

 
Once the dongle is found correct, the application will have further 
communication with the dongle to check how many features or in what 
way the application can be used.  
 
Example 1 UniKey PRO managing the concurrent remote network end 
users 
You can set any number to the maximum number of the concurrent end 
users. When the application starts and the number of authorized activation 
equals 0, the relevant error is displayed. Suppose you set 30 to the 
maximum number which means there’s no way a 31st user can use the 
application unless one of the 30 concurrent users logoff.  
 
Example 2 Real Time manages the length of time and the expiration date 
that users use the application. 
The expiration date listed within the key’s memory is firstly checked and 
then compared to the UniKey Time’ real-time clock. If the expiration date 
has passed, the feature or application will stop serving you with an error 
message displayed. 
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2.8 Remote Update System 

UniKey provides a flexible solution on software protection to meet various 
requirements of software sales. It is common that end-users need to 
upgrade the software if they pay more on purchasing new functions, 
prolonging the leasing period and removing limitation. UniKey provides a 
convenient dongle remote update solution so as to minimize the cost on 
software upgrades.  
 
UniKey has a Remote Update System that end-users can execute and load 
the UniKey remote update file, and then the UniKey dongle will be updated 
automatically. 
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Chapter 3 UniKey Models 

This chapter gives a detailed description of UniKey models and emphasis is 
laid on the Real Time function and the Network function. 
 
 A comparison between different UniKey models 
 How to choose UniKey models? 
 UniKey architecture  
 Real Time function 
 Network function 
 UniKey Drive 
 
There are 5 UniKey models available in UniKey family, i.e. UniKey Lite, 
UniKey STD, UniKey PRO , UniKey Time and UniKey Drive. You can select the 
model that best fits your budget and protection requirements. 

3.1 A Comparison between Different UniKey Models 

We offer our customers a range of UniKey products with different functions 
to meet customers’ different requirements.   
 
Compatibility 
All the usages of UniKey STD, PRO, Time and Drive are fully compatible. All 
these 4 models are using the same tools and library. You can easily shift 
from one model to another, without changing any codes.  

 
Graph showing 
Below is a graph evidently displaying functions for different UniKey models. 

 

UniKey Security 
Keys 

Drive Time PRO STD Lite 

Security 

Unique ID 32-bit 
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User-defined 
Algorithms 

128 instructions 

Hardware 
ID/SN 

Globally Unique Hardware ID 

Password Convenient Password Generation Scheme 

Software ID Hardware Key User-Defined Software ID 

UpdateTag 32 bits Tag for Remote Update 

Network 
Function 

           Yes    No    No 

Protection Envelope Protection, API Protection, Flash 
Protection with Envelope, Video Protection 
with UniKey Video Protector 

Envelope  
Protection 

Utility Remote Update/Assist Tool/UniKey Tutor/UniKey Burner/ 
Cookbooks/SDK 

Supported 
Licensing 
Scheme 

Drive Time        PRO STD Lite 

License module 256 64 license modules 

Perpetual  

Yes                                                
Feature-based 

Pay-per-use 

Custom 

Time-Based    

Timing 
Functions 

Drive Time PRO STD Lite 

Real time clock  Yes    

Secure Flash Memory 

Secure Flash 
Memory 

1G  

Virtual CD-ROM 
with Auto-Run 

Yes  

General Drive Yes  

Password 
Protected Drive 

Yes  

Encrypted and 
Hidden Drive 

Yes  
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Multiple 
Partitions 

Yes  

Secure Flash 
Memory 

1G  

Supported Platforms(Software vendor) 

 Supported 
programming 
languages 

 
VB,VC,VFP,Delphi,BCB, PowerBuilder, LabView, WinDEV, Java, 
FileMaker, Clarion, Java,VS,Net, Fortran, Visual DataFlex and 
many more 

Development 
platforms 
supported 

Windows 98SE, NT, 2000, XP, 2003, Vista 2008, Windows 
7(both 32-bit and 64 bit). Linux 2.2, 2.4 and on, MacOS X, 
FreeBSD... 

Supported Platforms(End user) 

Operating 
Systems 
supported 

Windows 98SE, NT, 2000, XP, 2003, Vista, Windows 7(both 
32-bit and 64 bit). Linux 2.2,2.4 and on, MacOS X, Free BSD... 

Hardware 
Specification 

Drive Time PRO STD Lite 

Memory 4K 4K 4K 4K 4K 

Memory cell 
rewritters 

At least 1, 000, 000 

Memory data 
retention 

At least 30 years 

Max No. Of 
features/applicat
ions enabled per 
key 

 
256 

 
64 

Driver Driverless(HID device) 

 

3.2 How to choose a UniKey product?  

We do advise you to choose the right UniKey model based on your 
technical requirement and cost budget.  
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If you need only standard software protection solution and no network 
function, or real time functions are needed, UniKey STD will be the best 
choice. 
 
If your application can work over a LAN, and you need to control a number 
of concurrent users, then you should select UniKey PRO. 
 
Expiration, time-based leasing, and trial software should take advantage of 
UniKey Time. 
 
If you need to have mass storage of high security, UniKey Drive can best 
serve your needs with its 1 G memory. UniKey Drive is a variation of the 
PRO model and has all the functions of the PRO model. It’s the first 
driverless dongle with mass storage and high security. With UniKey Drive, 
vendors can use partitioning software to provide mass storage for their 
end-users. This provides significant flexibility, allowing software vendors to 
partition the key in any way, designating space for the software (ROM) and 
mass storage for the end user – they can store their own application data 
files. 

3.3 UniKey Architecture 

UniKey is a versatile dongle with an abundant feature set. There are several 
types of storage within the UniKey dongle, and each type is for a specific 
usage.  
 

 
Passwords 
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UniKey’s password consists of 4 passwords, i.e. password1 (pw1), 
password2 (pw2), password3 (pw3), password4 (pw4). Each password is 2 
bytes long, so 8 bytes long in total. Here, we define pw1 and pw2 as the 
basic password and this can be offered in the software distribution to the 
end-user side. Pw3 and pw4 are advanced passwords that should be kept 
at the software developer side and not available to the end-user side. Only 
with all 4 passwords can you obtain full permission and access to the 
UniKey dongle. 
 

Password Permission 

 pw1 + pw2 
(user mode) 

pw1+pw2+pw3+pw4 
(vendor mode) 

Read 4k memory √ √ 

Write first 2k memory √ √ 

Write second 2k memory   √ 

Read SoftID √ √ 

Write SoftID   √ 

Read UpdateTag √   

Write UpdateTag  √ 

Execute user-defined 
algorithms 

√  

Write user-defined 
algorithms 

 √ 

Generate New Password  √ 

Seed √ √ 

Generate Encryption Key  √ 

Decryption/Encryption √ √ 

Check license module √ √ 

Set license module  √ 

Check Time module √ √ 

Set Time module  √ 

Write max. user  √ 

 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

The default passwords are all 1234, i.e. pw1=1234, 
pw2=1234, pw3=1234, pw4=1234.        
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-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Developers can generate their own password by themselves. The steps to 
generate new password are: 

 
 
Please note the third step requires you to do the following:  

 Input a Seed 
 UniKey generates the passwords automatically. 
 A file containing date, Hardware ID, Seed and new Passwords 

will be created in the working directory.  
  

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
The Password will be generated based on the Seed via an 
irreversible hash algorithm. No one can generate the same 
password without knowing the seed. The seed will be 
your unique credential, please keep it in a safe place. 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Each UniKey dongle can only generate new passwords 
TWICE! It then cannot generate new password any more. 
When generating a new password, the dongle is fully 
formatted. 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Memory 
There is 4k or 1G memory in the UniKey dongles. The first 2k of memory 
can be read and written by pw1 and pw2. The second half of Memory (the 
last 2k memory) can only be written when all 4 passwords are verified. 
Thus, pw1 and pw2 can read all the memory, but the high memory can only 
be written when you have full permission to the UniKey dongle. 
 
All the data in Memory is encrypted and CRC checked. 
 
License Modules 
Each UniKey dongle has 64 license modules. The license modules are 2-byte 
long in storage. Developers can write a license module by taking full 
permission to the UniKey dongle. If a license module is non-zero, it means 
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the license module is valid; otherwise, the license module is invalid when it 
is zero. The contents of a license module cannot be read out, but the 
developer may check the validity of the license module.  
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

With the help of license modules, developers can 
implement sell models easily. For example, if the software 
has 4 function modules - Function A, B, C and D. A 
customer only purchases Function A and B. The developer 
may map each function to a certain license module or a bit 
in a single module. When the customer executes the 
software, the software enables the functions according to 
the validity of the license module.  

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
Each license module has a decreasing attribute (Dec in short). If it is 1 
(non-zero), the license module can be decreased by the UniKey API.  
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

The decreasing attribute gives an easy way to implement 
execution count or other limitations based on a decreasing 
number. For example, if you set a limitation where 
Function A can only be executed 15 times, you can write 
15 to a certain license module and decrease it every time 
when Function A is executed.  

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Hardware ID 
Each UniKey dongle has a globally unique hardware ID (HID in short). The 
length of the HID is 4 bytes. The HID is generated and fixed during the 
manufacture and cannot be modified. The HID can be read by basic 
passwords and is the global identifier to each UniKey dongle.  
 
IoLock keeps the HID as a tracing number during the production process.  
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Software ID 
Software ID (SoftID) is a readable and re-write-able 4 bytes storage area. 
SoftID can be modified by advanced passwords and can be read out via 
basic passwords.  
 
SoftID is a user-defined identifier. The software developer may assign a new 
SoftID for each software or customer. 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

The usage of SoftID is very flexible. In general, the 
meaning of SoftID is either software ID or customer ID. 
We can use SoftID to identify the UniKey dongle. Apart 
from this, SoftID may also stand for the release date or 
distributor ID.  

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
User-Defined Algorithms 
UniKey has a computing engine embedded inside the dongle. It can 
perform a series of arithmetic computation among 8 internal variables. The 
8 internal variables take different input values based on the type of 
calculations.  
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

If you want to involve the UniKey dongle into a 
computation, you might take advantage of user-defined 
algorithms. For example, if you want to generate a serial 
number or enclose a formula into the UniKey dongle, you 
can call the corresponding APIs to the user-defined 
algorithms. 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
First, let us start with the internal variables. The 8 internal variables are A, 
B, C, D, E, F, G and H. Here, A, B, C and D are input by API (see API 
reference). And E, F, G and H are taken values automatically and internally, 
and values depend on the type of calculation (see the following tables). All 
internal variables are WORD type, i.e. 2 bytes long. When calculation 
finishes, the A, B, C and D are returned. 
 
Second, there are 3 types of calculation. The meaning of different 
calculating is that internal variables take different values, i.e. the input 
values of E, F, G and H are different. 
 
Calculation Type 1 

Internal Register Meaning 

E HiWord of hardware ID  
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F LoWord of hardware ID  

G Value stored in license module *lp2 

H Random number  

 
Calculation Type 2 

Internal Register Meaning 

E Seed Result 1 

F Seed Result 2 

G Seed Result 3 

H Seed Result 4 

 
Calculation Type 3 

Internal 
Register 

Meaning 

E Value in license module *lp2 

F Value in license module (*lp2 + 1) 

G Value in license module (*lp2 + 2) 

H Value in license module (*lp2 + 3) 

 
Last, about the internal arithmetic computation. The prototype of 
arithmetic computation is  
 
operand1 = operand2 operator operand3 
 
Here operand can be A, B, C, D, E, F, G and H.  
The operator can be ‘+’ Addition, ‘-‘ Subtraction,’<’ Cyclic left shift, ‘*’ 
Multiplication, ‘^’ XOR, ‘&’ And,’ |’ Or, and ‘?’ Compare. 
 
For ‘?’ Compare, the returned value is. 
 

 A?B B?A 

A<B 0 FFFF 

A=B FFFF FFFF 

A>B FFFF 0 

 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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Note: Algorithm restrictions:                          
1.Constant value can only be operand 3, i.e. A=12*B is 
wrong.                                             
2.Constant value should be less than 64.                    
3.Each algorithm should have 3 operands, i.e A=A is wrong, 
the corrected algorithm should be A=A|A.                  
4. Constant values should not be found at the first or the 
last algorithm within the calculation. For example, A=A+15 
is only correct when it is not the first or last algorithm in a 
serial algorithms (calculation).          

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
A calculation consists of several algorithms (a serial arithmetic 
computation). Thus, you need only start at the beginning of the calculation. 
For example, the calculation is ‘A=A+B, B=C*D, C=H^E, D=F&H’. Here 
‘A=A+B’ is the beginning, and you need only start from here, the UniKey will 
perform the computation internally with its hardware and stop and 
‘D=F&H’.  
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

You can edit the user-defined algorithms via API or 
UniKey console. UniKey console provides an easy way to 
check the algorithms. 

     -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Each UniKey can store up to 128 user-defined algorithms. 
 
Keys 
Each UniKey dongle can store 3 128-bit keys. The keys are encrypted and 
CRC checked within the dongle. Using UniKey APIs, software developers can 
perform encryption/decryption with a specific key. The Key cannot be read 
and can only be generated inside the UniKey dongle. 

        ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- --------  
Although the UniKey dongle can encrypt/decrypt data, we 
do not suggest using such functions for large sizes of data, 
because the computing engine in the UniKey dongle is 
much slower than a computer. The solution is to 
decrypt/encrypt a large size of data using a key based 
algorithm such as AES, DES or RSA, and encrypt/decrypt 
the key in the UniKey dongle. This method compromises 
both performance and security. 

        ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------   
UpdateTag 
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UniKey dongles have a remote update function. This means the UniKey 
dongle can be updated remotely. The UpdateTag is the identifier for the 
remote update function. The length of the UpdateTag is 4 bytes.  
 
When you remote update a UniKey dongle, the UniKey Remote Update 
Application will check if the UniKey dongle should be updated or not. 
UpdateTag can be criteria during such process.  
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Remote Update scenarios provide a versatile solution to 
your software distribution. You can implement software 
leasing, software demos, software trials, pay on software 
function mode and other software sales modes 
conveniently. All the data delivered to the customer is AES 
128-bit encrypted and secure. 

     --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

3.4 Real Time Function 

3.41 What Is the Real Time Clock like? 

UniKey Time has a real time clock inside each dongle. We can implement 
more flexible real time functions/protection along with UniKey Time. Since 
the real time clock inside UniKey Time is independent of the host 
computer’s clock, the timing function with UniKey Time is more secure and 
accurate than its competitors. Software vendors can set the current time to 
the real time clock inside UniKey, and can check the software execution 
time. 

3.42 How does the Real Time Function Work? 

There are 16 real time modules within each UniKey Time dongle. Real time 
modules are only valid in a specific time period. Software vendors can set 
real time modules into 2 types, i.e. static and duration. 
 
Static Type 
If a license module is set to static type, then it is only valid (none zero) 
between start and end time. For example, if we set real time module #0 as 
static type, and then set the start time is 2008.8.1, 10:00:00, and the end 
time is 2008.8.30, 22:00:00, then this real time module is only valid within 
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this period. If we check this real time module beyond this time period, this 
module is invalid. The time is the clock time inside the dongle, not the host 
computer’s time.  
 
Duration Type 
On the other hand, software vendors can set a real time module as 
duration type. This means the real time module is only valid for a specific 
period after starting this real time module. For example, we can set the real 
time module #1 as duration type, and the duration is 90 days and 12 hours. 
Then if we start this module right now, it will be valid for 90 days and 12 
hours. After that, the real time module becomes invalid. 

3.43 How to Apply UniKey Time Function? 

UniKey Console is a powerful tool offered for customers to operate UniKey 
products. There is a “Time” tab on UniKey Console that you can use to 
apply UniKey Time function. 

 
 
“Time” tab is to configure UniKey Time. All the functions in this tab are 
only working with UniKey Time dongle. 
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There is a real time clock in UniKey Time dongle, so the basic function is to 
set and get the UniKey time info to/from the internal clock inside UniKey 
dongle. 
 
We can read the time info inside UniKey from “Current Dongle Time”, by 
pressing “Get Time”. “Set time” will write the PC time into a UniKey Time 
dongle. 
 
“Erase” reset all the 16 real time modules.  
 
There are 16 real time modules in each UniKey Time. Each module works 
independently and works for a specific time interval. We can configure a 
real time module with 2 types, i.e. Static and Duration type. 
 
Static type means the real time module has a static start and end. When 
this module is checked, it will return SUCCESS while between the start and 
end. Otherwise, the module will return an error. 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Static type is useful when we know the static start and end. 
For example, we sell a software to a customer, and we just 
want the software to work between 2008, Jul. 10th, 19:00 
to 2008, Oct. 21st, 23:00. And we want to set real time 
module # 1 to count this time. Then the steps are shown 
as following. We input 1 into “Time Module No.”, and 
enable “Static” in both “Start Time” and “End Time”. Then 
fill 08,07,10,19 in “Start” and 08,10,21,23 in “End”. Finally 
press “Set” to write all this info into real time module # 1. 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
“Check” and “Check Time Module” help to you to check if the time is the 
static time period. This function won’t modify any info in the UniKey 
Dongle. 
 
Duration type is much more flexible. When a real time module is set to 
duration type, and “write once” flag is on, it means the module (something 
missing?) when valid for a specific period of time after the first START_TIME 
call. Please note there are 3 types of START_TIME call, and all of them are 
working with duration type. 
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---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Duration type is helpful when we do not know the start 
time. This type is working for software lease. For example, 
we want to have a software function only working for 90 
days. Then we need to have “Write once” selected, and 
enable “duration” option, and fill 90 in “Day” of “Duration”. 
Input the real time module number and finally press “Set”.  

     -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
“Write Once” option makes sure only the first 
START_TIME call works. All such calls after the first one 
won’t reset the timer. 

     -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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3.5 Network Function 

UniKey PRO，UniKey Time and UniKey Drive are with full network functions, 
i.e. there is no limitation to the Maximum number of concurrent remote 
clients. You can set any number to the Maximum number of concurrent 
remote clients.  

 
 
Intelligent Library 
The UniKey Library (UniKey.dll) for UniKey PRO is intelligent. If there is no 
rule to follow, it will try to load an intelligent setting, and try to find UniKey 
as much as possible. 
 
If the software vendor is not clear about the setting at end-user side, just 
let the UniKey library follow the intelligent rule. All these can be done 
without any configuration.  
 
Floating License Model 
UniKey is the storage for software licenses. In some cases, you store the 
license in the network server or local workstation. Because UniKey PRO is 
intelligent, you can easily implement floating license model, i.e. you can 
store the license info in UniKey PRO. And the client will try to find both 
licenses. All these work can be done without any configuration, and the 
Client will find the license that is near. 
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UniKey software copy protection system is a powerful solution, and it offers 
flexible software protection schemes.  
 
Both UniKey (or called UniKey STD) and UniKey PRO can work on a network 
and support floating license. 
 
The network can be Intranet (LAN) or the Internet. Network function can 
work crossing different subnets.  
 
The default port number of UniKey network function is 5680, and you can 
change in the configuration file. 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Please add NetUniKey server into the exception/trusted 
list of the anti-virus software, otherwise, some anti-virus 
software will block the communication between the 
NetUniKey server and client.       

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Network features 
a. No artificial limitation of concurrent users (no more than 65535-1024, 
which is the max number of available socket) 
 b. Black and white list support Black listed IPs will be unable to access 
UniKey PRO 
 c. Working mode set by developers. For example a developer can set it to 
search for a local key first and then search for a key on the network or vice 
versa. (It is also called floating license) 
d. Assign the server an IP address or let clients find the server automatically 
via broadcast. 
e. UniKey PRO can work with different networks, even over the Internet or 
through different subnets.     
f. UniKey PRO automatically adds itself in the WinXP sp2 firewall for ease of 
use. 
 g. No change for All the APIs. 
h. The Network DLL can work with UniKey (the local/standard key). 
i. Zero-configuration is necessary, just remove the .ini file and you’re done. 
j. Network key drivers aren’t necessary. UniKey PRO is a 100% green 
software and keeps the same tradition as the driverless dongle. Just copy 
the .exe and run it. 

3.51 Components for the UniKey Network Function 

There are 2 compulsory components and 1 additional component for the 
network function of UniKey.  
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a.NetUniKey Server 
This is the software that acts as a server and processes the request 
from clients. This software should execute from the computer where 
you insert the UniKey dongle. 
 
It will load the setting in the configuration file in the working directory 
when it starts. If there is no such configuration file, it will load the 
default setting, and configure itself automatically. 
 
NetUniKey Server needs not be installed on the real server; any 
computer can act as a NetUniKey server. 
 
b.NetUniKey Client 
NetUniKey client is the workstation that calls UniKey dongle remotely. 
In general, it is a DLL file, named “UniKey.dll”.  

 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

You use the file info to check the function of UniKey.dll. If 
UniKey.dll is for network function, you will see 
“NetUniKey Dynamic Library” in its description.                     

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
It will load the setting in the configuration file in the working directory 
when it starts. If there is no such configuration file, it will load the default 
setting, and configure itself automatically. 
 
The UniKey.dll for network function encloses all the function in the 
UniKey.dll for standalone UniKey. If you want to use floating license, you 
need only use UniKey.dll for network function. 
 
NetUniKey Configuration File 
NetUniKey configuration file helps users to set up the NetUniKey Server or 
clients. It provides the setting information, and let the server and clients 
behave in the pre-fixed way. 
 
The name of NetUniKey configuration file is “NetUniKey.ini”, and it should 
be in the same directory as NetUniKey server/clients. 
 
If NetUniKey Server/Client does not find the configuration file, it will load 
the default setting.  
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3.52 Max Number of Concurrent Clients 

UniKey network function provides a simple method to control the 
concurrent clients. For example, if you just sell 4 software licenses to a 
customer, and you do not want the fifth customer to run the software at 
the same time, you need to set the Maximum number of concurrent clients. 
After this, when the fifth client logon to the UniKey, he/she will gets an 
error, saying “too many clients”. 

 
 
There is no limitation to Maximum number of clients for a UniKey PRO. You 
can set 10, 50, 100, or more than 1000 into the dongle as you want. The 
first license module (license module 0) of UniKey PRO is reserved for 
Maximum number of clients. This license module stores the Maximum 
number of concurrent clients. You can use UniKey Console or UniKey API to 
set this number. 
 
If you do not want to implement the limitation for Maximum number of 
concurrent client, please write 0 into license module 0, i.e. it will accept as 
many clients as possible. 
  
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Please remember license module 0 is the Max. number of 
concurrent clients when using the license module 
function.                          

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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For a UniKey STD dongle it can only accept ONE remote client, i.e. if the 
NetUniKey Server works with a UniKey STD, only one remote client can 
logon the UniKey. 

3.53 NetUniKey Configuration File 

UniKey’s network function is intelligent. It can work without any 
configuration, but in some cases, you need let it work as you want, and let 
it work faster. 
 
NetUniKey Configuration File is the rule for NetUniKey Server/Client to 
follow. 
 
In the NetUniKey Configuration File, you can specify the behavior of 
NetUniKey Server/Client. 
 
The name of NetUniKey Configuration File is “NetUniKey.ini”, and you have 
to put it in the same directory with NetUniKey Server/Client. You can edit 
the content of this file. Each item in the file stands for an action of 
NetUniKey Server/Client. In the file, you can also find the meaning of each 
item.  
 
The content of NetUniKey Configuration File is different for NetUniKey 
Server and Client.  
 
NetUniKey Server Configuration File 
The content of NetUniKey Configuration File for NetUniKey Server looks like 
below: 
 

[Header] 
FileType =NetUniKey.ini 
FileVersion  =1 
[ServerSetting] 
SearchingMode  =1 
    # 1 direct connect, then broadcast (default) 
    # 2 broadcast first, then direct connect 
ServerIP =192.168.1.100 
Port  =5680 
TimeOut  =5 
    # send/receive time out value in second 
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AutoStart =0 
    # 1 auto start server when system starts 
    # 0 disable auto start function (default) 
 
[BlackList] 
EnableBlackList =0 
    # 1 enable the black list 
    # 0 disable the black list (default) 
BlackList =192.168.1.3,138.100.1.100, 
    # The black list,  
    #Note, 
    # please do not enclose any blank space  
    # each ip is separated by a ',' 
 
[WhiteList] 
EnableWhiteList =0 
    # 1 enable the white list 
    # 0 disable the white list (default) 
WhiteList =138.1.1.1,192.168.1.1, 
    # The white list 
    # Note, 
    # please do not enclose any blank space 
    # each ip is separated by a ',' 

 
The sentence starts with “#” is comments, and shows the meaning of each 
item. 
 

Header 
The item in [Head] specifies the signature of this file, you need not 
modify it. 
 
ServerSetting 
[ServerSetting] section specifies the basic setting of the NetUniKey 
Server. 
 
Search Mode 
This item shows how NetUniKey Clients try to find a UniKey dongle on 
the network. If it is 1, NetUniKey clients will try to use the info in 
NetUniKey Configuration File at first. If failed, the NetUniKey clients 
will broadcast in the local network to find the UniKey. If this item is 2, 
the NetUniKey clients will broadcast first in the network, and only try 
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to connect the UniKey specified in NetUniKey Configuration File when 
they cannot find any UniKey via the broadcast. 
 
Server IP 
This item specifies the IP address of the NetUniKey Server. If the 
NetUniKey Server has more than 1 IP address, you can use this item to 
bind the NetUniKey server with only one IP. If this IP address is wrong, 
NetUniKey server will change it to a valid IP when starts. 
 
Server Port 
In order to communicate between the server and clients, we need 
assign a port for NetUniKey server. The default port is 5680. You can 
leave it unchanged if you are not fully clear with it. 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 
You need to enable this port in the firewall, so that the 
NetUniKey’s communication can go through the firewall.   

                           
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Timeout 
This item declares the timeout value of the communication between 
the server and clients. The default value is 5 in the unit of second. If 
your network is simple and stable, you can set this value to 3 or less. 
 
AutoStart 
This value says if the NetUniKey Server can start automatically when 
system boots.  
 
BlackList 
[BlackList] section shows the black list function. If you enable the black 
list function, the remote client listed in the black list will be refused. 
You can use UniKey Console or NetUniKey server to edit this list, or 
just edit it manually follows decryption in the configuration file. 
 
WhiteList 
[WhiteList] section shows the white list function. If you enable the 
white list function, only the remote client listed in the white list will be 
able to access the NetUniKey Server. You can use UniKey Console or 
NetUniKey server to edit this list, or just edit it manually to follow 
decryption in the configuration file. 
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If a client is listed in both the black list and the white list, 
it will be refused.  

 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 
NetUniKey Client Configuration File 
The content of NetUniKey Configuration File for NetUniKey Client looks like 
below 

[Header] 
FileType =NetUniKey.ini 
FileVersion  =1 
[General] 
WorkingMode  =2 
    # 1 local UniKey 
    # 2 Network UniKey 
    # 3 local UniKey -> Network UniKey (default) 
    # 4 Network UniKey -> local UniKey 
AccessMode =0 
    # 0 Access NetUniKey per IP address (default)  
    # 1 Access NetUniKey per process 
    # 2 Access NetUniKey per thread 

          ＃3 Access NetUniKeyr per shared-IP mode 
[ServerSetting] 
SearchingMode  =1 
       # 0 direct connect only 
    # 1 direct connect, then broadcast (default) 
    # 2 broadcast first, then direct connect 
ServerIP =192.168.1.100 
Port  =5680 
TimeOut =5 
    # send/receive time out value in second 

 
The sentence starts with “#” is comments, and shows the meaning of each 
item. 
 

Header 
Items in [Head] specify the signature of this file. You need not modify 
it. 
 
General 
[General] section specifies the behavior of NetUniKey Client. 
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Working Mode 
This item specifies the working mode of NetUniKey Client. If this value 
is 1, the NetUniKey Client will work with local UniKey dongle attached 
to the local USB port only. If this value is 2, the NetUniKey Client will 
work with local UniKey dongle attached to the local USB port at first, if 
failed, it will try to work the UniKey dongle attached to NetUniKey 
server in the network. If you set it to 3, the NetUniKey Client will work 
only with the UniKey dongle attached to the NetUniKey server. When 
this value is set to 4, the NetUniKey client will try to work with the 
UniKey dongle attached to NetUniKey server at first, and if it failed, it 
will try to load local UniKey attached to the local USB port. 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

You can use this value to declare the behavior of the 
NetUniKey Client. For example, if you do not want 
software to use local UniKey, you can set it to 2.               

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
AccessMode 
This value shows how NetUniKey Clients access NetUniKey Server. If 
you set it to 0, NetUniKey Server accepts only ONE client for one IP. 
The second NetUniKey client for the same IP will be refused. If this 
value is set to 1, the NetUniKey client from the same process can be 
accepted only once. And if it is 2, NetUniKey can be accepted in any 
thread. Access mode 3 means all the access from a single IP will be 
counted as 1, no matter how many access or clients.  
 
Search Mode 
This item shows how NetUniKey Clients try to find a UniKey dongle on 
the network. 0 stands for only connecting the server by using the 
server IP. If it is 1, NetUniKey client will try to use the info in NetUniKey 
Configuration File at first, if failed, the NetUniKey clients will broadcast 
in the local network to find the UniKey. If this item is 2, the NetUniKey 
clients will broadcast first in the network, and only try to connect the 
UniKey specified in NetUniKey Configuration File when they cannot 
find any UniKey via the broadcast. 
 
Server IP 
This item specifies the IP address of the NetUniKey Server. If the 
NetUniKey Server has more than 1 IP address, you can use this item to 
bind the NetUniKey server with only one IP. If this IP address is wrong, 
NetUniKey server will change it to a valid IP when it starts. 
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Server Port 
In order to achieve communication between the server and clients, we 
need to assign a port for NetUniKey server. The default port is 5680. 
You can leave it unchanged if you are not fully clear with it. 

 
         -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 

You need to enable this port in the firewall, so that the 
NetUniKey’s communication can go through the firewall.  
                          

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Timeout 
This item declares the timeout value of the communication between 
the server and clients. The default value is 5 in the unit of second. If 
your network is simple and stable, you can set this value to 3 or less. 

3.54 Network Server 

UniKey network function is a client/server application. You need to set 
up a NetUniKey Server application. The name of NetUniKey Server is 
NetUniKeyServer.exe, and located in the Network folder in the CD. 
 
The NetUniKey Server need not be installed on a real server, and 
workstation can work as NetUniKey server. It is total green software, 
and need not be installed. Just executing the exe file will finish the 
installation.  
 
You can put the NetUniKey.ini along with the NetUniKeyServer.exe. If 
NetUniKey server does not find NetUniKey.ini, it will load the default 
setting automatically.  
 
NetUniKeyServer.exe will add itself into the exception list of Windows 
XP SP2 firewall. 
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

You need to add NetUniKeyServer.exe into the 
exception/trusted list of anti-virus firewall, so that the 
communication between NetUniKey server and clients 
will not be blocked.       

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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There are four tabs in the NetUniKey Server, “Network”, “Monitor”, 
“Black List” and “White List”. If NetUniKeyServer.exe finds the 
NetUniKey.ini, it will load the setting from this file. 
 
Network 
The network tab shows the info on server setting. You can edit the 
values in the corresponding area, and press  “Apply” to apply the 
changes. 
 

 
 
If “Server Auto Start” is checked, the NetUniKey Server will run when 
system boots. 
 
The status shows the status of the server. If the green light is shown, 
the server is running. Otherwise, the red light indicates the server is 
stopped. 
 
Press “Exit” to exit the NetUniKey Server. If NetUniKeyServer works as 
a system service, this “Exit” only exits the GUI, and the service is still 
working.  
 
Pressing “Exit” will hide the window, and you can restore the window 
by double clicking its icon in the system tray (in the right-bottom 
corner). 
 
Monitor 
Monitor tab shows the info of concurrent clients.  
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If you want to discard a remote client, you can select the client, and 
then press “Kill”. 
 
UniKey 
UniKey Tab shows the UniKey dongle attached at server side.  
 

 
 
Black List 
In the Black List tab, you can manage the black list. Pressing “Add” will 
allow you to add an IP address into the black list.  
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If you want to remove an IP from the list, please select the IP, and 
press “Delete”. 
 
White List  
In the White List tab, you can manage the white list. Pressing “Add” 
will allow you to add an IP address into the white list. 
 

 
 
If you want to remove an IP from the list, please select the IP, and 
press “Delete”.    

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Uninstalling NetUniKeyServer is rather simple, in the 
Network tab, stop the server, and click “Do not auto 
start”, and then exit the server. 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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3.55 Network Client  

NetUniKey Client is a library (DLL/Lib) which software uses to call UniKey.  
 
The name of NetUniKey Client is UniKey.dll, and located in the Network 
folder in the CD. 
 
It covers all the functions of library for UniKey STD (standalone UniKey).  
 
It will try to load NetUniKey.ini when it starts. If there is no NetUniKey.ini, it 
will load the default intelligent setting. 
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 
You can use the intelligent setting to implement floating 
license function.            

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
Please create a NetUniKey.ini with desired setting; it will 
speed up the finding process. 

        --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

3.56 Quick Setup 

Since UniKey network function is intelligent, you need not do much 
configuration work. If the network is LAN, and stable, you need not 
configure anything, just remove the entire NetUniKey.ini file, then it will 
configure itself automatically.  
 
If you need cross subnets or the Internet, you have to specify the IP address 
of the server and let NetUniKey Server/Clients go through the 
firewall/router.  
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3.6 UniKey Drive  

 3.61 What is UniKey Drive like? 

UniKey Drive is a variation of the PRO model and has all the functions of 
the PRO model. It’s the first driverless dongle with mass storage and high 
security. It can support 32 end-users with different level of permission. 
 
UniKey Drive, an innovative USB device that allows software vendors to 
protect, license and deliver their software applications, drivers and data to 
end-users using a single USB key. By combining hardware protection and 
software licensing into one solution, UniKey Drive empowers software 
vendors with the flexibility to choose the level of protection and licensing 
that best fits their budget and business needs. 
   
UniKey Drive key arms software vendors with the ability to easily deliver 
fully-licensed and protected software – greatly reducing installation steps 
for end-users. The licenses are stored inside the smartcard with highest 
security, UniKey Drive enables software publishers to grow their business 
through software protection, IP protection and secure licensing.  
 
With UniKey Drive, vendors can use partitioning software to provide mass 
storage for their end-users. This provides significant flexibility, allowing 
software vendors to partition the key in any way, designating space for the 
software (ROM) and mass storage for the end user – they can store their 
own application data files. Additionally, UniKey Drive’s auto-run software 
setup capabilities allow end-users to run the protected application directly 
from the UniKey Drive USB key, adding even further convenience for the 
end-user.  
 
License modules 

UniKey Drive has 256 license modules empowering software vendors with 
the flexibility to choose the licensing that best fits their business needs. 

High security 
UniKey Drive has two more powerful encryption algorithms including the 
DES with three calculations, and the RSA with 1024-bit key length. 
 
Multiple partitions 
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With UniKey Drive, vendors can use partitioning software to provide mass 
storage for their end-users. This provides significant flexibility, allowing 
software vendors to partition the key in any way, designating space for the 
software (CD-ROM) and mass storage for the end user – they can store 
their own application data files.  
 

The UniKey Drive storage is divided into four partitions: 

 Virtual CD 
 Normal Drive  
 Secu Drive   
 Hidden Drive  

 
Virtual CD 
This partition offers an ideal space for storing tools since the information in 
this partition is only readable and can’t be modified. To store tools in this 
partition, the users can save the prepared image files to this partition.  
 
An application DriverPWAgent.exe contained in Virtual CD is used for 
logging on to the Secu Drive.   

 
Normal Drive 
This partition enables you to store all sorts of documents, files, etc.   
 
Secu Drive   
Without the correct password to log on, there’s no way to perform any 
operation in Secu Drive. After logging on to the partition by 
DriverPWAgent.exe, the partition named Secu Drive will pop up on the 
computer. This partition allows users to store information of high 
importance and confidentiality.  
 
Hidden Drive 
As the name suggests, you cannot see the image of the partition. But there 
is a spot of storage space with a File System ensuring the efficiency of 
operating this partition. To ensure the safety of the data stored in the 
Hidden Drive, a password of high level of security is designed. In order to 
operate the Hidden Drive, the users have to obtain the correct password to 
logon and call a range of APIs that are provided to customers for creating 
files, finding files, reading and writing files, formatting and so on.  
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3.62 How to operate UniKey Drive? 

An overview of the initialize utility 

 

Hidden Partition: this storage space of this partition enables you to fill in 
the size according to your specific needs, with the size ranging from 0 MB 
to 1024 MB. 
 
Normal Partition and Secure Partition: With the Virtual CD and Hidden 
partition determined, the remaining space is divided between these two 
partitions.(When added together, the percentage of Normal Partition and 
the percentage of Secure Partition is 100%.) 
 
Password: The password is the same as that logons on to the Hidden 
Partition.  
 
Format: Implement the above operations. 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Note: It should be made clear that before using UniKey 
Drive Initialize, all the other operations related to the key 
should be stopped, or an error will occur. 

        --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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Saving image files to Virtual CD 
 
Step1 
If we want to load a file application.xml to CDROM, we have to first put it in 
the ISO.  
 
Step 2        
Open initialize facility and press “….” button to select the ISO. Then press 
the button” initialize”.  

 

 

 Step 3 

 Remove the Key, and then plug the Key into the port. Open Virtual CD and 
you will see the existence of the file application.xml. 

Logon to Secu Drive 
 
Step 1:Open DriverPwAgent.exe either in Virtual CD or in SDK, then 

the following panel pops up. 
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Step 2: Enter the default password “123456” and press logon then you 
will enter Secu Drive. 

Note: The default password for opening the Secure mass storage area 
of a UniKey Drive Dongle is “123456”. 

3.63 UniKey Drive Console 

There are 5 main functions in the UniKey Drive Console, i.e. Edit, Test, 
Database, Update, and Network. Just click the bmp button in the upper 
pane to enter the corresponding function panel. When the mouse moves 
over the button, a tip is shown to explain the function of the button.  
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Editing a UniKey 
In the panel “Edit”, you can edit all content of a UniKey Drive Key, and 
perform all the functions of a UniKey Drive Key.  
 
In addition to basic editing of a UniKey dongle, the “Edit” panel is the basis 
of all other panels. “Test”, “Database” and “Update” all receive UniKey 
information from “Edit”. All these 4 panels work together. “Edit” is working 
like shared memory in the UniKey Drive Console. 
 
Password 
In order to operate a UniKey Drive Key, you need firstly to logon to the 
UniKey Drive Key. As shown below, “Password” is the first Tab in the panel 
“Edit”. 
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Enter the UniKey password in the password area. You can let UniKey Drive 
Console fill the default password automatically by clicking “Default”. When 
the “Remember it” check box is checked, UniKey Drive Console will 
remember the password you entered, and fill it in the password area when 
it restarts.  
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 

The default password is: 12345678 12345678 12345678 
12345678 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Click either “Vendor Logon” or “User Logon” to logon to the UniKey Drive 
Key. If the UniKey Drive Key is attached and the password is correct, the 
words “Verify Passwords” will be displayed at the bottom left of the pane 
and at the same time the color of “Logon” Tab at the right top corner will 
turn from red into green.”. Otherwise, an error message is displayed. 
Another way to logon to the Key is to click “Logon” Tab directly with the 
procedures the same as the first way of logging on. 
 
“Logoff” is to logoff the UniKey Drive Key. 
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“Generate New Passwords” is always off until you logon a UniKey Drive Key 
successfully. In order to generate a user-defined password, please input the 
seed in “Seed” area, and press “Generate”. If the new password is 
generated successfully, a file is created in the UniKey Drive Console 
directory containing; date, seed, and new password. Please keep this file in 
a safe place. When you logon to the UniKey Drive Key, you will use the new 
password. 
 
“Read” and “Write” are for editing the HID, SoftID and UpdateTag. “Read” 
will read all these three IDs from UniKey Drive and display them in the 
corresponding area. On the other hand, “Write” writes the SoftID and 
UpdateTag back to UniKey Drive Key.   
 
UniKey dongles have a remote update function. The UpdateTag is the 
identifier for the remote update function. The length of the UpdateTag is 4 
bytes. When you remote update a UniKey dongle, the UniKey Remote 
Update Application will check if the UniKey dongle should be updated or 
not. UpdateTag can be criteria during such process 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 
HID is the hardware ID, which is read only. You CANNOT 
write HID back to a UniKey Drive Key.   

        --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Memory 
In the “Memory” Tab, you can edit the basic memory of a UniKey Drive Key 
after you logon to the UniKey dongle successfully.  
 
The big HEX and ASCII area is to show and edit the UniKey Memory. The 
total size of UniKey Drive Memory is 4k (4096) bytes. One left of this area is 
the memory offset. In the middle, you can edit the memory in Hex, and 
ASCII (displayed on the right). 
 
Press “Read” to read the whole UniKey Drive memory and to display it in 
this area. “Write” is to write the whole memory back to the UniKey, and 
make editing take effect.  
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Module 
In the “Module” Tab, you can manipulate the license modules.  
 
If you want to write a license module, feed the value in the corresponding 
“value” area, and check the “Decrease” box if you want to set the 
decreasing attribute as “23”, then press “Set module”. 
 
When you need to check the validity of a license module, please press 
“Check Module”. If the state is “TURE”, it means the license module is valid. 
If it shows “FALSE”, it means such a license module is invalid. At the same 
time, if the license module is checked, it shows the license module is 
‘decreasing allowed’ and vice versa.  
 
Scroll the scroll bar to locate the license module. If you want to write all the 
license modules in bulk, please press “Select All”, then all the license 
modules are updated.  
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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Since the value in a license module cannot be read out, 
you CANNOT see the correct value in the “Value” area 
after selecting “Check Module”. 

    ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 
 
Algorithm 
In the “Algorithm” Tab, you can test the user-defined algorithms and seed 
generation function.  
 
When you test the user-defined algorithms, please select the calculation 
type first, and then input the user-defined algorithm variables. Finally, 
press “Write” to start the algorithms. When the computation is finished, 
the computing results are displayed in the “A”, “B”, “C” and “D” areas.  
 
Testing seed generation is rather simple; just input the seed in the “Seed” 
area, and press “Generate”, the result generated by seed algorithm will be 
shown in the corresponding “Result” area. 
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You can edit user-defined algorithms in the “Algorithms”. Please note the 
limitations of user-defined algorithms. 
The algorithm flag “B” means it is the beginning of a series of algorithms. 
“E” means it is the end of a serial algorithms. While “BE” (Beginning and 
End), it is a single algorithm.  
 
You can use scroll bar to locate other user-defined algorithms. Press “Write 
All” to write all the user-defined algorithms back to the UniKey dongle. 
 

 
 
Encrypt 
In the “Encrypt” Tab, you can encrypt the information using different 
algorithms. There are six different algorithms available below “Algorithm”: 
DES1, DES2, DES3, MD5, RSA1024 and TEA. 
To encrypt your data, the user can take the following steps: 
Step 1: Input some data in the memory.  
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---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 
The length of data for encryption/decryption must be a 
multiple of 8.      

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Step 2: Select Generate the Key, select “Key3”and then press “Gen” to 
generate the Key3. 
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Step3: Select “Encrypt”and press “Run” to encrypt the input information. 
As shown below, there will be some data displayed in the “Output” part.  
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Step 4 If you want to get access to your Input data, you have to decrypt the 
output data. Copy the output information to the Input area and select 
“Decrypt” and press “Run”. Then in the Output area, the original input data 
is shown. 
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FileSys 
You need to logon on to the file system before operating it. The file system 
is used for loading files, deleting files, formatting files and refreshing files. 
 
Logon to the file system: Select “FileSys” and press “FileSys Logon”. Then 
“Initialization UniKey Drive successful” will be displayed at the bottom left 
corner, indicating the successful logon to the file system. 
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Loading a file: Press “Load” to load a file from your computer. When the file 
appears in the storage area, it means the file has been loaded successfully. 
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Delete a file: If you want to delete a file from the FileSys storage, just 
choose the file and press delete, then the file will be gone. 
 
Format: If you want to format the file system, just press “Format”, then all 
the files stored in the file system will be gone. 
 
Refresh: Sometimes, if you want to check what you have in the file system, 
you need to press “Rfresh” to show the files stored in the storage of the file 
system. 
 
For the details on other Tabs, please refer to chapter 4.1 to 4.5. 
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Chapter 4 UniKey Console 

 
This chapter includes detailed information on how to operate the UniKey 
dongle with the tool Console: 
 
 Editing a UniKey 
 Testing a UniKey 
 Database 
 Remote updater 
 Network function 
 
UniKey Console is a powerful application provided for software vendors 
control the UniKey dongle management.   
 
To get an instant outlook of the UniKey Console, you can refer to the video 
tutorial in the SDK CD. 
 
There are 5 main functions in the UniKey Console, i.e. Edit, Test, Database, 
Update and Network.  
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You can operate the dongle attached to the computer via the UniKey 
Console. You can also manage dongles and the database without attaching 
a dongle. 
 
In the following sections, we will present the detailed usage on specific 
dialogs.  

4.1 Editing a UniKey 

In the panel “Edit”, you can edit all content of a UniKey dongle, and 
perform all the functions of a UniKey dongle.  
 
Password 
In order to operate a UniKey dongle, you need firstly to logon to the UniKey 
dongle. As is shown below, “Password” is the first Tab in the panel “Edit”. 
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Enter the UniKey password in the password area. You can let UniKey 
Console fill the default password automatically by clicking “Default”. When 
the “Remember it” check box is checked, UniKey Console will remember 
the password you entered, and fill it in the password area when it restarts.  
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 
The default password is: 1234 1234 1234 1234 

 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Click “Logon” to logon to the UniKey dongle, if the UniKey dongle is 
attached and the password is correct, UniKey dongle will display “Logon 
Successfully”. Otherwise, an error message is displayed.  
  
“Logoff” is to logoff the UniKey dongle. 
 
“Generate New Passwords” is always off until you logon a UniKey dongle 
successfully. In order to generate a user-defined password, please input the 
seed in “Seed” area, and press “Generate”. If the new password is 
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generated successfully, a file is created in the UniKey Console directory 
containing; date, seed, and new password. Please keep this file in a safe 
place. When you logon to the UniKey dongle, you will use the new 
password. 
 
Basic 
In the “Basic” Tab, you can edit the basic memory of a UniKey dongle after 
you logon to the UniKey dongle successfully.  
 
The big HEX and ASCII area is to show and edit the UniKey Memory. The 
total size of UniKey Memory is 4k or 1G. One left of this area is the memory 
offset. In the middle, you can edit the memory in Hex, and ASCII (displayed 
on the right). 
 
Press “Read” to read the whole UniKey memory and to display it in this 
area. “Write” is to write the whole memory back to the UniKey, and make 
editing take effect.  
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“Tag & IDs” is for editing the HID, SoftID and UpdateTag. “Read All” will 
read all these three IDs from UniKey and display them in the corresponding 
area. On the other hand, “Write All” writes the SoftID and UpdateTag back 
to UniKey. 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 
HID is the hardware ID, which is read only. You CANNOT 
write HID back to a UniKey Dongle.     

 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Extend 
In the “Extend” Tab, you can manipulate the license module and 
user-defined algorithms.  
 
If you want to write a license module, feed the value in the corresponding 
“val” area, and check the “Dec” box if you want to set the decreasing 
attribute as “1”, then press “Set”. 
 
When you need to check the validity of a license module, please press 
“Chk”. If the status is “T”, it means the license module is valid. If it shows 
“F”, it means such a license module is invalid. At the same time, if the 
license module is checked, it shows the license module is ‘decreasing 
allowed’ and vice versa.  
 
Scroll the scroll bar to locate the license module. If you want to write all the 
license modules in bulk, please press “Set All”. Then all the license modules 
are updated.  
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Since the value in a license module cannot be read out, 
you CANNOT see the correct value in the “Val” area after 
selecting “Chk”. 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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You can edit user-defined algorithms in the “Algorithms”. Please note the 
limitations of user-defined algorithms.  
 
The algorithm flag “B” means it is the beginning of a serial algorithm. “E” 
means it is the end of a serial algorithm. While “BE” (Beginning and End), it 
is a single algorithm.  
 
You can use scroll bar to locate other user-defined algorithms. Press “Write 
All” to write all the user-defined algorithms back to the UniKey dongle.  
 
Advanced 
In the “Advanced” Tab, you can test the user-defined algorithms and seed 
generation function.  
 
When you test the user-defined algorithms, please select the calculation 
type first, and then input the user-defined algorithm variables. Finally, 
press “Run” to start the algorithms. When the computation is finished, the 
computing results are displayed in the “A”, “B”, “C” and “D” areas.  
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Testing seed generation is rather simple: just input the seed in the “Seed” 
area, and press “Generate”, the result generated by seed algorithm will be 
shown in the corresponding “Result” area. 
 

 
 
Cipher 
“Cipher” tab provides an opportunity to Encrypt/decrypt and digest data 
via the UniKey onboard computing engine.  
 
At every beginning, you can generate an internal 128-bit key inside the 
UniKey dongle. Select the key number and press “Generate”. The key never 
leaves the UniKey dongle, so we cannot read it out.  
 
To perform decryption or encryption, select the operation type. Secondly, 
feed input data in the “Input” area. You can copy the data in the clipboard 
to the “Input” area by clicking “Paste”. Thirdly, press “Run” to execute the 
decryption or encryption operation. When the computation is finished, the 

Calculation 
Type 

Input & Output 
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result is displayed in the “Output” area. Click “Copy” to copy the result to 
the clipboard. 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 
The length of data for encryption/decryption must be a 
multiple of 8.    

     --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 
 
File 
“File” tab is for saving or loading UniKey files (*.uky files) and 
saving/loading data with the UniKey Database. 
 
In the UniKey files, we save UniKey memory, HID, SoftID, UpdateTag, 
License Modules and User-Defined Algorithms. Since the 128-bit key never 
leaves the UniKey dongle and we cannot edit it, you cannot find any info 
about keys in the UniKey file. 
 

Operation 
Type 

Key 
Number 
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To save data to a UniKey file, press “Save” and a file selection dialog is 
shown. Then you select the file location and file name, press “Ok”, all the 
data you are editing will be saved in this file. 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

The UniKey file saves the data you are editing/operating. 
Such data might be different from that of the data in the 
UniKey dongle, since you may not have written the data 
back to the UniKey dongle and make it take effect. Each 
UniKey file is like a “virtual dongle”.         

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
To load data from a UniKey file, press “…” and select the *.uky file you want 
to load. Then press “Read”, the data in this UniKey file would be loaded into 
the UniKey Console.  

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Save data you are editing before loading a UniKey file, 
because loading a file will flush all the memory in the 
UniKey Console.    

    ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

File 
Name 

Database 
Operation 
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In the “File” tab, you can also add the data you are editing into the UniKey 
database by clicking “Add”.  
 
If the data is loaded from the UniKey database, you can update or delete 
the corresponding record by “Update” and “Delete”. 
 
Time 
“Time” tab is to configure UniKey Time. All the functions in this tab are 
only working with UniKey Time dongle. 
 
There is a real time clock in UniKey Time dongle, so the basic function is to 
set and get the UniKey time info to/from the internal clock inside UniKey 
dongle. 
 
We can read the time info inside UniKey from “Current Dongle Time”, by 
pressing “Get Time”. “Set time” will write the PC time into a UniKey Time 
dongle. 
 
“Erase” reset all the 16 real time modules.  
 
There are 16 real time modules in each UniKey Time. Each module works 
independently and works for a specific time interval. We can configure a 
real time module with 2 types, i.e. Static and Duration type. 
 
Static type means the real time module has a static start and end. When 
this module is checked, it will return SUCCESS while between the start and 
end. Otherwise, the module will return an error. 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Static type is useful when we know the static start and end. 
For example, we sell a software to a customer, and we just 
want the software to work between 2008, Jul. 10th, 19:00 
to 2008, Oct. 21st, 23:00. And we want to set real time 
module # 1 to count this time. Then the steps are shown 
as following. We input 1 into “Time Module No.”, and 
enable “Static” in both “Start Time” and “End Time”. Then 
fill 08,07,10,19 in “Start” and 08,10,21,23 in “End”. Finally 
press “Set” to write all this info into real time module # 1. 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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“Check” and “Check Time Module” help to you to check if the time is the 
static time period. This function won’t modify any info in the UniKey 
Dongle. 
 
Duration type is much more flexible. When a real time module is set to 
duration type, and “write once” flag is on, it means the module will be valid 
for a specific period of time after the first START_TIME call. Please note 
there are 3 types of START_TIME call, and all of them are working with 
duration type. 

 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Duration type is helpful when we do not know the start 
time. This type is working for software lease. For example, 
we want to have a software function only working for 90 
days. Then we need have “Write once” selected, and enable 
“duration” option, and fill 90 in “Day” of “Duration”. Input 
the real time module number and finally press “Set”.  

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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“Write Once” option makes sure only the first 
START_TIME call works. All such calls after the first one 
won’t reset the timer. 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

4.2 Testing a UniKey 

“Test” panel is for testing and burning UniKey dongles. Software vendors 
can use “Test” panel for burning a dongle or dongle QA. A UniKey dongle 
must be attached to the computer when performing all the operation in 
the “Test” panel. 
 
Attachment 
There is only one function in the “Attachment” tab, i.e. to check if there is a 
UniKey dongle attached to this computer. Press “Refresh” and then you will 
see the result. If there is a dongle attached, the picture in the center will be 
enabled, and you’ll see a colorful picture. If there is no dongle found on this 
computer, the picture is always disabled and you’ll see nothing.  
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 
“Attachment” will not update automatically, you need to 
press “Refresh” to update it manually. 

     --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Attachment is used for debugging sessions. If you cannot 
find a dongle in your source code, please try to find it via 
“Attachment” and see FAQ. 

     --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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Format 
“Format” tab is used for testing and formatting UniKey dongles. If the 
“Test” check box is checked, the corresponding item will be functionally 
tested. If the “Format” check box is selected, the item will be formatted to 
all “0”. 
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Select “Test All” or “Format All” to include all the items in the operation.  
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Because “Test” panel is working with “Edit” panel, you 
need to input the password of the UniKey dongle in 
“Password” tab in “Edit” panel. 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Press “Start” to start the operation. If any error occurs, “Result” area will 
display the message. 

        --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 

“Test” operation will change the data in the UniKey dongle  

 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Initialize 
Software vendors can batch burn UniKey dongles in “Initialize” tab.  
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The data burn into the UniKey dongle is from “Edit” panel. Because “Test” 
panel is working with “Edit” panel, you need to input the password of the 
UniKey dongle in “Password” tab in “Edit” panel.  
 
If “Generate New Passwords” is checked, UniKey Console will generate a 
new password based on the “Seed” and burn the data into the UniKey 
dongle. 
 

 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

If you want to burn a UniKey dongle from a UniKey file, 
please load the file in “Edit”->”File” and go to 
“Test”->”Initialize” to burn the dongle.                                         

To burn a batch of UniKey dongles, you can assign various 
Soft IDs to each dongle. Choose the SoftID type in “Burn 
SoftID” and UniKey Console will modify the burning 
SoftID automatically. 

     ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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4.3 Database 

As said at the beginning of this chapter, the UniKey Console is a complete 
solution to manage UniKey dongles. UniKey database provides a good 
solution to manage UniKey dongle distribution. Working with the UniKey 
Database, software vendors can easily know which dongle is for which 
software and the distribution purpose of each dongle.  
 
You need not attach a UniKey dongle for the UniKey database. 
 
UniKey Console stores all the UniKey dongle records in a Microsoft Access 
file named “UniKeyDB.mdb”. Software vendors can operate the database 
file directly via other applications.  
 
Like UniKey files, UniKey database stores the HID, SoftID, Password, Seed, 
License modules, and User-Defined Algorithms in the database. Apart from 
this data, Software vendors can save Customer, Software, Serial Number, 
and Memo in the same database.  
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As is said in the former section, “Edit” panel is the “shared memory” of 
UniKey Console. It is easy to load the UniKey record into “Edit” panel, 
please click the record you want to load, and press “Load”, then the data in 
the record will be loaded automatically.  
 
You can edit a specific record by double clicking an item, when you finish 
editing, the record will be updated automatically.  
 
To update item Customer, Software, Serial Number, and Memo, you need 
to scroll the horizontal scroll bar to the right end, and input the 
corresponding data directly. When updating is finished, the UniKey Console 
will update the record automatically.  
 
You can sort the record by clicking the field name. Click once to change the 
sorting order.   
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The button “Add” adds the UniKey data in “Edit” panel into the database. 
“Update” will update the modified UniKey data to database. To delete the 
active record, just press “Delete”. 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 
Because HID is the globally unique identifier of a UniKey 
dongle, two records CANNOT have the same HID.  

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

4.4 Remote Updater 

It is a common that software vendors need to upgrade the software at the 
end-user side. UniKey provides a remote update solution so that end-user 
need not send the UniKey dongle back to the software vendor. By UniKey 
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Remote Updater, end-users can update his/her dongle by simple clicking 
mouse, and the entire updating job is done automatically.  
 
 
UniKey Remote Updater is secure. All the data is encrypted and protected 
by a 128-bit key.  
 
UniKey Remote Updater provides a flexible updating scheme. By 
implementing updating criteria, software vendors can update a single 
UniKey dongle or a batch of UniKey dongles with the correct SoftID. 
 
It is also true that software vendors can set a phrase pass to the UniKey 
Updater files (*.upt files. Only the end-user with the correct phrase pass 
can use such files to update the UniKey dongle.  
 
There are 2 steps to update a UniKey dongle remotely.  
The Software vendor generates a UniKey Updater file by the UniKey 
Console. 
 
End-users execute the UniKey Updater and load the UniKey Updater file, 
then update the dongle automatically. 
 
Let’s start with the step 1 first. There are 2 tabs in “Update” panel.  
 
Bind 
Software vendors can set updating criteria in the tab. Only the UniKey 
dongle meeting all these updating criteria can be updated. 
 
Because all the panels share the same data, “Bind” tab will load “HID”, 
“SoftID” and “UpdateTag” for “Edit” tab.  
 
All the bind data is from the UniKey dongle that has NOT been updated. 
The data in “Edit” panel is to be written into the UniKey dongle. In other 
words, the data “Bind” is old, and the data in “Edit” is new. 
 
“License Module” means if and only if a certain license module is valid, 
UniKey Updater can update the UniKey dongle. For example, we can set an 
updating scheme that only the UniKey dongle with license module # 3 is 
valid and can be updated. 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Software vendors can use “License Module” for designing 
two software sales models. If the end-user buys an 
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updateable license, we set the corresponding license 
module valid before sending the dongle to the end-user. So 
the end-user can update the dongle. On the other hand, if 
the end-user buys an un-updateable license, we just set 
the license module invalid and send the dongle to the 
end-user. It is not needed to modify the source codes.  

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Software vendors can set a “Phrase pass” to the UniKey Updater File (*.upt 
files). The “Phrase pass” works like the password for WinZip. Only the 
end-users who know the “Phrase pass” can use the UniKey Updater File 
(*.upt files) to update the UniKey dongle. 
 

 
 
The second tab in “Update” panel is “Property”, where software vendors 
can select which part(s) need to be updated. If you want update “Memory”, 
you need only select the “Memory” check box, and the same with others.  
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You can edit the data/content you want to update in the “Edit” panel, and 
the “Update” panel will load all the data to the UniKey Updater File (*.upt 
files) automatically. You need not attach a dongle when editing updating 
data. 
 
After finishing all the settings, please press “Make” to make a UniKey 
Updater File, and then a file named “Updater.upt” is created in the working 
directory of the UniKey Console. Please send this file to end-users and let 
them update their UniKey dongles by this file. 
 
UniKey Updater @ End-Users 
The second step to finishing remote updating a UniKey dongle is to send 
the UniKey Update File (*.upt files) and let end-users update their 
respective dongle. 
 
It is very easy to update the UniKey remotely at the end-users’ side. 
End-users need only select the file and click buttons. 
 

The items 
that need to 
be updated 
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As shown in the picture, press “…” and select the UniKey Update File (*.upt 
files). Then enter the phrase pass if there is. Finally, press “Start” to update 
the UniKey dongle remotely. When the process finishes, it will display a 
successful message, otherwise an error message is shown.  

4.5 Network Function 

The last panel in UniKey Console is to manage UniKey’s network function. 
This panel only manages the UniKey dongle attached to the local USB port, 
in other words it cannot manage the UniKey connected to the remoter 
NetUniKey Server in a real time. If you want to set the Maximum number of 
clients for a UniKey dongle, please insert it in a local USB port. 
 
Network panel provides a GUI utility to generate Network UniKey 
configuration file for either NetUniKey server or client. 
 
There are 3 Tabs inside Network panel, i.e. Control, Setting and List. 
 
Control 
The control Tab is used to check the type of attached UniKey dongle. After 
logging in the UniKey dongle via the Edit panel, you can check the type of 
UniKey dongle. Just press “Check”, UniKey Console will tell you the type of 
UniKey dongle in the Type area. 

UniKey Update Files 

Progress Bar 

Phrasepass 
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---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 
Note: you have to logon the UniKey dongle before checking 
the type of the dongle.  

     --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
The second function provided in this Tab is to set the Maximum number of 
concurrent clients. Just input the number in the corresponding area, and 
press “Set” to finish this configuration.  
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 
Only UniKey PRO can have more than one remote client.  
 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Note: if you set the max. number of concurrent client to 0, 
it means there is no max. number of concurrent client, i.e. 
there is no limitation to this function.  
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--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Setting 
In the Setting Tab, you can generate NetUniKey configuration file for both 
NetUniKey server and client. 
 
Firstly, please select the configuration file type, just check if it is for a server 
or for a client. Secondly, input the information, and finally click “Save” to 
save the configuration file. 
 

 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 
When UniKey Console starts, it will load the configuration 
setting in “UniKey.ini” in the working directory.                                 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
List 
In the list Tab, you can edit the black/white list for a NetUniKey Server, and 
all these settings will be saved into the configuration file.  
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Press “Add” in the Black/White List column, UniKey Console will pop up a 
dialog, in which you need to input an IP address.  

 
If you want to remove an IP address from the list, just select the IP, and 
press “Remove”. 
 
Checking the check box for black/white list will enable/disable the 
corresponding function in the configuration file. 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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Note: only configuration file for a NetUniKey server holds 
the info on black/white list. The black/white list info will 
not be saved into the file for NetUniKey Client.   

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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Chapter 5 Setting up UniKey 

This chapter is designed to help you get started using the UniKey system. 
The following topics are included: 
 
 Installation of UniKey hardware and software 
 A brief look at the UniKey software protection 
 

5.1 Installation of UniKey Hardware and Software 

You do not have to install the driver since UniKey is a driverless dongle.  
 
Installation of UniKey Hardware 
Insert the UniKey dongle into one of the USB ports; it will be automatically 
detected and ready to use. (You can’t see the icon of the dongle.) 
 
Installation of UniKey Software 
Copy the SDK into hard disk, and load it from the hard disk. 
Click SDK and the following panel is displayed.  
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5.2 General Process of the UniKey Software 

Protection 

UniKey provides two main solutions for protecting your software: the 
Enveloper and the APIs. 

5.21 Enveloper 

If you are IN A RUSH to release your software, enveloper, with its following 
features, is recommended.  
 

a. Easy to use; just a few clicks   
b. No need of driver installation. 
 

Three steps to run Enveloper: 
Step 1: Find folder Enveloper as in SDK\Utilities\Enveloper\UniKey 
Enveloper Utility\Enveloper. Click it and then the following panel is 
displayed. 
 

 
 

Step 2: You can select the target file by “Add File”. Here “Execute or DLL 
File” is the .exe or .dll file you need to protect. After selecting one target 
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file, you click “Start” at the bottom to run the protection process as is 
shown below and then the following panel is displayed. 
 

 
 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

“Data File” is the data file that .exe or .dll file reads/writes. 
The two text fields below are for warning messages. If 
there is no UniKey dongle attached or a wrong UniKey 
dongle attached, after clicking “start”, the following panel 
pops up. 

     ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
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Step 3: Click “OK” when Application Protection is finished. Then click Exit to 
exit the Enveloper Application. 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Please note that if the protected data file is removed or 
flushed by a stream, the protection will be gone. UniKey 
can only implement data protection by general read and 
write operation. 

     --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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Chapter 6 Protection Software 

This chapter is an overview of UniKey protection. It includes the following 
topics: 
 
 Overview of UniKey Protection 
 What makes UniKey Protection possible 
 UniKey Protection Methods 
 What can be protected 
 
The following three chapters discuss the different UniKey protection 
methods in detail, and how to maximize software protection using the 
UniKey system. 

6.1 Overview of UniKey Protection 

UniKey is today’s most successful software license and copyright protection 
dongle that is built by SecuTech’s, innovative anti-cracking technology & 
architecture. It provides different levels of protection to ensure the safety 
of your software. 

6.2 What Makes UniKey Protection Possible 

The UniKey protection system is based on the following: 
a. Developer Defined Password Scheme, Seed Generation Algorithms, 

Globally Unique Hardware ID 
b. Computing engine embedded within the dongle and developers can 

define up to 128 security algorithms 
c. Anti-debugging and reverse engineering technology  
d. Onboard encryption algorithms that provide secure and powerful 

encryption/decryption functions 
e. Confidential protection parameters 
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6.3 UniKey Protection Methods 

UniKey offers two main protection methods: 
a. UniKey API 
b. UniKey Envelope 

6.4 What Can Be Protected? 

The UniKey system offers a wide choice in what to protect. 
You can apply protection directly to: 
 
a. Executables or DLLs 
b. Data File 
 
The protection can be directly accomplished by the Enveloper which is easy 
and fast to implement. 
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Chapter 7 UniKey API Protection 

This chapter describes the UniKey API protection method. It includes the 
following topics: 
 
 An overview of the UniKey API 
 API prototype 
 API reference 
 A sample 

7.1 An Overview of the UniKey API 

We provide abundant APIs to operate the UniKey dongle. All the APIs are 
implemented in a DLL/LIB/DCU file. You can link the library both 
dynamically or statically. In the SDK, you can find samples in various 
programming languages, which you can refer to.   
 
UniKey API is easy, secure and portable. If a DLL is required for your 
development language, you can copy the appropriate DLL(s) to the same 
directory as your sample source code. The UniKey API Reference (Appendix 
part) details the functions that make up the UniKey API. Refer to this 
appendix for specific information on particular functions. 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Some development languages and operating system 
versions support finding the DLL in the same directory as 
the application, but many require that you copy the DLL 
to the Windows or Windows\system directory.           

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
UniKey API offers reliable access to the UniKey dongle. All the data is 
encrypted and noise is introduced in communication.  
 
All the APIs are the same for both UniKey and UniKey PRO. Thus, you can 
easily implement floating license. 
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If UniKey.dll is for network function, you can see “Network UniKey Library” 
in its property.  
 

 
 
With the help of UniKey API, you can easily achieve strong software 
protection and produce complicated software protection schemes via 
various combinations of the UniKey APIs. 

7.2 API Prototype 

We provide more than 20 APIs and its samples in various programming 
languages. All the parameters are passed by reference. Each API 
accomplishes a single task. 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

We define the UniKey API arguments in C++, and all the 
parameters are declared by reference. Here, WORD means 
2 bytes, and DWORD is 4 bytes unsigned long. If you are 
using Visual Basic, FoxPro or other programming 
languages, all variables are called by reference, and the 
data type may be an integer or long according to the length 
of the variable definitions.                                              

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
For API references, please take a look at Appendix A. 
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Chapter 8 UniKey Envelope Protection 

This chapter describes software protection using UniKey Envelope. It 
includes the following topics:  
 
 Functionality 
 Advantages 
 UniKey Envelope protection procedure 
 Implementing functions of the UniKey Enveloper 

8.1 Functionality 

The UniKey Envelope is a wrapping tool that protects your applications 
within a secure shield. The tool offers advanced protection features to 
enhance the overall level of security of your software. 
 
The UniKey Envelope tool protects executables and DLLs. UniKey Envelope 
protection provides a means to counteract reverse engineering and other 
anti-debugging measures. 
 
UniKey Enveloper is the fastest way to protect your executable files. UniKey 
Enveloper is an automatic software protection solution. You need not the 
source and additional coding work. By simply clicking the mouse, you can 
implement different software protection schemes. You can protect 
application either by local UniKey or a remote UniKey in a network. 

8.2 Advantages 

 Automatic protection 
 No coding work needed 
 Different protection schemes 
 All the content of Enveloped Application is encrypted 
 Additional data file protection/encryption 
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8.3 UniKey Envelope protection procedure 

To protect PE file, you need to launch UniKey Enveloper and you will see 
the main GUI of UniKey Enveloper. 
 
In the File Setting tab, you can implement the basic function of UniKey 
Enveloper. 
 
You can browse and select the target file by “Add File”. Here “Execute or 
DLL File” is the .exe or .dll file you want to protect. “Data File” is the data 
file that .exe or .dll file reads/writes. The two text fields below are for 
warning message. If there is no UniKey attached or a wrong UniKey 
attached, these massages will be shown. 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Data file protection empowers you to protect your data 
files. For example, we have a video file, and we can protect 
the player and the video file. So without a correct UniKey, 
no one can play the protected video files.                                               

     ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Please note that if the protected data file is removed or 
flushed by a stream, the protection will be gone. UniKey 
can only implement data protection by general read and 
write operation.                            

     ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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Press “Start” to start enveloper protection. The enveloped application is 
generated in folder “EncryptedFile” of the original application. All the 
protected files keep the name as original.  
 
Press “Exit” to exit the enveloper application.  
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8.4 Implementing Functions of the UniKey 

Enveloper 

You can implement more advanced functions in “UniKey Setting” tab. 

The meanings of specific items are: 
 
“PW1, PW2, PW3 and PW4” are the passwords to the UniKey dongle. 
 
“Background Check”, check the UniKey attachment periodically. This 
means the UniKey should be checked not only when the enveloped 
application starts, but also during the whole process of running the 
enveloped application. The unit of interval is minute.  
 
“Bind HID”, to enable this function so that the enveloped application is 
bound with the hardware of UniKey. This means the enveloped application 
can only work with one UniKey dongle, since the HID of a UniKey dongle is 
globally unique.  
 
“Bind SoftID”, the enveloped application with a batch of UniKey.  SoftID is 
in the specific range. For example, you can bind the enveloped application 
with a batch of UniKey dongles whose Soft ID is from 100 to 200. 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 
You can write SoftID to UniKey dongle via UniKey Console.  
                                            

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
“Bind Module”, bind the enveloped application with a certain license 
module. This means if and only the license module is valid (not zero). 
Taking advantage of this function, you can use UniKey dongle to control 

execution of enveloped application without changing source codes. 

 
“Execution Count”, to set a limitation of execution counts. For example, 

you can set the enveloped application to be able to run only 5 times. You 

need also specify the license module for this function. The function is for 
trial or demo software. 
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“Expiration Date”, the enveloped application can only run before this date. 

Since existence of time zone, such function has 24 hours of error 
tolerance. 
“Network” helps you to generate Network configuration file to protect 
application on the network. UniKey Enveloper support roaming license, 
and it is self adaptive. You can protect application either by local UniKey or 
a remote UniKey in a network. 
 

 
 
Check “Enable Network Function” to let UniKey Enveloper help you to 
make a network configuration file.  
 
You can save all these settings in a .INI file, and load it for later use. 
Enabling “Create.ini” will save all these settings into UniKeyEnveloper.ini. 
 
Clicking “Read.ini” will load all the settings from UniKeyEnveloper.ini. 
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 Chapter 9 Protection Strategies 

This chapter outlines strategies for maximizing UniKey protection. It 
includes the following topics: 
 
 Challenges facing software protection companies 
 Maximizing Protection Strategies 
 
UniKey provides the most reliable hardware and software tools available in 
the market today. Both the two ways of software protection prove to be 
effective. However, if you want to maximize your software protection, 
certain strategies of implementing software protection need to be 
employed. 

9.1 Challenges Facing Software Protection 

Companies 

While software protection companies are trying their best to enhance 
software protection level, software crackers get engaged in developing 
more sophisticated means of deconstructing software protection measures, 
in order to duplicate and distribute illegal copies of unlicensed software 
and to reverse engineer code so as to steal intellectual property. 
 
Once aware of the strategies of software crackers, software protection 
companies should implement the latest and strongest techniques for 
protecting software. 
 
In theory, there is no software protection that is absolutely uncrackable. 
However, if you constantly implement up‐to‐date strategies using the 
strongest software protection methods, you significantly decrease your 
vulnerability to such attacks. 
  
Software protection concerns 
There are two main methods of attacking protected applications that 
concern software publishers most.  
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a. Simulating calls to the protection device 
b. Simulating the software used by the manufacturer of the protection 
device. 

 

9.2 Five Levels of Protection Guide   

9.21 Content 

1) Why Five Levels of Protection 
2) The advantages of Primitive Level of Protection 
3) The advantages of Basic Level of Protection 
4) The advantages of Average Level of Protection 
5) The advantages of Professional Level of Protection 
6) The advantages of Expert Level of Protection 

9.22 Why Five Levels of Protection 

Since there are quite a few APIs available in the library of UniKey products, 
it proves quite difficult for vendors to be clear about the function of each 
API as well as which API should be applied for their specific purpose. In 
view of this, we decide to classify the APIs into five specific levels of 
protection so as to better serve our customers specific needs. 
 

 The primitive level of protection 
 The basic level of protection 
 The average level of protection 
 The professional level of protection 
 The expert level of protection 

9.23 The Advantages of Primitive Level of Protection 

There are five APIs for primitive level of protection: 
 
long UniKey_Find(WORD* pHandle, DWORD* pSetting1, DWORD* 
pSetting2); 
 
long UniKey_Find_Next(WORD* pHandle, DWORD* pSetting1, DWORD* 
pSetting2); 
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long UniKey_User_Logon(WORD* pHandle, WORD* pPassword1, WORD* 
pPassword2); 
 
long UniKey_Vender_Logon(WORD* pHandle, WORD* pPassword1, WORD* 
pPassword2, WORD* pPassword3, WORD* pPassword4); 
 

long UniKey_Logoff(WORD* pHandle); 
 
The advantages of primitive protection 
 
Primitive level of protection can give you an easy and quick protection for 
your software. You do not need to write much code. And with the several 
lines of codes you will make your software protected.  
 
The main functions of primitive level of protection APIs can let you know 
your dongle's HID. And with this specific HID, you can easily know whether 
the dongle inserted is yours or not. 
 
In this part you will learn how to apply a primitive protection for your 
software. You can refer to the following picture and have a quick 
understanding of it. 
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The above picture enables you to have a quick and easy protection for your 
software. All you need to do is to call serveral functions in your project. The 
main usage of the APIs is offered below. 
 
UniKey_Find 
The first API you need to use is UniKey_Find. It enables you to find your 
UniKey dongle and return a code number to show you the UniKey dongle’s 
HID (Hardware ID) as well. HID is important since it helps you decide 
whether or not a dongle belongs to you when you check it.  
 
When you use the UniKey_Find function, it will return a code. The return 
code will show you whether or not the call is successful. For example, if it 
returns a 0 code, it means the UniKey_Find function works fine. If it returns 
a 200 code, it means it failed to find your dongle. At this time, you need to 
check whether or not your UniKey dongle is properly connected to your 
computer. 
 
UniKey_Find_Next 
For the UniKey_Find_Next function, it is used for finding the next UniKey 
dongle. There are times when you want two or more UniKey dongles to 
work together. You need to call UniKey_Find function at first, and then call 
UniKey_Find_Next function to find more UniKey dongles. As long as you 
find these UniKey dongles, you can let them work for your project. 
 
UniKey_User_Logon 
For the UniKey_User_Logon function, it is used when you want to logon the 
UniKey dongle as an end user. When you implement this API, you can 
aquire the permission as a user to logon the UniKey dongle. However your 
permission is limited as a user. You can not implement those APIs intended 
for the vender. If you do call the APIs intended for the vender, you will not 
get the result that you expected. 
 
UniKey_Vender_Logon 
For the UniKey_Vender_Logon function, it is used when you want to logon 
the UniKey dongle as a vender. It can not be used together with the 
UniKey_User_Logon. Only one can be formally implemented into your 
project. And if you use UniKey_Vender_Logon, you will have to aquire a 
vender's permission. In vender logon mode, you can implement all the 
APIs.  
 
UniKey_Logoff 
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For the UniKey_Logoff function, it is used when you want to logoff the 
UniKey dongle. When you finish operating the UniKey dongle, you can 
implement this API. It will let you logoff the UniKey dongle. After you call 
this function, you don't have any permission to use any functions. 

9.24 The Advantages of Basic Level of Protection 

There are nine APIs for primitive level of protection: 
 
long UniKey_Find(WORD* pHandle, DWORD* pSetting1, DWORD* 
pSetting2); 
 
long UniKey_Find_Next(WORD* pHandle, DWORD* pSetting1, DWORD* 
pSetting2); 
 
long UniKey_User_Logon(WORD* pHandle, WORD* pPassword1, WORD* 
pPassword2); 
 
long UniKey_Vender_Logon(WORD* pHandle, WORD* pPassword1, WORD* 
pPassword2, WORD* pPassword3, WORD* pPassword4); 
 

long UniKey_Write_Memory(WORD* pHandle, WORD* pStartAddress, 
WORD* pBufferLength, BYTE* pBuffer); 
 
long UniKey_Read_Memory(WORD* pHandle, WORD* pStartAddress, 
WORD* pBufferLength, BYTE* pBuffer); 
 
long UniKey_Write_SoftID(WORD* pHandle, DWORD* pSoftID); 
 

long UniKey_Read_SoftID(WORD* pHandle, DWORD* pSoftID); 
 

long UniKey_Logoff(WORD* pHandle); 
 
The advantage of basic protection 
Basic level of protection can give you a basic protection for your software. 
The main function is not limited only to the identification of HID. You can 
write your own phrases into the 4K memory of your UniKey dongle. It will 
make a much safer protection for your software. And if you prefer a serial 
number for your software, you can use the softID provided by the library of 
UniKey. It will prove a quick way for you to assign a serial code for your 
UniKey dongle.  
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In this part you will learn how to apply a basic protection for your software. 
You can refer to the following picture and have a quick understanding of it. 
 

 
 
The above picture enables you to have a quick and easy protection for your 
software. All you need to do is to call serveral functions in your project. The 
main usage of the APIs is offered below. 
 
UniKey_Find 
The first API you need to use is UniKey_Find. It enables you to find your 
UniKey dongle and return a code number to show you the UniKey dongle’s 
HID(Hardware ID) as well. HID is important since it helps you decide 
whether or not a dongle belongs to you when you check it. 
 
When you use the UniKey_Find function, it will return a code. The return 
code will show you whether or not the call is successful. For example, if it 
returns a 0 code, it means the UniKey_Find function works fine. If it returns 
a 200 code, it means it failed to find your dongle. At this time, you need to 
check whether or not your UniKey dongle is properly connected to your 
computer. 
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UniKey_Find_Next 
For the UniKey_Find_Next function, it is used for finding the next UniKey 
dongle. There are times when you want two or more UniKey dongles to 
work together. You need to call UniKey_Find function at first, and then call 
UniKey_Find_Next function to find more UniKey dongles. As long as you 
find these UniKey dongles, you can let them work for your project. 
 
UniKey_User_Logon 
For the UniKey_User_Logon function, it is used when you want to logon the 
UniKey dongle as an end user. When you implement this API, you can 
aquire the permission as a user to logon the UniKey dongle. However your 
permission is limited as a user. You can not implement those APIs intended 
for the vender. If you do call the APIs intended for the vender, you will not 
get the result that you expected. 
 
UniKey_Vender_Logon 
For the UniKey_Vender_Logon function, it is used when you want to logon 
the UniKey dongle as a vender. It can not be used together with the 
UniKey_User_Logon. Only one can be formally implemented into your 
project. And if you use UniKey_Vender_Logon, you will have to aquire a 
vender's permission. In vender logon mode, you can implement all the 
APIs.  
 
UniKey_Write_Memory 
For the UniKey_Write_Memory, it is used when you wantt to write data 
into the memory. This API needs to be called after you logon a UniKey 
dongle. 
 
To write the last 2k memory (for 2048 – 4096), you need to verify all the 4 

passwords （vendor mode） to obtain full permission to the dongle. 
 
UniKey_Read_Memory and UniKey_Write_Memory provide basic reading 
and writing functions to the dongle. You can store general information via 
such functions. And various levels of security can be applied too. 
 
UniKey_Read_Memory 
For the UniKey_Read_Memory, you can call the API to read the contents of 
the memory. You need to logon a UniKey dongle before calling the API. 
The size of the basic memory is up to 4K. All memory is encrypted and CRC 
checked when communicating with applications. You only need to have the 
user’s permission to read the 4K memory.  
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UniKey_Write_SoftID 
For the UniKey_Write_SoftID, you need to verify all 4 passwords (vendor 
mode) to write the SoftID.When you call this API, if you set UniKey ID 
wrong, an error message will be returned. 
  

UniKey_Read_SoftID 
For UniKey_Write_SoftID and UniKey_Read_SoftID provide a means to 
make a soft (write-able) id ID for each software. You can write different 
software ID for each software and call UNIKEY_READ_SOFTID to check if 
the software ID is correct.  
 
UniKey_Logoff 
For the UniKey_Logoff function, it is used when you want to logoff the 
UniKey dongle. When you finish operating the UniKey dongle, you can 
implement this API. It will let you logoff the UniKey dongle. After you call 
this function, you don't have any permission to use any functions. 

9.25 The Advantages of Average Level of Protection 

There are twelve APIs for average level of protection: 
 
long UniKey_Find(WORD* pHandle, DWORD* pSetting1, DWORD* 
pSetting2); 
 
long UniKey_Find_Next(WORD* pHandle, DWORD* pSetting1, DWORD* 
pSetting2); 
 
long UniKey_User_Logon(WORD* pHandle, WORD* pPassword1, WORD* 
pPassword2); 
 
long UniKey_Vender_Logon(WORD* pHandle, WORD* pPassword1, WORD* 
pPassword2, WORD* pPassword3, WORD* pPassword4); 
 

long UniKey_Write_Memory(WORD* pHandle, WORD* pStartAddress, 
WORD* pBufferLength, BYTE* pBuffer); 
 
long UniKey_Read_Memory(WORD* pHandle, WORD* pStartAddress, 
WORD* pBufferLength, BYTE* pBuffer); 
 
long UniKey_Write_SoftID(WORD* pHandle, DWORD* pSoftID); 
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long UniKey_Read_SoftID(WORD* pHandle, DWORD* pSoftID); 
 
long UniKey_Set_Module(WORD* pHandle, WORD* pModule, WORD* 
pValue, WORD* pDecrease); 
 
long UniKey_Get_Module(WORD* pHandle, WORD* pModule, WORD* 
pValue); 
 
long UniKey_Check_Module(WORD* pHandle, WORD* pModule, WORD* 
pValue, WORD* pDecrease); 
 

long UniKey_Logoff(WORD* pHandle); 
 

The advantage of average protection 
Average level of protection is famous for its license modules. There is a 
value for each license module. If you want to let your software only run five 
times, you can set a module's value to 5. Use a special UniKey API to 
decrease its value until its value reaches 0, you will find you cannot logon 
the UniKey dongle in your software anymore. So your software definitely 
cannot be used any more. It is a good way for you to protect your software. 
It is a good way for you to limit the execution times of your software. 
 
In this part you will learn how to apply an average level of protection for 
your software. You can refer to the following picture and have a quick 
understanding of it. 
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The above picture enables you to have a quick and easy protection for your 
software. All you need to do is to call serveral functions in your project. The 
main usage of the APIs is offered below. 
 
UniKey_Find 
The first API you need to use is UniKey_Find. It enables you to find your 
UniKey dongle and return a code number to show you the UniKey dongle’s 
HID(Hardware ID) as well. HID is important since it helps you decide 
whether or not a dongle belongs to you when you check it. 
 
When you use the UniKey_Find function, it will return a code. The return 
code will show you whether or not the call is successful. For example, if it 
returns a 0 code, it means the UniKey_Find function works fine. If it returns 
a 200 code, it means it failed to find your dongle. At this time, you need to 
check whether or not your UniKey dongle is properly connected to your 
computer. 
 
UniKey_Find_Next 
For the UniKey_Find_Next function, it is used for finding the next UniKey 
dongle. There are times when you want two or more UniKey dongles to 
work together. You need to call UniKey_Find function at first, and then call 
UniKey_Find_Next function to find more UniKey dongles. As long as you 
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find these UniKey dongles, you can let them work for your project. 
 
UniKey_User_Logon 
For the UniKey_User_Logon function, it is used when you want to logon the 
UniKey dongle as an end user. When you implement this API, you can 
aquire the permission as a user to logon the UniKey dongle. However your 
permission is limited as a user. You can not implement those APIs intended 
for the vender. If you do call the APIs intended for the vender, you will not 
get the result that you expected. 
 
UniKey_Vender_Logon 
For the UniKey_Vender_Logon function, it is used when you want to logon 
the UniKey dongle as a vender. It can not be used together with the 
UniKey_User_Logon. Only one can be formally implemented into your 
project. And if you use UniKey_Vender_Logon, you will have to aquire a 
vender's permission. In vender logon mode, you can implement all the 
APIs.  
 
UniKey_Write_Memory 
For the UniKey_Write_Memory, it is used when you wantt to write data 
into the memory. This API needs to be called after you logon a UniKey 
dongle. 
 
To write the last 2k memory (for 2048 – 4096), you need to verify all the 4 

passwords （vendor mode） to obtain full permission to the dongle. 
 
UniKey_Read_Memory and UniKey_Write_Memory provide basic reading 
and writing functions to the dongle. You can store general information via 
such functions. And various levels of security can be applied too. 
 
UniKey_Read_Memory 
For the UniKey_Read_Memory, you can call the API to read the contents of 
the memory. You need to logon a UniKey dongle before calling the API. 
The size of the basic memory is up to 4K. All memory is encrypted and CRC 
checked when communicating with applications. You only need to have the 
user’s permission to read the 4K memory.  
 
UniKey_Write_SoftID 
For the UniKey_Write_SoftID, you need to verify all 4 passwords (vendor 
mode) to write the SoftID.When you call this API, if you set UniKey ID 
wrong, an error message will be returned. 
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UniKey_Read_SoftID 
For UniKey_Write_SoftID and UniKey_Read_SoftID provide a means to 
make a soft (write-able) id ID for each software. You can write different 
software ID for each software and call UNIKEY_READ_SOFTID to check if 
the software ID is correct.  
 
UniKey_Set_Module 
For UniKey_Set_Module, it is used when you want to set the module. After 
calling the API, you can write a value to a specific UniKey license module 
and set the Decrement attribute. 
 
UniKey_Get_Module 
For UniKey_Get_Moduel, it is used when you want to get a value from a 
specific UniKey license module. You need verify 2 passwords (user mode) 
to get a module value successfully. 
 
UniKey_Check_Module 
For UniKey_Check_Module, it is used when you want to read attributes of 
a specific UniKey license module. A successful operation will result in 
“*pValue” with value from the Validity (1 = license module value is not 
zero), and “*pDecrease” with the value from the Decrement attribute (1 = 
license module can be decreased).The value of a license module cannot be 
read out directly and it is invisible to end users.UniKey_Set_Module and 
UniKey_Check_Module provide an easy way to implement software 
limitation.  
 
UniKey_Logoff 
For the UniKey_Logoff function, it is used when you want to logoff the 
UniKey dongle. When you finish operating the UniKey dongle, you can 
implement this API. It will let you logoff the UniKey dongle. After you call 
this function, you don't have any permission to use any functions. 

9.26 The Advantages of Professional Level of Protection 

There are fifteen APIs for professional level of protection: 
 
long UniKey_Find(WORD* pHandle, DWORD* pSetting1, DWORD* 
pSetting2); 
 
long UniKey_Find_Next(WORD* pHandle, DWORD* pSetting1, DWORD* 
pSetting2); 
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long UniKey_User_Logon(WORD* pHandle, WORD* pPassword1, WORD* 
pPassword2); 
 
long UniKey_Vender_Logon(WORD* pHandle, WORD* pPassword1, WORD* 
pPassword2, WORD* pPassword3, WORD* pPassword4); 
 

long UniKey_Write_Memory(WORD* pHandle, WORD* pStartAddress, 
WORD* pBufferLength, BYTE* pBuffer); 
 
long UniKey_Read_Memory(WORD* pHandle, WORD* pStartAddress, 
WORD* pBufferLength, BYTE* pBuffer); 
 
long UniKey_Write_SoftID(WORD* pHandle, DWORD* pSoftID); 
 

long UniKey_Read_SoftID(WORD* pHandle, DWORD* pSoftID); 
 
long UniKey_Set_Module(WORD* pHandle, WORD* pModule, WORD* 
pValue, WORD* pDecrease); 
 
long UniKey_Get_Module(WORD* pHandle, WORD* pModule, WORD* 
pValue); 
 
long UniKey_Check_Module(WORD* pHandle, WORD* pModule, WORD* 
pValue, WORD* pDecrease); 
 
long UniKey_Encrypt(WORD* pHandle, DWORD* pBufferLength, DWORD* 
pKeyNumber, BYTE *pBuffer); 
 
long UniKey_Decrypt(WORD* pHandle, DWORD* pBufferLength, DWORD* 
pKeyNumber, BYTE *pBuffer); 

 
long UniKey_MD5(WORD* pHandle, DWORD* pBufferLength, BYTE 
*pBuffer); 
 

long UniKey_Logoff(WORD* pHandle); 
 
The advantage of professional protection 
 
Professional level of protection integrates the encryption and decryption 
functions. You can use these two to encrypt or decrypt what you like. It will 
enhance your security level, making your software safer. If you use the 
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encryption function, others will not even see the content. They can only 
see some messy codes, instead of the correct information. 
 
In this part you will learn how to apply a professional protection for your 
software. You can refer to the following picture and have a quick 
understanding of it. 
 

  
 
The above picture enables you to have a quick and easy protection for your 
software. All you need to do is to call serveral functions in your project. The 
main usage of the APIs is offered below. 
 
UniKey_Find 
The first API you need to use is UniKey_Find. It enables you to find your 
UniKey dongle and return a code number to show you the UniKey dongle’s 
HID(Hardware ID) as well. HID is important since it helps you decide 
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whether or not a dongle belongs to you when you check it. 
 
When you use the UniKey_Find function, it will return a code. The return 
code will show you whether or not the call is successful. For example, if it 
returns a 0 code, it means the UniKey_Find function works fine. If it returns 
a 200 code, it means it failed to find your dongle. At this time, you need to 
check whether or not your UniKey dongle is properly connected to your 
computer. 
 
UniKey_Find_Next 
For the UniKey_Find_Next function, it is used for finding the next UniKey 
dongle. There are times when you want two or more UniKey dongles to 
work together. You need to call UniKey_Find function at first, and then call 
UniKey_Find_Next function to find more UniKey dongles. As long as you 
find these UniKey dongles, you can let them work for your project. 
 
UniKey_User_Logon 
For the UniKey_User_Logon function, it is used when you want to logon the 
UniKey dongle as an end user. When you implement this API, you can 
aquire the permission as a user to logon the UniKey dongle. However your 
permission is limited as a user. You cannot implement those APIs intended 
for the vender. If you do call the APIs intended for the vender, you will not 
get the result that you expected. 
 
UniKey_Vender_Logon 
For the UniKey_Vender_Logon function, it is used when you want to logon 
the UniKey dongle as a vender. It cannot be used together with the 
UniKey_User_Logon. Only one can be formally implemented into your 
project. And if you use UniKey_Vender_Logon, you will have to aquire a 
vender's permission. In vender logon mode, you can implement all the 
APIs.  
 
UniKey_Write_Memory 
For the UniKey_Write_Memory, it is used when you wantt to write data 
into the memory. This API needs to be called after you logon a UniKey 
dongle. 
 
To write the last 2k memory (for 2048 – 4096), you need to verify all the 4 

passwords （vendor mode） to obtain full permission to the dongle. 
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UniKey_Read_Memory and UniKey_Write_Memory provide basic reading 
and writing functions to the dongle. You can store general information via 
such functions. And various levels of security can be applied too. 
 
UniKey_Read_Memory 
For the UniKey_Read_Memory, you can call the API to read the contents of 
the memory. You need to logon a UniKey dongle before calling the API. 
The size of the basic memory is up to 4K. All memory is encrypted and CRC 
checked when communicating with applications. You only need to have the 
user’s permission to read the 4K memory.  
 
UniKey_Write_SoftID 
For the UniKey_Write_SoftID, you need to verify all 4 passwords (vendor 
mode) to write the SoftID.When you call this API, if you set UniKey ID 
wrong, an error message will be returned. 
  

UniKey_Read_SoftID 
For UniKey_Write_SoftID and UniKey_Read_SoftID provide a means to 
make a soft (write-able) id ID for each software. You can write different 
software ID for each software and call UNIKEY_READ_SOFTID to check if 
the software ID is correct.  
 

UniKey_Set_Module 
For UniKey_Set_Module, it is used when you want to set the module. After 
calling the API, you can write a value to a specific UniKey license module 
and set the Decrement attribute. 
 
UniKey_Get_Module 
For UniKey_Get_Moduel, it is used when you want to get a value from a 
specific UniKey license module. You need verify 2 passwords (user mode) 
to get a module value successfully. 
 
UniKey_Check_Module 
For UniKey_Check_Module, it is used when you want to read attributes of 
a specific UniKey license module. A successful operation will result in 
“*pValue” with value from the Validity (1 = license module value is not 
zero), and “*pDecrease” with the value from the Decrement attribute (1 = 
license module can be decreased).The value of a license module cannot be 
read out directly and it is invisible to end users.UniKey_Set_Module and 
UniKey_Check_Module provide an easy way to implement software 
limitation.  
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UniKey_Encrypt 
For UniKey_Encrypt, it is used when you want to encrypt an amount of 
memory with a key. The length of data must be a multiple of 8. This 
function only performs an encryption operation, and no compression 
functions are involved. 
 
UniKey_Decrypt 
For UniKey_Decrypt, it is used when you want to decrypt an amount of 
memory with a key. The length of data must be a multiple of 8.Please use 
the key that encrypted data to decrypt the data; otherwise, you cannot 
decrypt the data. 
 

UniKey_Encrypt and UniKey_Decrypt offer a basic 128-bit 
encryption/decryption operation based on UniKey’s hardware. You can call 
these functions when an encryption or decryption operation is needed. For 
better security, you can encrypt the credential before saving it into the 
UniKey’s memory. 
 
UniKey_MD5 
For UniKey_MD5, it is used when you want to make an MD5 digest for an 
amount of content or data. 
 
UniKey_Logoff 
For the UniKey_Logoff function, it is used when you want to logoff the 
UniKey dongle. When you finish operating the UniKey dongle, you can 
implement this API. It will let you logoff the UniKey dongle. After you call 
this function, you don't have any permission to use any functions. 

9.27 The Advantages of Expert Level of Protection 

There are twenty APIs for expert level of protection: 
 
long UniKey_Find(WORD* pHandle, DWORD* pSetting1, DWORD* 
pSetting2); 
 
long UniKey_Find_Next(WORD* pHandle, DWORD* pSetting1, DWORD* 
pSetting2); 
 
long UniKey_User_Logon(WORD* pHandle, WORD* pPassword1, WORD* 
pPassword2); 
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long UniKey_Vender_Logon(WORD* pHandle, WORD* pPassword1, 
WORD* pPassword2, WORD* pPassword3, WORD* pPassword4); 
 
long UniKey_Write_Memory(WORD* pHandle, WORD* pStartAddress, 
WORD* pBufferLength, BYTE* pBuffer); 
 
long UniKey_Read_Memory(WORD* pHandle, WORD* pStartAddress, 
WORD* pBufferLength, BYTE* pBuffer); 
 
long UniKey_Write_SoftID(WORD* pHandle, DWORD* pSoftID); 
 
long UniKey_Read_SoftID(WORD* pHandle, DWORD* pSoftID); 
 
long UniKey_Set_Module(WORD* pHandle, WORD* pModule, WORD* 
pValue, WORD* pDecrease); 
 
long UniKey_Get_Module(WORD* pHandle, WORD* pModule, WORD* 
pValue); 
 
long UniKey_Check_Module(WORD* pHandle, WORD* pModule, WORD* 
pValue, WORD* pDecrease); 
 
long UniKey_Encrypt(WORD* pHandle, DWORD* pBufferLength, DWORD* 
pKeyNumber, BYTE *pBuffer); 
 
long UniKey_Decrypt(WORD* pHandle, DWORD* pBufferLength, DWORD* 
pKeyNumber, BYTE *pBuffer); 
 
long UniKey_MD5(WORD* pHandle, DWORD* pBufferLength, BYTE 
*pBuffer); 
 
long UniKey_Seed(WORD* pHandle, DWORD* pSeed, WORD* pReturn1, 
WORD* pReturn2, WORD* pReturn3, WORD* pReturn4); 
 
long UniKey_Write_Arithmetic(WORD* pHandle, WORD* pStartAddress, 
BYTE * pBuffer); 
 
long UniKey_Calculate1(WORD* pHandle, DWORD* pStartAddress, 
DWORD* pModule, WORD* pRegA, WORD* pRegB, WORD* pRegC, 
WORD* pRegD); 
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long UniKey_Calculate2(WORD* pHandle, DWORD* pStartAddress, 
DWORD* pSeed, WORD* pRegA, WORD* pRegB, WORD* pRegC, WORD* 
pRegD); 
 
long UniKey_Calculate3(WORD* pHandle, DWORD* pStartAddress, 
DWORD* pModule, WORD* pRegA, WORD* pRegB, WORD* pRegC, 
WORD* pRegD); 
 
long UniKey_Logoff(WORD* pHandle); 
 
The advantage of expert protection 
Expert level of protection can let you use the arithmetic. Maybe it is a little 
bit difficult for you to use, but if you practice, you will find it a good stuff. 
You can enter several numbers for each register. Then run the arithmetic 
which you write into the memory. After that it will return a number for 
each register. These return numbers are the result. Not only the one who 
uses your software needs to enter the correct number for each register, but 
also he should know the correct arithmetic. With the correct information, 
he can visit your software. 
 
In this part you will learn how to apply an expert level of protection for 
your software. You can refer to the following picture and have a quick 
understanding of it. 
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The above picture enables you to have a quick and easy protection for your 
software. All you need to do is to call several functions in your project. The 
main usage of the APIs is offered below. 
 
UniKey_Find 
The first API you need to use is UniKey_Find. It enables you to find your 
UniKey dongle and return a code number to show you the UniKey dongle’s 
HID(Hardware ID) as well. HID is important since it helps you decide 
whether or not a dongle belongs to you when you check it.  
 
When you use the UniKey_Find function, it will return a code. The return 
code will show you whether or not the call is successful. For example, if it 
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returns a 0 code, it means the UniKey_Find function works fine. If it returns 
a 200 code, it means it failed to find your dongle. At this time, you need to 
check whether or not your UniKey dongle is properly connected to your 
computer. 
 
UniKey_Find_Next 
For the UniKey_Find_Next function, it is used for finding the next UniKey 
dongle. There are times when you want two or more UniKey dongles to 
work together. You need to call UniKey_Find function at first, and then call 
UniKey_Find_Next function to find more UniKey dongles. As long as you 
find these UniKey dongles, you can let them work for your project. 
 
UniKey_User_Logon 
For the UniKey_User_Logon function, it is used when you want to logon the 
UniKey dongle as an end user. When you implement this API, you can 
aquire the permission as a user to logon the UniKey dongle. However your 
permission is limited as a user. You cannot implement those APIs intended 
for the vender. If you do call the APIs intended for the vender, you will not 
get the result that you expected. 
 
UniKey_Vender_Logon 
For the UniKey_Vender_Logon function, it is used when you want to logon 
the UniKey dongle as a vender. It can not be used together with the 
UniKey_User_Logon. Only one can be formally implemented into your 
project. And if you use UniKey_Vender_Logon, you will have to aquire a 
vender's permission. In vender logon mode, you can implement all the 
APIs.  
 
UniKey_Write_Memory 
For the UniKey_Write_Memory, it is used when you wantt to write data 
into the memory. This API needs to be called after you logon a UniKey 
dongle. 
 
To write the last 2k memory (for 2048 – 4096), you need to verify all the 4 

passwords （vendor mode） to obtain full permission to the dongle. 
 
UniKey_Read_Memory and UniKey_Write_Memory provide basic reading 
and writing functions to the dongle. You can store general information via 
such functions. And various levels of security can be applied too. 
 
UniKey_Read_Memory 
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For the UniKey_Read_Memory, you can call the API to read the contents of 
the memory. You need to logon a UniKey dongle before calling the API. 
The size of the basic memory is up to 4K. All memory is encrypted and CRC 
checked when communicating with applications. You only need to have the 
user’s permission to read the 4K memory.  
 
UniKey_Write_SoftID 
For the UniKey_Write_SoftID, you need to verify all 4 passwords(vendor 
mode) to write the SoftID.When you call this API, if you set UniKey ID 
wrong, an error message will be returned. 
 
UniKey_Read_SoftID 
For UniKey_Write_SoftID and UniKey_Read_SoftID provide a means to 
make a soft (write-able) id ID for each software. You can write different 
software ID for each software and call UNIKEY_READ_SOFTID to check if 
the software ID is correct.  
 

UniKey_Set_Module 
For UniKey_Set_Module, it is used when you want to set the module. After 
calling the API, you can write a value to a specific UniKey license module 
and set the Decrement attribute. 
 
UniKey_Get_Module 
For UniKey_Get_Moduel, it is used when you want to get a value from a 
specific UniKey license module. You need verify 2 passwords (user mode) 
to get a module value successfully. 
 
UniKey_Check_Module 
For UniKey_Check_Module, it is used when you want to read attributes of 
a specific UniKey license module. A successful operation will result in 
“*pValue” with value from the Validity (1 = license module value is not 
zero), and “*pDecrease” with the value from the Decrement attribute (1 = 
license module can be decreased).The value of a license module cannot be 
read out directly and it is invisible to end users.UniKey_Set_Module and 
UniKey_Check_Module provide an easy way to implement software 
limitation.  
 
UniKey_Encrypt 
For UniKey_Encrypt, it is used when you want to encrypt an amount of 
memory with a key. The length of data must be a multiple of 8. This 
function only performs an encryption operation, and no compression 
functions are involved. 
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UniKey_Decrypt 
For UniKey_Decrypt, it is used when you want to decrypt an amount of 
memory with a key. The length of data must be a multiple of 8.Please use 
the key that encrypted data to decrypt the data; otherwise, you cannot 
decrypt the data. 
 

UniKey_Encrypt and UniKey_Decrypt offer a basic 128-bit 
encryption/decryption operation based on UniKey’s hardware. You can call 
these functions when an encryption or decryption operation is needed. For 
better security, you can encrypt the credential before saving it into the 
UniKey’s memory. 
 
UniKey_MD5 
For UniKey_MD5, it is used when you want to make an MD5 digest for an 
amount of content or data. If you use MD5 to encrypt the your strings of 
information, it will be very safe. 
 
UniKey_Seed 
For UniKey_Seed, it is used when you want to get return codes from the 
input of a seed code. This API return for values are related to pSeed and 
UniKey dongle’s password.  
 
UniKey_Seed generates a set of seed codes. All of these seed codes are 
based on the password. It provides another method to verify the password 
and check the insertion of the dongle. Apart from this, the seed codes can 
be used to involve in other computation. For example, you use the seed 
returned as a 64-bit long encryption key. 
 
UniKey_Write_Arithmetic 
For UniKey_Write_Arithmetic, it is used when you want to write 
user-defined mathematical algorithms. 
 
A successful operation will result in the user-defined algorithm populated 
with the algorithm command string from the buffer. 
UniKey_Write_Arithmetic is called when you write a series of algorithms 
into the dongle. This function is only called at software vendor side. 
 
UniKey_Calculate1 
For, UniKey_Calculate 1, it is used when you want to return the results of a 
calculation performed in UniKey, using input provided by the developer 
and the CALCULATE1 function. 
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When the calculation starts, the values of other internal registers are 
listed in the table below. 
 

Internal 
Register 

Meaning 

E HiWord of reversed hardware ID  

F LoWord of reversed hardware ID  

G Value stored in license module *pModule 

H Random number  

 
UniKey_Calculate 2 
For UniKey_Calculate 2, it is used when you want to return the results of a 
calculation performed in UniKey, using input provided by the developer 
and the CALCULATE2 function. 
 
When performing calculation 2, the initial values of register E, F, G and H 
are the return values of seed code *pSeed. To make it simple, UNIKEY calls 
function SEED with seed code *pSeed, and writes the return values to 
register E, F, G and H for the next operation. 
 
UniKey_Calculate 3 
For UniKey_Calculate 3, it is used when you want to return results of a 
calculation performed in UniKey, using input provided by the developer 
and the calculation 3 function. 
 
When performing calculation 3, the initial values of register E, F, G and H 
are the content of license module *lp2 and *lp2+1/2/3. 
 
UniKey_Logoff 
For the UniKey_Logoff function, it is used when you want to logoff the 
UniKey dongle. When you finish operating the UniKey dongle, you can 
implement this API. It will let you logoff the UniKey dongle. After you call 
this function, you don't have any permission to use any functions. 
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Chapter 10 Licensing 

This chapter includes the following topics: 
 
 Background information 
 Licensing models 
 Applying licensing tools 

10.1 Background Information 

As more software is distributed electronically, as opposed to being sold off 
the shelf, license management is becoming an increasing concern for 
software developers. New marketing and licensing schemes are evolving to 
include the ability to ‘try before you buy’, pay by usage, or use software 
only for a limited period. Software developers can flexibly offer discounts 
for bulk orders, or offer customized pricing options for different types of 
customers, such as offering a lower price for educational establishments 
and not- for-profits. They can also offer utility-based pricing, allowing 
customers to pay according to who uses the application and how often. 
Promotional licensing can also been enabled, allowing software vendors to 
offer trial periods for their products, which can then be activated should 
the customer wish to purchase the software. 

10.2 Licensing Modules 

Each UniKey dongle has 64 license modules. The license modules are 2-byte 
long in storage. Developers can write a license module by taking full 
permission to the UniKey dongle. If a license module is non-zero, it means 
the license module is valid; otherwise, the license module is invalid when it 
is zero. The contents of a license module cannot be read out, but the 
developer may check the validity of the license module.  
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     ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
With the help of license modules, developers can 
implement sell models easily. For example, if the software 
has 4 function modules. Function A, B, C and D. A 
customer only purchases Function A and B. The developer 
may map each function to a certain license module or a bit 
in a single module. When the customer executes the 
software, the software enables the functions according to 
the validity of the license module.  

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Each license module has a decreasing attribute (Dec in short). If it is 1 
(non-zero), the license module can be decreased by the UniKey API.  
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

The decreasing attribute gives an easy way to implement 
execution count or other limitations based on a decreasing 
number. For example, if you set a limitation where 
Function A can only be executed 15 times, you can write 
15 to a certain license module and decrease it every time 
when Function A is executed.  

     ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 10.3 Applying Licensing Tools 

UniKey Console is very powerful and offers vendors tools for licensing 
purposes. 
 
Time 
“Time” tab is to configure UniKey Time. All the functions in this tab are 
only working with UniKey Time dongle. 
 
There is a real time clock in UniKey Time dongle, so the basic function is to 
set and get the UniKey time info to/from the internal clock inside UniKey 
dongle. 
 
We can read the time info inside UniKey from “Current Dongle Time”, by 
pressing “Get Time”. “Set time” will write the PC time into a UniKey Time 
dongle. 
 
“Erase” reset all the 16 real time modules.  
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There are 16 real time modules in each UniKey Time. Each module works 
independently and works for a specific time interval. We can configure a 
real time module with 2 types, i.e. Static and Duration type. 
 
Static type means the real time module has a static start and end. When 
this module is checked, it will return SUCCESS while between the start and 
end. Otherwise, the module will return an error. 

 
     --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Static type is useful when we know the static start and end. 
For example, we sell a software to a customer, and we just 
want the software to work between 2008, Jul. 10th, 19:00 
to 2008, Oct. 21st, 23:00. And we want to set real time 
module # 1 to count this time. Then the steps are shown 
as following. We input 1 into “Time Module No.”, and 
enable “Static” in both “Start Time” and “End Time”. Then 
fill 08,07,10,19 in “Start” and 08,10,21,23 in “End”. Finally 
press “Set” to write all this info into real time module # 1. 

     --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
“Check” and “Check Time Module” help you to check if the 
time is the static time period. This function won’t modify 
any info in the UniKey Dongle. 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Duration type is much more flexible. When a real time module is set to 
duration type, and “write once” flag is on, it means the module when valid 
for a specific period of time after the first START_TIME call. Please note 
there are 3 types of START_TIME call, and all of them are working with 
duration type. 
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---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Duration type is helpful when we do not know the start 
time. This type is working for software lease. For example, 
we want to have a software function only working for 90 
days. Then we need have “Write once” selected, and enable 
“duration” option, and fill 90 in “Day” of “Duration”. Input 
the real time module number and finally press “Set”.  

        ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
     ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

“Write Once” option makes sure only the first 
START_TIME call works. All such calls after the first one 
won’t reset the timer. 

     --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Extend 
In the “Extend” Tab, you can manipulate the license module and 
user-defined algorithms.  
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If you want to write a license module, feed the value in the corresponding 
“val” area, and check the “Dec” box if you want to set the decreasing 
attribute as “1”, then press “Set”. 
 
When you need to check the validity of a license module, please press 
“Chk”. If the status is “T”, it means the license module is valid. If it shows 
“F”, it means such a license module is invalid. At the same time, if the 
license module is checked, it shows the license module is ‘decreasing 
allowed’ and vice versa.  
 
Scroll the scroll bar to locate the license module. If you want to write all the 
license modules in bulk, please press “Set All”, then all the license modules 
will be updated.  
 
Since the value in a license module cannot be read out, you CANNOT see 
the correct value in the “Val” area after selecting “Chk”. 
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You can edit user-defined algorithms in the “Algorithms”. Please note the 
limitations of user-defined algorithms. 
 
The algorithm flag “B” means it is the beginning of a serial algorithms. “E” 
means it is the end of a serial algorithm. While “BE” (Beginning and End), it 
is a single algorithm.  
 
You can use scroll bar to locate other user-defined algorithms. Press “Write 
All” to write all the user-defined algorithms back to the UniKey dongle.  
 
Control 
The control Tab is used to check the type of attached UniKey dongle. After 
logging in the UniKey dongle via the Edit panel, you can check the type of 
UniKey dongle. Just press “Check”, UniKey Console will tell you the type of 
UniKey dongle in the Type area. 

 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Note: you have to logon the UniKey dongle before checking 
the type of the dongle.      
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---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
The second function provided in this Tab is to set the Maximum number of 
concurrent clients. Just input the number in the corresponding area, and 
press “Set” to finish this configuration.  
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Note: if you set the max. number of concurrent client to 0, 
it means there is no max. number of concurrent client, i.e. 
there is no limitation to this function.               

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
Setting 
In the Setting Tab, you can generate NetUniKey configuration file for both 
NetUniKey server and client. 
 
Firstly, please select the configuration file type, just check if it is for a server 
or for a client. Secondly, input the information, and finally click “Save” to 
save the configuration file. 
 

 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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When UniKey Console starts, it will load the configuration 
setting in “UniKey.ini” in the working directory.                                 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
List 
In the list Tab, you can edit the black/white list for a NetUniKey Server, and 
all these settings will be saved into the configuration file.  

 
 
Press “Add” in the Black/White List column, UniKey Console will pop up a 
dialog, in which you need to input an IP address.  
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If you want to remove an IP address from the list, just select the IP, and 
press “Remove”. 
 
Checking the check box for black/white list will enable/disable the 
corresponding function in the configuration file. 
 
 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Note: only configuration file for a NetUniKey server holds 
the info on black/white list. The black/white list info will 
not be saved into the file for NetUniKey Client. 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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Chapter 11 Remote Updater  

This chapter includes the following topics: 
 
 General information about Remote Updater 
 How to update a UniKey dongle remotely? 

11.1 General Information about Remote Updater 

It is common that software vendors need to upgrade the software at the 
end-user side. UniKey provides a remote update solution so that end-user 
need not send the UniKey dongle back to the software vendor. By UniKey 
Remote Updater, end-users can update his/her dongle by simple clicking 
mouse, and the entire updating job is done automatically.  
 
UniKey Remote Updater is secure. All the data is encrypted and protected 
by a 128-bit key.  
 
UniKey Remote Updater provides a flexible updating scheme. By 
implementing updating criteria, software vendors can update a single 
UniKey dongle, a batch of UniKey dongles, and UniKeys with the correct 
SoftID. 
 
It is also true that software vendors can set a phrase pass to the UniKey 
Updater files (*.upt files. Only the end-user with the correct phrase pass 
can use such files to update the UniKey dongle.  
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11.2 How to Update a UniKey Dongle Remotely? 

11.21 General process of updating a UniKey dongle remotely 

There are 2 steps to update a UniKey dongle remotely.  
 

Step 1 The Software vendor generates a UniKey Updater file with the 
UniKey Console.  

 
Open Console and edit the data/content you want to update in the 
“Edit” panel. Then the “Update” panel will load all the data to the 
UniKey. 
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Software vendors can set updating criteria in the tab ”bind”. Only the 
UniKey dongle meeting all these updating criteria can be updated. 
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The second tab in “Update” panel is “Property”, where software 
vendors can select which part(s) need to be updated. 
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After finishing all the settings, please press “Make” to make a UniKey 
Updater File, and then a file named “Updater.upt” is created in the 
working directory of the UniKey Console. 
 
Send this file to end-users and let them update their UniKey dongles 
with this file. 

Step 2 End-users execute the UniKey Updater and load the UniKey 
Updater file, and then update the dongle automatically. 

 

 
 

Open UniKey Updater. Select the UniKey Update Files. Put in the 
Phrasepass if there is, and then press “Start”. 
 
When the process finishes, it will display a successful message, 
otherwise an error message is shown. 

 

11.22 A close look at the Tabs “Bind” and “Property” 
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Bind 
Software vendors can set updating criteria in the tab. Only the UniKey 
dongle meeting all these updating criteria can be updated. 
 
Because all the panels share the same data, “Bind” tab will load “HID”, 
“SoftID” and “UpdateTag” for “Edit” tab.  
 
All the bind data is from the UniKey dongle that has NOT been updated. 
The data in “Edit” panel is to be written into the UniKey dongle. In other 
words, the data “Bind” is old, and the data in “Edit” is new. 
 
“License Module” means only when a certain license module is valid can 
UniKey Updater update the UniKey dongle. For example, we can set an 
updating scheme that only the UniKey dongle with license module # 3 is 
valid and can be updated. 
 
Software vendors can use “License Module” for designing two software 
sales models. If the end-user buys an updateable license, we set the 
corresponding license module valid before sending the dongle to the 
end-user. So the end-user can update the dongle. On the other hand, if the 
end-user buys an un-updateable license, we just set the license module 
invalid and send the dongle to the end-user. There is no need to modify the 
source codes.              
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Software vendors can set a “Phrasepass” to the UniKey Updater File (*.upt 
files). The “Phrasepass” works like the password for WinZip. Only the 
end-users who know the “Phrasepass” can use the UniKey Updater File 
(*.upt files) to update the UniKey dongle. 
 
Property 
The second tab in “Update” panel is “Property”, where software vendors 
can select which part(s) need to be updated. If you want to update 
“Memory”, you need only select the “Memory” check box, and the same 
with others.  
 

 
 
You can edit the data/content you want to update in the “Edit” panel, and 
the “Update” panel will load all the data to the UniKey Updater File (*.upt 
files) automatically. You need not attach a dongle when editing updating 
data. 
 
After finishing all the settings, please press “Make” to make a UniKey 
Updater File, and then a file named “Updater.upt” is created in the working 
directory of the UniKey Console. Send this file to end-users and let them 
update their UniKey dongles by this file. 
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Chapter 12 Distributing Software 

This chapter includes the following topics: 
 
 Software protection scheme 
 Distributing software 
 Updating your software 
 
Distributing software is the last but critical step in software sales. Our goal 
is to help software companies to gain as much benefit as possible in this 
step.  
 
Being a software protection expert, IoLock would like to share our rich 
experience in software protection with our valuable UniKey customers. 
 
In this chapter, we will explain how to design/implement software 
protection and make UniKey dongles work with your software to effectively 
increase your revenues. 

12.1 Software Protection Scheme 

Making a good software protection scheme will extend the software 
protection lifecycle and software vendors can benefit more from their 
software sales. 
 
Although UniKey is a powerful dongle, a weak software protection scheme 
will lead to an unacceptable result. Finding and making a suitable software 
protection scheme plays an important role in software protection.  
 
In this section, we explain how to make a good software protection 
scheme. 
 
Schedule 
In general, the software protection is the last step of software development. 
In order to achieve the best result, we should change our software ideas. 
The software protection job has to be started 1 month before the release of 
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the software. The reason is simply that it needs time to test and verify if 
the software protection is strong enough and working fine.  
 
To derive the best software protection, software vendors need to design 
the software protection scheme at the very beginning of software 
development. Try to integrate the UniKey dongle with the software 
seamlessly.  
 
Dongle Functions 
From a traditional viewpoint, the usage of a software protection dongle is 
to just check the attachment of the dongle and read/write the dongle 
memory. Yes, it is true that we need read/write the UniKey dongle, but it is 
not completed. The function of UniKey dongles is far more beyond 
reading/writing memory. Try to take full advantage of the functions of 
UniKey so that the software protection is strong. Combining various dongle 
functions together will make hacking against your software much harder. 
 
Thinking from a software point of view - integrate the dongle function 
together with the software function. Please do not only check if the UniKey 
dongle is attached, such protection is extremely easy to crack.  
 
Saving software credentials in the UniKey dongle is another way to 
strengthen the software protection, for example, store/encrypt the AES key 
in/by the UniKey dongle and try to minimize the presenting time of such a 
key in memory. Please note, the memory is easy to be dumped, but it is 
almost impossible to dump the UniKey dongle.  
 
Person 
The person who makes the software protection work is important and 
should be trusted. If the software protection source code is open to others 
or the public, the software protection is nothing and everyone can crack 
the protected software.  
 
The other solution is to divide the whole software protection into several 
parts and each developer only takes one part. Since they do not 
communicate or share the source code with each other, the whole 
software protection is harder to leak out.  
 
We suggest that only trusted personnel access code dealing with software 
protection. (something missing? Incomplete sentence) 
 
Dongle Passwords 
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IoLock thinks from a customer point of view. We break the tradition of 
burning the password at the dongle distributor side. Software vendors can 
burn their own password at their side and keep password by themselves, 
which is a far more secure solution. 
 
In order to burn a UniKey dongle password, you need to input a seed, and 
the password will be generated based on the seed. The password 
generation algorithm is irreversible, i.e. no one can generate the same 
password without knowing your seed. It is true that the seed is the 
credential of the UniKey dongle.  
 
When a new password is generated, a file contains the date; seed and new 
password will be created in the working directory. Please keep this file in a 
safe place. 
 
Please note that each UniKey dongle can only generate a password twice. If 
this fails or you want to change the password, you have to return the 
UniKey dongle to IoLock. 
 
Software Development 
As discussed, the person who is developing the software protection code 
should be a trusted person. To avoid future problems, please refer to the 
source code in the UniKey SDK CD. In most cases, you need not compose a 
lot of code, you only need to modify the sample in the SDK, and then paste 
into your source code.  
 
In the SDK, we provide the UniKey Tutor, which automatically generates 
software protection code in different programming languages. You only 
need to input the parameters and the UniKey Tutor will provide you with 
the respective codes and functions of the code. 
 
Programming Languages 
The Programming Language is important in software protection. A 
compiled programming language is the best choice, such as C++ and Delphi. 
Using such programming languages, you need not worry too much about 
de-compiling the source code, so the software protection result is much 
better. 
 
An interpreted programming language is somewhat weak, since it can be 
de-compiled to obtain the source code or semi-source code, such as FoxPro. 
Only calling UniKey APIs is not strong enough to protect the software. Here 
we provide 3 solutions.  
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Save software credentials in the UniKey dongle. Here, the credential not 
only means the key or password, but also some algorithms. Take advantage 
of the User-Defined Algorithms and Seed algorithms, it is totally different 
reading/writing and checking the dongle attachment. Involving the UniKey 
dongle into the computation will strengthen the software protection. 
 
Pack certain functions in a DLL file to enhance the software protection. A 
DLL file is compiled and difficult to be de-compiled. We avoid the weakness 
of the interpreted programming languages and take the advantage of 
compiled programming languages via a DLL. In the DLL, you can execute the 
software programming codes like in the compiled programming languages. 
 
Make a stub/packer for the interpreter. The interpreter interprets the high 
level codes into machine codes. In general, a compiled programming 
language compiles an interpreter. Making a stub/packer will add software 
protection codes into it and make the interpreter work with the UniKey 
dongles. This solution applies with Flash or e-Book etc. 
 
Making Things Fuzzy 
Anti-piracy is the war between hackers and software vendors. To make 
piracy difficult, we need to use many techniques. In general hackers like to 
use debugging tools to see the ASM codes of the software. We might use 
some tricks to make the de-compile ASM codes look fuzzy. 
 
In this manual, we need not go very deeply into ASM fuzzy code, and you 
can find more about it on the Internet. Each programming language has its 
own fuzzy codes. 
 
Here, we only show some simple examples based on the UniKey dongle. 
 
Fake access to dongle. For example, we use a random variable intAccess, 
only intAccess's reminder to 3 is 0, we access the dongle with the correct 
password. It means that we access the UniKey dongle 3 times, but only 1/3 
access is with the correct password. 
 
Save a random number in the UniKey dongle, and store the number in 
memory. After a certain period, we read this number out of the UniKey 
dongle, and compare it with the number in memory. If they are the same, it 
means the dongle is attached, if not it means the dongle is not attached or 
the dongle is shared with other applications. 
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Save “remember it” into UniKey dongles. It is popular that applications can 
remember some variables and save them in the registry. We can save such 
variables in the UniKey dongle and load it from the UniKey dongle. Without 
attaching a correct dongle, applications cannot retrieve the proper variable. 
 
Involving UniKey in Computation 
Only checking the attachment of a UniKey dongle is not strong enough. In 
order to promote the strength of software protection, we need to involve 
the UniKey dongle into the computation in the software.  
 
Taking advantage of User-Defined Algorithms, you can place some simple 
computation work to be run in the UniKey dongle. Such computations 
should be critical to the software. Since the input value of the User-Defined 
Algorithm is variable every time, it is difficult for a hacker to figure out the 
algorithms in the UniKey dongle. 
 
Encrypting/Decrypting data via UniKey dongles will make cracking much 
more difficult. Since the UniKey has a computing engine and performs 
encryption/decryption inside the UniKey dongle, it provides the best 
security. The key for encryption/decryption never leaves the UniKey dongle, 
and only users with full permission can generate a new key, so cracking the 
encryption/decryption of UniKey dongles becomes almost impossible.  
  
Software Licensing Models 
In this section, we present some software protection technique based on 
different software licensing models. To avoid further problems (universal 
software protection codes), we do not offer the source code, and only 
show the software protection idea. 
 
Demo Software 
In most of cases, end-users like to try a trial version of software before they 
buy the full functional version. For demo software, the function and 
execution count is limited. Software vendors can use a license module to 
limit the execution count, i.e. write 30 to module #0, and when executed 
the demo software, decrease the module #0, when it reaches 0 (invalid), 
stop the software. For the function limitation, we can use the same 
technique below. 
 
Selling Per Function Model 
It is a popular software sales model that end-users only purchase one 
function model, i.e. the software has 5 functions, and an end-user may only 
want to purchase 3 of 5 functions. With the UniKey dongle, the software 
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vendor need not recompile the source code, and the function can be 
bound with the UniKey dongle. For example, the software has 5 functions, 
A, B, C, D; we might map these functions to module #0, 1,2,3,4. When 
executing a function, the software checks the validity of the corresponding 
module. If the module is valid (non-zero), the software executes the 
function, if not, prompt a warning that says the function is not licensed. 
 
Software Leasing 
It is common that software leasing imposes a date expiration limitation. 
You can refer to the advanced usage of UniKey APIs.  

12.2 Distributing Software 

In some cases, the software vendor wants to control the distribution of the 
software. You can use the UniKey dongle to control which 
channel/customer the software is for. The SoftID or module can identify the 
distribution channel or end-user. 
 
Bind with Hardware 
A type of software licensing is to bind the software with hardware, such as 
network card, machine hardware ID, etc. In chapter 4, we have discussed 
this issue. Please refer to that chapter. 
 
Serial Number 
Licensing software with a serial number is a popular method, but if the 
computation is performed in memory, it is easy to be cracked. We can 
migrate such computations into a UniKey dongle, taking advantage of 
User-Defined Algorithms and the MD5 function. Here we do suggest that 
Serial Numbers should work with MD5 and make cracking extremely 
difficult. 

12.3 Updating Your Software 

UniKey provides a flexible solution on software protection to meet various 
requirements of software sales. It is common that end-users need to 
upgrade the software if they pay more on purchasing new functions, 
prolonging the leasing period and removing limitation. UniKey provides a 
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convenient dongle remote update solution so as to minimize the cost on 
software upgrades. 
 
Generally speaking, we should decide how to remotely update the UniKey 
dongle at the very beginning of software sales so it corresponds to the 
software protection scheme. For example, if an end-user buys more 
functions, we should know which corresponding module we should enable. 
If an end-user prolongs the leasing/demo period, we should know which 
area we should update so that the leasing/demo period can be prolonged. 
The memo area in the UniKey Database can help software vendors to 
record all of these, and generate the corresponding UniKey remote update 
file (*.upt file).  
 
End-users execute the UniKey Updater and load the UniKey remote update 
file, and then the UniKey dongle will be updated automatically. Software 
vendors can track all records of a specific UniKey dongle via the UniKey 
database. 
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Chapter 13 UniKey Assist  

This chapter offers UniKey Assist information including the following two 
parts: 
 
 Basic assist 
 Advanced assist 
 
UniKey Assist is the testing tool that helps software vendor trouble 
shooting at end-user side.  
 
Pressing “Assist” will start testing, and the result is shown in the Assist 
Information area. 
 
“Copy” will copy all the result into clipboard. 
 

 
 
Basic Assist 
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Basic Assist is to perform basic test. It will show if it can find a UniKey, and 
manufacture date of the UniKey dongle. 
 
Basic Assist is for the basic test, when end-users meet “dongle not found” 
problem. 
 
Basic Assist also works with UniKey network functions. 
 
Advanced Assist 
Apart from basic assist, advanced assist can test UniKey APIs and show the 
version of the UniKey dongle. It will show the type of UniKey too.  
 

 
 
In order to perform advanced assist, the password 1 and password 2 are 
needed. 
 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 
You can use UniKey assist to test UniKey network 
function.                                           

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Working with NetUniKey Configuration File 
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UniKey Assist works fine with both UniKey STD and UniKey PRO. It will load 
NetUniKey.ini when it starts. If there is no NetUniKey.ini, it will try to find 
local UniKey and then UniKey on the network. 
 
UniKey Assist will use broadcast to find a UniKey on the network if it cannot 
find the UniKey with pre-fixed NetUniKey server IP address. 
 

 

Appendix A  API Reference 

  API reference for Lite, STD, Time and PRO 

Find a UniKey dongle 

API Prototype 
long UniKey_Find(WORD* pHandle, DWORD* pSetting1, DWORD* 
pSetting2); 
 
Description 
Check if a specific UniKey is attached to the USB port. This is the first API to 
start a UniKey session.  
 
Parameters 

Parameter Meaning 

*pHandle [out] Dongle handle  

*pSetting1  *[in] Working Mode (UniKey PRO only), useless 
for UniKey STD 
[out] Hardware ID 

*pSetting2 *[in] Access Mode (UniKey PRO only), useless for 
UniKey STD(UniKey Pro only) 
[out] Number of dongle attached , useless for 
UniKey STD 
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Return values 

Marco Value Meaning 

SUCCESS 0 Success 

ERROR_UNIKEY_NO_UNIEKY 200 No UniKey dongle 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
For UniKey PRO (Network UniKey), *pSetting specifies the 
working mode. If you do not specify the value in *lp1, the 
working mode will be read from the NetUniKey.ini. 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 

Find the Next UniKey dongle 

API Prototype 
long UniKey_Find_Next(WORD* pHandle, DWORD* pSetting1, DWORD* 
pSetting2); 
 
Description 
Check if another UniKey is attached to the USB port. 
 
Parameters 

Parameter Meaning 

*pHandle [out] Dongle handle  

*pSetting1 *[in] Working Mode (UniKey PRO PRO only), useless for 
UniKey STD 
[out] Hardware ID 

*pSetting2 *[in] Access Mode (UniKey PRO only), useless for UniKey 
STD(UniKeyPro only) 
[out] Number of dongle attached , useless for UniKey STD 

 
Return values 

Marco Value Meaning 

SUCCESS 0 Success 

ERROR_UNIKEY_NOMORE
  

214 No more dongle 

ERROR_UNIKEY_NEED_FIN
D 

215  No Find before Find_Next 
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Logon UniKey Dongle 

API Prototype 
long UniKey_User_Logon(WORD* pHandle, WORD* pPassword1, WORD* 
pPassword2); 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

For UniKey Drive, the API Prototype is 
UniKey_User_Logon (WORD* pHandle, DWORD* 
pPassword1, DWORD* pPassword2);  

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
Description  
Logon a UniKey dongle with specified passwords. This API should be called 
in the released software in order to improve security. 
 
This API is called after UniKey_Find or UniKey_Find_Next. 
 
Parameters 

Parameter Meaning 

*pPassword1 [in]Password  1 

*pPassword2 [in]Password  2 

*pHandle [out] Dongle handle 

 
Return values 

Marco Value Meaning 

SUCCESS 0 Success 

ERROR_UNIKEY_NOT_FOUND 200 No UniKey dongle 

ERROR_UNIKEY_INVALID_PAS
SWORD 

201 UniKey dongle found, but Basic 
passwords are incorrect 

ERROR_UNIKEY_INVALID_PAS
SWORD_OR_ID 

202 Wrong password or UniKey HID 

 

Logon UniKey Dongle in vendor mode 

API Prototype 
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long UniKey_Vender_Logon(WORD* pHandle, WORD* pPassword1, 
WORD* pPassword2, WORD* pPassword3, WORD* pPassword4); 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

For UniKey Drive, the API Prototype is 
UniKey_Vender_Logon(WORD* pHandle, DWORD* 
pPassword1, DWORD* pPassword2, DWORD* 
pPassword3, DWORD* pPassword4); 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
Description  
Logon a UniKey dongle in vendor mode with specified passwords. This API 
helps software vendors to logon the UniKey dongle in vendor mode, and 
get the full permission to UniKey dongle. 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

We do NOT advise you to enclose this API in the final 
released software. This API is only for software vendor’s 
usage. 

     --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
If password3 or password4 is wrong while password1 
and password2 is correct, the dongle is also logged on in 
user mode automatically.  

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 

This API is called after UniKey_Find or UniKey_Find_Next 

 
Parameters 

Parameter Meaning 

*pPassword1 [in]Password 1 

*pPassword2 [in]Password 2 

*pPassword3 [in]Password 3 

*pPassword4 [in]Password 4 

*pHandle [out] Dongle handle 

 
Return values 

Marco Value Meaning 

SUCCESS 0 Success 

ERROR_UNIKEY_NOT_FOUND 200 No UniKey dongle 
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ERROR_UNIKEY_INVALID_PAS
SWORD 

201 Found UniKey dongle, but 
Basic passwords are incorrect 

ERROR_UNIKEY_INVALID_PAS
SWORD_OR_ID 

202 Wrong password or UniKey HID 

 

Logoff the UniKey dongle  

API Prototype 
long UniKey_Logoff(WORD* pHandle); 
 
Description 
Logoff a UniKey dongle with a specific handle. This API should be called at 
the end of UniKey session. 
 
Parameters 

Parameter Meaning 

*pHandle [in] Dongle handle 

 
Return values 

Marco Value Meaning 

SUCCESS 0 Success 

ERROR_UNIKEY_NOT_FOU
ND 

200 No UniKey dongle 

ERROR_UNIKEY_NEED_OPE
N 

212 No logon dongle before 
operating dongle 

Get the UniKey dongle 's Type 

API Prototype 
long UniKey_Get_Type(WORD* pHandle, DWORD* type); 
 
Description 
UniKey_Get_Type can help you get the type of the UniKey dongle. 
The return value of type will indicate the type of the UniKey dongle. 
UNIKEY_TYPE_TIME         101 
UNIKEY_TYPE_PRO          102 
UNIKEY_TYPE_STD           103 
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Parameters 

Parameter Meaning 

*pHandle [in] Dongle handle 

*type [out] The value indicating the type of your UniKey 
dongle 

 
Return values 

Marco Value Meaning 

SUCCESS 0 Success 

ERROR_GET_TYPE 237 UniKey Get Type Error 

 

Read UniKey dongle memory 

API Prototype 
long UniKey_Read_Memory(WORD* pHandle, WORD* pStartAddress, 
WORD* pBufferLength, BYTE* pBuffer); 
 
Description  
Read the contents of the Memory. This API needs to be called after logon of 
a UniKey dongle. 
 
Parameters 

Parameter Meaning 

*handle*pHandle [in] Dongle handle 

*pStartAddress [in] Offset of Memory 

*pBufferLenght [in] Number of bytes to read 

pBbuffer [out] Pointer to the buffer containing the data to be 
read 

 
Return values 

Marco Value Meaning 

SUCCESS 0 Success 

ERROR_UNIKEY_INVALID_ADD
R_OR_SIZE 

204 Read/Write address or 
length is wrong 

ERROR_UNIKEY_READ_MEMO
RY 

207 Read Error 
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ERROR_UNIKEY_NEED_OPEN 212 No logon dongle before 
operating dongle 

ERROR_UNIKEY_NEED_OPEN 215 No logon dongle before 
operating dongle 

 

Write to UniKey dongle memory 

API Prototype 
long UniKey_Write_Memory(WORD* pHandle, WORD* pStartAddress, 
WORD* pBufferLength, BYTE* pBuffer); 
 
Description 
Write data into the memory. This API needs to be called after logging on to 
a UniKey dongle. 
 
Parameters 

Parameter Meaning 

*handle*pHandle [in] Dongle handle 

*pStartAddress [in] Offset of the memory 

*pBufferLength [in] Number of bytes to write 

pBbuffer [in] Pointer to the buffer containing the data to be 
written 

 
Return values 

Marco Value Meaning 

SUCCESS 0 Success 

ERROR_UNIKEY_INVALID_ADDR_
OR_SIZE 

204 Read/Write address or 
length is wrong 

ERROR_UNIKEY_WRITE_MEMORY 207 Write Error 

ERROR_UNIKEY_NEED_OPEN 212 No logon dongle before 
operating dongle 

ERROR_UNIKEY_VERIFY_ADV_PAS
SWORD 

223 Advanced passwords 
(password3 and 
passowrd4) not verified 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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To write the last 2k memory (for 2048 – 4096), you need 
to verify all the 4 passwords （vendor mode） to obtain full 
permission to the dongle. 

    ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 

       ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
UniKey_Read_Memory and UniKey_Write_Memory 
provide basic reading and writing functions to the dongle. 
You can store general information via such functions. And 
various levels of security can be applied too. 

    ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Generate a Random Number 

API Prototype 
long UniKey_Random(WORD* pHandle, WORD* pReturn1, WORD* 
pReturn2, WORD* pReturn3, WORD* pReturn4); 
 
Description 
Generate a random number from the dongle. 
 
Parameters 

Parameter Meaning 

*pHandle [in] Dongle handle 

*pReturn1 [out] Random number 

*pReturn2 [out] Random number 

*pReturn3 [out] Random number 

*pReturn4 [out] Random number 

 
Return values  

Marco Value Meaning 

SUCCESS 0 Success 

ERROR_UNIKEY_NEED_OPE
N 

212 No logon dongle before operating 
dongle 

ERROR_UNIKEY_RANDOM 209 Random number Error 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
UNIKEY_RANDOM is to generate a random number inside 
the dongle. The UniKey dongle computing engine 
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generates the number and the hardware of the dongle is 
the seed for the random number. 

        ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Generate Seed Code Return Values 

API Prototype 
long UniKey_Seed(WORD* pHandle, DWORD* pSeed, WORD* pReturn1, 
WORD* pReturn2, WORD* pReturn3, WORD* pReturn4); 
 
Description 
Get return codes from the input of a seed code. This API return for values 
which are related to pSeed and UniKey dongle’s password. 
 
Parameters 

Parameter Meaning 

*pHandle [in] Dongle handle 

*pSeed [in] Seed Code 

*pReturn1 [out] Return Code 1 

*pReturn2 [out] Return Code 2 

*pReturn3 [out] Return Code 3 

*pReturn4 [out] Return Code 4 

 
Return values 

Marco Value Meaning 

SUCCESS 0 Success 

ERROR_UNIKEY_NEED_OPE
N 

212 No logon dongle before operating 
dongle 

ERROR_UNIKEY_SEED 210 Seed code Error 

 
    ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

UniKey_Seed generate a set of seed codes. All of these 
seed codes are based on the password. It provides another 
method to verify the password and check the insertion of 
the dongle. Apart from this, the seed codes can be used to 
involve in other computation, for example, you use the 
seed returned as a 64-bit long encryption key.  

    ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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Write the Soft ID 

API Prototype 
long UniKey_Write_SoftID(WORD* pHandle, DWORD* pSoftID); 
 
Description  
Write the vendor defined SoftID. 
 
Parameters  

Parameter Meaning 

*pHandle [in] Dongle handle 

*pSoftID [in] Soft ID 

 
Return values 

Marco Value Meaning 

SUCCESS 0 Success 

ERROR_UNIKEY_NEED_OPEN 212 No logon dongle before 
operating dongle 

ERROR_UNIKEY_SET_SOFTID 203 Set UniKey ID wrong 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
You need to verify all 4 passwords (vendor mode) to write 
the SoftID. 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 

Read Soft ID  

API Prototype 
long UniKey_Read_SoftID(WORD* pHandle, DWORD* pSoftID); 
 
Description 
Read the user defined SoftID. 
 
Parameters  

Parameter Meaning 

*pHandle [in] Dongle handle 

*pSoftID [out] Soft ID 
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Return values  

Marco Value Meaning 

SUCCESS 0 Success 

ERROR_UNIKEY_NEED_OPE
N 

212 No logon dongle before operating 
dongle 

 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

UniKey_Write_SoftID and UniKey_Read_SoftID provide a 
means to make a soft (write-able) ID for each software. 
You can write different software ID for each software and 
call UNIKEY_READ_SOFTID to check if the software ID is 
correct. 

    ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Set a UniKey License module 

API Prototype 
long UniKey_Set_Module(WORD* pHandle, WORD* pModule, WORD* 
pValue, WORD* pDecrease); 
 
Description 
To write a value to a specific UniKey license module and set the Decrement 
attribute.  
 
Parameters  

Parameter Meaning 

*pHandle [in] Dongle handle 

*pModule [in] License module Number 

*pValue [in] License module Unit Value 

*pDecrease [in] Decreasing attribute. If decreasing is allowed (1 = 
allowed, 0 = not allowed) 

 
Return values 

Marco Value Meaning 

SUCCESS 0 Success 

ERROR_UNIKEY_INVALID_ADDR_OR_SIZE 202 Read/Write address 
or length is wrong 
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ERROR_UNIKEY_NEED_OPEN 212 No logon dongle 
before operating 
dongle 

ERROR_UNIKEY_MODULE 216 License module 
error 

 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

A successful operation will result in license module unit # 
“*pModule” storing value “*pValue” and the Decrement 
attribute set to “0” or “1”.     

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 

You need verify 4 passwords (vendor mode) to set a 
module value successfully.                                                   

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 

Get a UniKey License module 

API Prototype 
long UniKey_Get_Module(WORD* pHandle, WORD* pModule, WORD* 
pValue); 
 
Description 
To get a value from a specific UniKey license module.  
 
Parameters  

Parameter Meaning 

*pHandle [in] Dongle handle 

*pModule [in] Module Number 

*pValue [out] Return the value in module 

 
Return values 

Marco Value Meaning 

SUCCESS 0 Success 

ERROR_UNIKEY_INVALID_ADDR_OR_SIZE 202 Read/Write address 
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or length is wrong 

ERROR_UNIKEY_NEED_OPEN 212 No logon dongle 
before operating 
dongle 

ERROR_UNIKEY_MODULE 216 License module 
error 

 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 
You need verify 2 passwords (user mode) to get a module 
value successfully.                      

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 

Check a UniKey License module 

API Prototype 
long UniKey_Check_Module(WORD* pHandle, WORD* pModule, WORD* 
pValue, WORD* pDecrease); 
 
Description 
Read the attributes of a specific UniKey license module. 
 
Parameters  

Parameter Meaning 

*pHandle [in] Dongle handle 

*pModule [in] License module Number 

*pValue [out] Validity (1 = license module value is not zero) 

*pDecrease [out] Decrement attribute (1 = license module can be 
decreased) 

 
Return values 

Marco Value Meaning 

SUCCESS 0 Success 

ERROR_UNIKEY_INVALID_ADDR_OR_SIZE 202 Read/Write address 
or length is wrong 
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ERROR_UNIKEY_NEED_OPEN 212 No logon dongle 
before operating 
dongle 

ERROR_UNIKEY_MODULE 216 License module 
error 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
A successful operation will result in “*pValue” with value 
from the Validity (1 = license module value is not zero), 
and “*pDecrease” with the value from the Decrement 
attribute (1 = license module can be decreased).                                                     
 
The value of a license module cannot be read out directly 
and it is invisible to end users.                                               

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
     --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

UniKey_Set_Module and UniKey_Check_Module provide an 
easy mean to implement software limitation. For example, 
if you want to set a software can be only executed 3 times, 
so you can call UNIKEY_SET_MODULE to set a license 
module (let us say license module 0) as 3. And when each 
execution, we decrease the license module, if the license 
module is invalid (zero), we stop the software. Apart from 
this, we can implement a module-selling model with help 
of license module functions. For example, the software has 
four function modules, A, B, C and D. And we can map the 
function modules to the license module in the UniKey 
dongle. Let us say the function module A is mapped to 
license module 0, B to 1, C to 2 and D to 3. If a customer 
only buys function A, B, you just need to enable the license 
module 0 and 1, and leave 2 and 3 as zero. So only function 
module A and B can be executed. If the customer buys 
more function, you can use UniKey remote update 
function to update the dongle remotely.  

     -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Check a UniKey Time License module 

API Prototype 
long UniKey_Check_Time_Module(WORD* pHandle, DWORD* pModule, , 

DWORD* pRemainDays, WORD* pYear, WORD* pMonth, WORD* pDay, 
WORD* pHour); 
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Description 
Read the attributes of a specific UniKey Time license module. 
 
Parameters  

Parameter Meaning 

*pHandle [in] Dongle handle 

*pModule [in] License module Number 

*pRemainDays [out] Remain days 

*pYear [in] Year (input or output is 10, which refers to 2010) 

*pMonth [in] Month 

*pDay [in] Day 

*pHour [in] Hour 

 
Return values 

Marco Value Meaning 

SUCCESS 0 Success 

ERROR_UNIKEY_INVALID_ADDR_OR_SIZE 202 Read/Write address 
or length is wrong 

ERROR_UNIKEY_NEED_OPEN 212 No logon dongle 
before operating 
dongle 

ERROR_UNIKEY_MODULE 216 License module 
error 

 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

A successful operation will result in “*pValue” with value 
from the Validity (1 = license module value is not zero).  
The value of a license module cannot be read out directly 
and it is invisible to end users.            

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 

Check a UniKey Time License module Now 

API Prototype 
long UniKey_Check_Time_Module_Now(WORD* pHandle, DWORD* 
pModule, DWORD* pRemainDays, WORD *pRemainHours); 
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Description 
Read the attributes of a specific UniKey Time license module Now. 
 
Parameters  

Parameter Meaning 

*pHandle [in] Dongle handle 

*pModule [in] License module Number 

*pRemainDays [out] Remain days 

*pRemainHours [out] Remain hours 

 
Return values 

Marco Value Meaning 

SUCCESS 0 Success 

ERROR_UNIKEY_INVALID_ADDR_OR_SIZE 202 Read/Write address 
or length is wrong 

ERROR_UNIKEY_NEED_OPEN 212 No logon dongle 
before operating 
dongle 

ERROR_UNIKEY_MODULE 216 License module 
error 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
A successful operation will result in “*pValue” with value 
from the Validity (1 = license module value is not zero).                          
 
The value of a license module cannot be read out directly 
and it is invisible to end users.              

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 

Check a UniKey Time License module Now PC 

API Prototype 
long UniKey_Check_Time_Module_Now_PC(WORD* pHandle, DWORD* 
pModule, DWORD* pRemainDays, WORD *pRemainHours); 
 
Description 
Read the attributes of a specific UniKey Time license module Now PC. . 
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Parameters  

Parameter Meaning 

*pHandle [in] Dongle handle 

*pModule [in] License module Number 

*pRemainDays [out] Remain days 

*pRemainHours [out] Remain hours 

 
Return values 

Marco Value Meaning 

SUCCESS 0 Success 

ERROR_UNIKEY_INVALID_ADDR_OR_SIZE 202 Read/Write address 
or length is wrong 

ERROR_UNIKEY_NEED_OPEN 212 No logon dongle 
before operating 
dongle 

ERROR_UNIKEY_MODULE 216 License module 
error 

 
 

        ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
A successful operation will result in “*pValue” with value 
from the Validity (1 = license module value is not zero).  
 
The value of a license module cannot be read out directly 
and it is invisible to end users.            

    ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

Write Arithmetic 

API Prototype 
long UniKey_Write_Arithmetic(WORD* pHandle, WORD* pStartAddress, 
BYTE * pBuffer); 
 
Description 
Write user-defined mathematical algorithms.   
 
Parameters   

Parameter Meaning 
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*pHandle [in] Dongle handle 

*pStartAddress [in] Offset of first instruction  

*pBuffer [in] Pointer to the algorithm command string 

 
Return values 

Marco Value Meaning 

SUCCESS 0 Success 

ERROR_UNIKEY_INVALID_ADDR_OR_SIZE 204 Read/Write address 
or length is wrong 

ERROR_UNIKEY_NEED_OPEN 212 No logon dongle 
before operating 
dongle 

ERROR_UNIKEY_AR_BAD_COMMAND 217 Arithmetic 
instruction Error 

ERROR_UNIKEY_AR_UNKNOWN_OPCODE 218 Arithmetic operator 
Error 

ERROR_UNIKEY_AR_WRON_GBEGIN 219 Const number can't 
use on first 
arithmetic 
instruction 

ERROR_UNIKEY_AR_WRONG_END 220 Const number can't 
use on last 
arithmetic 
instruction 

ERROR_UNIKEY_AR_VALUE_OVERFLOW 221 Const number > 63 

        --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
A successful operation will result in the user-defined 
algorithm populated with the algorithm command string 
from the buffer.          

     --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

UniKey_Write_Arithmetic is called when you write a series 
of algorithms into the dongle. This function is only called 
at software vendor side. For example, if you have a serial 
number generate algorithm, and you want to perform this 
algorithm inside the dongle, you need to call 
UniKey_Write_Arithmetic.        
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     -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

User-defined Algorithm Calculate 1 

API Prototype 
long UniKey_Calculate1(WORD* pHandle, DWORD* pStartAddress, 
DWORD* pModule, WORD* pRegA, WORD* pRegB, WORD* pRegC, 
WORD* pRegD); 
 
Description 
Return the results of a calculation performed in UniKey, using input 
provided by the developer and the CALCULATE1 function. 
 
Parameters  

Parameter Meaning 

*pHandle [in] Dongle handle 

*pStartAddress [in] Start point of calculation 

*pModule [in] License module number 

*p1 [in, out] Register A 

*p2 [in, out] Register B 

*p3 [in, out] Register C 

*p4 [in, out] Register D 

 
Return value 

Marco Value Meaning 

SUCCESS 0 Success 

ERROR_UNIKEY_INVALID_ADDR_OR_SIZE 204 Read/Write address 
or length is wrong 

ERROR_UNIKEY_NEED_OPEN 212 No logon dongle 
before operating 
dongle 

ERROR_UNIKEY_AR_BAD_COMMAND 217 Arithmetic 
instruction Error 

ERROR_UNIKEY_AR_UNKNOWN_OPCODE 218 Arithmetic operator 
Error 

ERROR_UNIKEY_AR_WRON_GBEGIN 219 Const number can't 
use on first 
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arithmetic 
instruction 

ERROR_UNIKEY_AR_WRONG_END 220 Const number can't 
use on last 
arithmetic 
instruction 

ERROR_UNIKEY_AR_VALUE_OVERFLOW 221 Const number > 63 

 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

When the calculation starts, the values of other internal 
registers are listed in the table below.                                          
E and F are reversed hardware ID byte wisely. For 
example, if the hardware is 0x12345678 (in Hex), and E 
will be 0x7856, and F will be 0x3412. 

    ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Internal Register Meaning 

E HiWord of reversed hardware ID  

F LoWord of reversed hardware ID  

G Value stored in license module *pModule 

H Random number  

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Examples  
If the internal algorithm is A = B + C,                                
Then the call result is *p1 = *p2 + *p3.                               
For example: The internal algorithm is A = A + G; If *p1 = 0, 
then when returning you may guess the content of license 
module *p1 = *pModule. Though you cannot read the 
content of modules directly, you may determine the 
content by algorithm. If possible, you had better check the 
content with an algorithm, not only comparing it in the 
program.        

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

User-defined Algorithm Calculate 2  

API Prototype 
long UniKey_Calculate2(WORD* pHandle, DWORD* pStartAddress, 
DWORD* pSeed, WORD* pRegA, WORD* pRegB, WORD* pRegC, WORD* 
pRegD); 
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Description 
Return the results of a calculation performed in UniKey, using input 
provided by the developer and the CALCULATE2 function. 
 
Parameters 

Parameter Meaning 

*pHandle [in] Dongle handle 

*pStartAddress [in] Start point of calculation 

*pSeed [in] Seed Code (32-bit) 

*p1 [in, out] Register A 

*p2 [in, out] Register B 

*p3 [in, out] Register C 

*p4 [in, out] Register D 

 
Return values 

Marco Value Meaning 

SUCCESS 0 Success 

ERROR_UNIKEY_INVALID_ADDR_OR_SIZE 204 Read/Write address 
or length is wrong 

ERROR_UNIKEY_NEED_OPEN 212 No logon dongle 
before operating 
dongle 

ERROR_UNIKEY_AR_BAD_COMMAND 217 Arithmetic 
instruction Error 

ERROR_UNIKEY_AR_UNKNOWN_OPCODE 218 Arithmetic operator 
Error 

ERROR_UNIKEY_AR_WRON_GBEGIN 219 Const number can't 
use on first 
arithmetic 
instruction 

ERROR_UNIKEY_AR_WRONG_END 220 Const number can't 
use on last 
arithmetic 
instruction 

ERROR_UNIKEY_AR_VALUE_OVERFLOW 221 Const number > 63 
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       ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
When performing calculation 2, the initial values of 
register E, F, G and H are the return values of seed code 
*pSeed, to make it simple, UNIKEY calls function SEED 
with seed code *pSeed, and writes the return values to 
register E, F, G and H for the next operation.          

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Internal Register Meaning 

E Seed Result 1 

F Seed Result 2 

G Seed Result 3 

H Seed Result 4 

 

User-defined Algorithm Calculate 3  

API Prototype 
long UniKey_Calculate3(WORD* pHandle, DWORD* pStartAddress, 
DWORD* pModule, WORD* pRegA, WORD* pRegB, WORD* pRegC, 
WORD* pRegD); 
 
Description   
Return results of a calculation performed in UniKey, using input provided by 
the developer and the CALCULATE3 function. 
 
Parameters  

Parameter Meaning 

*pHandle [in] Dongle handle 

*pStartAddress [in] Start point of calculation 

*pModule [in] License module number 

*pRegA [in, out] Register A 

*pRegB [in, out] Register B 

*pRegC [in, out] Register C 

*pRegD [in, out] Register D 

 
Return value  

Marco Value Meaning 
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SUCCESS 0 Success 

ERROR_UNIKEY_INVALID_ADDR_OR_SIZE 204 Read/Write address 
or length is wrong 

ERROR_UNIKEY_NEED_OPEN 212 No logon dongle 
before operating 
dongle 

ERROR_UNIKEY_AR_BAD_COMMAND 217 Arithmetic 
instruction Error 

ERROR_UNIKEY_AR_UNKNOWN_OPCODE 218 Arithmetic 
operator Error 

ERROR_UNIKEY_AR_WRON_GBEGIN 219 Const number can't 
use on first 
arithmetic 
instruction 

ERROR_UNIKEY_AR_WRONG_END 220 Const number can't 
use on last 
arithmetic 
instruction 

ERROR_UNIKEY_AR_VALUE_OVERFLOW 221 Const number > 63 

 
 
 
       ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

When performing calculation 3, the initial values of 
register E, F, G and H are the content of license module 
*lp2 and *lp2+1/2/3.              

   ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
 

Internal 
Register 

Meaning 

E Value in license module *lp2 

F Value in license module (*lp2 + 1) 

G Value in license module (*lp2 + 2) 

H Value in license module (*lp2 + 3) 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Examples 
When calls calculation 3 with *pModule = 0, the initial 
values of register E, F, G and H are: 
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E = Value of license module 0 
F = Value of license module 1 
G = Value of license module 2 
F = Value of license module 3 
Note: The address will return to “0” when the license 
module address call exceeds 128. For example:  
Calculation 3 with *pModule = 126, the initial values of 
register E, F, G and H are: 
E = Value of license module 126 
F = Value of license module 127 
G = Value of license module 0 
H = Value of license module 1 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

UniKey_Calculate is called when you want to perform the 
algorithm you have written inside the UniKey dongle. For 
example, you have written a formula into the dongle, you 
can call UniKey_Calculate to perform the algorithms and 
get the return of the formula.                

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Decrease A License module 

API Prototype 
long UniKey_Module_Decrease(WORD* pHandle, WORD* pModule); 
 
Description 
Decrease the value in a specified UniKey license module by “1”. 
 
Parameters  

Parameter Meaning 

*pHandle [in] Dongle handle 

*pModule [in] License module number 

 
Return values   

Marco Value Meaning 

SUCCESS 0 Success 

ERROR_UNIKEY_INVALID_ADDR_OR_SIZE 204 Read/Write address 
or length is wrong 
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ERROR_UNIKEY_NEED_OPEN 212 No logon dongle 
before operating 
dongle 

ERROR_UNIKEY_MODULE 216 License module 
error 

 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 
Please call UniKey_Check_Module to check if the license 
module is valid first. 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Generate a New Password 

API Prototype 
long UniKey_Generate_New_Password(WORD* pHandle, DWORD* pSeed, 
WORD* pPassword1, WORD* pPassword2, WORD* pPassword3, WORD* 
pPassword4); 
 
Description 
Generate a new password via a seed code; the mapping from the seed 
code to the password is only one way. Without the seed, you cannot 
generate the same password. 
 
Parameters  

Parameter Meaning 

*pHandle [in] Dongle handle 

*pSeed [in] Seed Code (32-bit) 

*pPassword1 [out] New password 1 

*pPassword2 [out] New password 2 

*pPassword3 [out] New password 3 

*pPassword4 [out] New password 4 

 
Return values   

Marco Value Meaning 

SUCCESS 0 Success 

ERROR_UNIKEY_NEED_OPEN 212 No logon dongle before 
operating dongle 
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ERROR_UNIKEY_VERIFY_ADV_PAS
SWORD 

223 Advanced passwords 
(password3 and 
passowrd4) not verified 

ERROR_UNIKEY_GENERATE_NEW
_PASSWORD 

225 Generate new password 
Error 

 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

A file recording the new SEED and PASSWORDs will be 
created in the working path, and help the software vendor 
to recall everything. The passwords can be distributed to 
ordinary developers!                 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
1. The dongle will be automatically logoff after a new set of 
passwords are generated.                                                   
2. The dongle will be fully formatted when a new 
password is generated.                                                      
3. A file including new password and seed will be created 
in the working directory.                                                

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Generate a New Encryption Key 

API Prototype 
long UniKey_Generate_Key(WORD* pHandle, DWORD* pKeyNumber); 
 
Description 
Generate a new key in the specific key storage.  
 
Parameters  

Parameter Meaning 

*pHandle [in] Dongle handle 

*pKeyNumber [in] Key Storage Number 

 
Return values   

Marco Value Meaning 

SUCCESS 0 Success 

ERROR_UNIKEY_NEED_OPEN 212 No logon dongle before 
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operating dongle 

ERROR_UNIKEY_INVALID_KEY_STORE 224 Wrong key storage 
number 

 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

1. This function will delete the original key in the key 
storage, and generate a new key.                                              
2. The data encrypted by the old key cannot be decrypted 
by the new key.                                                            
3. Each key is 128-bit long.                                                             

        ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Generate a New Encryption Key Via Seed 

API Prototype 
long UniKey_Generate_Key_Via_Seed(WORD* pHandle, DWORD* 
pKeyNumber,  WORD  pSeed1 ,  WORD  pSeed2 ,  WORD  pSeed3 ,  
WORD  pSeed4 ); 
 
Description 
Generate a new key in the specific key storage via seed.  
 
Parameters  

Parameter Meaning 

*pHandle [in] Dongle handle 

*pKeyNumber [in] Key Storage Number 

*pSeed1 [in] Seed1 

*pSeed2 [in] Seed2 

*pSeed3 [in] Seed3 

*pSeed4 [in] Seed4 

 
Return values   

Marco Value Meaning 

SUCCESS 0 Success 

ERROR_UNIKEY_NEED_OPEN 212 No logon dongle before 
operating dongle 

ERROR_UNIKEY_INVALID_KEY_STORE 224 Wrong key storage 
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number 

 
 
 
 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

1. This function will delete the original key in the key    
storage, and generate a new key via seed.                                       
2. The data encrypted by the old key cannot be        
decrypted by the new key.                                                             
3. Each key is 128-bit long.                                                

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 

Encrypt the Buffer with a Specific Encryption Key 

API Prototype 
long UniKey_Encrypt(WORD* pHandle, DWORD* pBufferLength, DWORD* 
pKeyNumber, BYTE *pBuffer); 
 
Description 
Encrypt an amount of memory with a key. The length of data must be a 
multiple of 8. 
 
Parameters 

Parameter Meaning 

*pHandle [in] Dongle handle 

*pBufferLength [in] Number of bytes to encrypt 

*pKeyNumber [in] Key Storage Number 

*pBuffer [in] Pointer to the data to be encrypted 
[out] Pointer to the encrypted data 

 
Return values   

Marco Value Meaning 

SUCCESS 0 Success 

ERROR_UNIKEY_NEED_OPEN 212 No logon dongle before 
operating dongle 

ERROR_UNIKEY_INVALID_KEY_STORE 224 Wrong key storage 
number 
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ERROR_UNIKEY_ENCRYPT_FAILED 228 Encrypt data error 

 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 
This function only performs an encryption operation, no 
compression functions are involved.                   

        --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Decrypt the Buffer with a Specific Encryption Key  

API Prototype 
long UniKey_Decrypt(WORD* pHandle, DWORD* pBufferLength, DWORD* 
pKeyNumber, BYTE *pBuffer); 
 
Description 
Encrypt an amount of memory with a key. The length of data must be a 
multiple of 8. 
 
Parameters  

Parameter Meaning 

*pHandle [in] Dongle handle 

*pBufferLength [in] Number of bytes to encrypt 

*pKeyNumber [in] Key Storage Number 

*pBuffer [in] Pointer to the data to be decrypted 
[out] Pointer to the decrypted data 

 
Return values   

Marco Value Meaning 

SUCCESS 0 Success 

ERROR_UNIKEY_NEED_OPEN 212 Not logon dongle 
before operating 
dongle 

ERROR_UNIKEY_INVALID_KEY_STORE 224 Wrong key storage 
number 

ERROR_UNIKEY_DECRYPT_FAILED 229 Decrypt data error 

 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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Please use the key that encrypted data to decrypt the data; 
otherwise you cannot decrypt the data.                                      

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

UniKey_Encrypt and UniKey_Decrypt offer a basic 128-bit 
encryption/decryption operation based on UniKey’s 
hardware. You can call these functions when an 
encryption or decryption operation is needed. For better 
security, you can encrypt the credential before saving it 
into the UniKey’s memory.                   

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 

Make an MD5 Digest for a Certain Content  

 
API Prototype 
long UniKey_MD5(WORD* pHandle, DWORD* pBufferLength, DWORD* 
pType, BYTE *pBuffer); 
 
Description 
Make an MD5 digest for a mount of content or data. 
 
Parameters  

Parameter Meaning 

*pHandle [in] Dongle handle 

*pBufferLength [in] Number of bytes to MD5 

*pBuffer [in] Pointer to the data to be digested 
[out] Pointer to the digested data 

 
Return values  

Marco Value Meaning 

SUCCESS 0 Success 

ERROR_UNIKEY_NEED_OPEN 212 No logon dongle before 
operating dongle 
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Read UpdateTag  

   
API Prototype 
long UniKey_Read_UpdateTag(WORD* pHandle, DWORD* pUpdateTag); 
 
Description 
Read UpdateTag from a specific dongle 
 
Parameters  

Parameter Meaning 

*pHandle [in] Dongle handle 

*pUpdateTag [out] UpdateTag 

 
Return values   

Marco Value Meaning 

SUCCESS 0 Success 

ERROR_UNIKEY_NEED_OPEN 212 No logon dongle before 
operating dongle 

ERROR_UNIKEY_READ_UPDATETA
G 

226 Read UpdateTag error 

 

Write UpdateTag 

   
API Prototype 
long UniKey_Write_UpdateTag(WORD* pHandle, DWORD* pUpdateTag); 
 
Description 
Write UpdateTag into a specific dongle. 
 
Parameters  

Parameter Meaning 

*pHandle [in] Dongle handle 

*pUpdateTag [in] UpdateTag 

 
Return values   
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Marco Value Meaning 

SUCCESS 0 Success 

ERROR_UNIKEY_NEED_OPEN 212 No logon dongle before 
operating dongle 

ERROR_UNIKEY_WRITE_UPDATETA
G 

227 Write UpdateTag error 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
UniKey_Read_UpdateTag APIs give software vendors an 
easy method to identify if the UniKey dongle needs to be 
updated. When distributing the software, software vendors 
may use the UpdateTag as an ID which shows if the dongle 
needs to update or has been updated. You can also use this 
Tag as a tracking ID for each update.                                          

        ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Get UniKey Library Version 

 
API Prototype 
long UniKey_Get_Version(WORD* pHandle, DWORD* pVersion); 
 
Description  
Get the current UniKey library version. 
 
Parameters 

Parameter Meaning 

*pHandle [in] Dongle handle 

*pVersion [out] UniKey library version 

 
 

API reference only for UniKey Time 

Get UniKey Time   

API Prototype 
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long UniKey_Get_Time(WORD* pHandle, DWORD* pYear, DWORD* 
pMonth, WORD* pDay, WORD* pHour, WORD* pMinute, WORD* 
pSecond); 
 
Description  
Get UniKey Time’s real time clock’s time.   
 
Parameters 

Parameter Meaning 

*pHandle [in] Dongle handle 

*pYear [out] Year(input or output is 10, which refers to 2010) 

*pMonth [out] Month 

*pDay [out] Day 

*pHour [out] Hour 

*pMinute [out] Minute 

*pSecond [out] Second 

 
Return values 

Marco Value Meaning 

SUCCESS 0 Success 

ERROR_UNIKEY_NEED_OPEN 212 Need open dongle before 
operating dongle 

ERROR_UNIKEY_READ_TIME 230 Get UniKey time error 

 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

We can call UniKey_Check_Time to check if the UniKey 
dongle is a real time dongle. If we get 
ERROR_UNIKEY_READ_TIME, then the dongle is not a real 
time dongle.                                  

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 

Set UniKey Time  

 
API Prototype 
long UniKey_Set_Time(WORD* pHandle, DWORD* pYear, DWORD* pMonth, 
WORD* pDay, WORD* pHour, WORD* pMinute, WORD* pSecond); 
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Description  
Set UniKey Time’s real time clock’s time.  
 
Parameters 

Parameter Meaning 

*pHandle [in] Dongle handle 

*pYear [in] Year (input or output is 10, which refers to 2010) 

*pMonth [in] Month 

*pDay [in] Day 

*pHour [in] Hour 

*pMinute [in] Minute 

*pSecond [in] Second 

 
Return values 

Marco Value Meaning 

SUCCESS 0 Success 

ERROR_UNIKEY_NEED_OPEN 212 Need open dongle before 
operating dongle 

ERROR_UNIKEY_READ_TIME 230 Get UniKey time error 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
You need verify all the 4 passwords (vendor mode) to set 
the time for UniKey internal clock.                 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
 

Set UniKey Time by Host’s Clock  

API Prototype 
long UniKey_Set_Time_Now(WORD* pHandle); 
 
Description  
Set UniKey Time’s real time clock’s time by the host computer’s clock. 
        
Parameters 

Parameter Meaning 
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*pHandle [in] Dongle handle 

 
Return values 

Marco Value Meaning 

SUCCESS 0 Success 

ERROR_UNIKEY_NEED_OPEN 212 Need open dongle before 
operating dongle 

ERROR_UNIKEY_WRITE_TIME 231 Write UniKey time error 

 

Erase Real Time Module  

API Prototype 
long UniKey_Erase_Time_Module(WORD* pHandle, DWORD* pModule); 
 
Description  
Erase/Reset a real time module, and all the info in the module will be 
erased including start, end or duration. 
 
Parameters 

Parameter Meaning 

*pHandle [in] Dongle handle 

*pModule [in] Real time module number (0-15) 

 
Return values 

Marco Value Meaning 

SUCCESS 0 Success 

ERROR_UNIKEY_NEED_OPEN 212 Need open dongle before 
operating dongle 

ERROR_UNIKEY_WRITE_TIME 231 Write UniKey time error 

 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

You need verify all the 4 passwords (vendor mode) to 
reset a module. If a real time module’s write once flag is 
enabled, only the first START_TIME call works. Later 
START_TIME call will return an error until this module is 
reset.     

        --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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Set a Real Time Module’s Start Time 

API Prototype 
long UniKey_Set_Time_Module_Start_Time(WORD* pHandle, DWORD* 
pModule, WORD* pYear, WORD* pMonth, WORD* pDay, WORD* pHour); 
 
Description  
Set a real time module’s start time. 
 
Parameters 

Parameter Meaning 

*pHandle [in] Dongle handle 

*pModule [in] Real time module number (0-15) 

*pYear [in] Year(input or output is 10, which refers to 2010) 

*pMonth [in] Month 

*pDay [in] Day 

*pHour [in] Hour 

 
Return values 

Marco Value Meaning 

SUCCESS 0 Success 

ERROR_UNIKEY_NEED_OPEN 212 Need open dongle before 
operating dongle 

ERROR_UNIKEY_WRITE_TIME_
MODULE 

231 Write time module error 

ERROR_UNIKEY_TIME_MODULE
_NOT_NULL 

234 The real time module is not 
null, this error is returned 
when write once flag is set 

 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Write Once flag is very useful for setting the Start for a real 
time module. If write once flag is set, only the first 
START_TIME call can set the start time for a module. All 
the later START_TIME will not work and return an 
ERROR_UNIKEY_TIME_MODULE_NOT_NULL. Software 
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vendors may use this flag when the start for a module is 
not clear.       

        --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Set a Real Time Module’s Start Time by UniKey Dongle’s Clock  

API Prototype 
Long UniKey_Set_Time_Module_Start_Time_Now(WORD* pHandle, 
DWORD* pModule); 
 
Description  
Set a real time module’s start time as the now time in UniKey dongle’s 
clock. 
 
Parameters 

Parameter Meaning 

*pHandle [in] Dongle handle 

*pModule [in] Real time module number (0-15) 

 
Return values 

Marco Value Meaning 

SUCCESS 0 Success 

ERROR_UNIKEY_NEED_OPEN 212 Need open dongle before 
operating dongle 

ERROR_UNIKEY_WRITE_TIME
_MODULE 

231 Write time module error 

ERROR_UNIKEY_TIME_MODU
LE_NOT_NULL 

234 The real time module is not 
null, this error is returned 
when write once flag is set 

 

Set a Real Time Module’s Start Time by Host’s Clock 

API Prototype 
long UniKey_Set_Time_Module_Start_Time_Now_PC(WORD* pHandle, 
DWORD* pModule); 
 
Description  
Set a real time module’s start time as the now time in host computer 
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Parameters 

Parameter Meaning 

*pHandle [in] Dongle handle 

*pHandle [in] Real time module number (0-15) 

 
Return values 

Marco Value Meaning 

SUCCESS 0 Success 

ERROR_UNIKEY_NEED_OPEN 212 Need open dongle before 
operating dongle 

ERROR_UNIKEY_WRITE_TIME
_MODULE 

231 Write time module error 

ERROR_UNIKEY_TIME_MODU
LE_NOT_NULL 

234 The real time module is not 
null, this error is returned 
when write once flag is set 

 

Set a Real Time Module’s End Time 

API Prototype 
long UniKey_Set_Time_Module_End_Time(WORD* pHandle, DWORD* 
pModule, WORD* pYear, WORD* pMonth, WORD* pDay, WORD* pHour); 
 
Description  
Set a real time module’s end time. 
 
Parameters 

Parameter Meaning 

*pHandle [in] Dongle handle 

*pHandle  [in] Real time module number (0-15) 

*pYear [in] Year(input or output is 10, which refers to 2010) 

*pMonth [in] Month 

*pDay [in] Day 

*pHour [in] Hour 

 
Return values 
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Marco Value Meaning 

SUCCESS 0 Success 

ERROR_UNIKEY_NEED_OPEN 212 Need open dongle before 
operating dongle 

ERROR_UNIKEY_WRITE_TIME
_MODULE 

231 Write time module error 

 

Set a Real Time Module’s Duration 

API Prototype 
long UniKey_Set_Time_Module_Duration(WORD* pHandle, DWORD* 
pModule, DWORD* pDay, WORD* pHour); 
 
Description  
Set the duration time for a specific real time module. The total duration is 
(*pDay)*24 + (*pHour) in hours. 
 
Parameters 

Parameter Meaning 

*pHandle [in] Dongle handle 

*pModule [in] Real time module number (0-15) 

*pDay [in] Number of days 

*pHour [in] Number of hours 

 
Return values 

Marco Value Meaning 

SUCCESS 0 Success 

ERROR_UNIKEY_NEED_OPEN 212 Need open dongle before 
operating dongle 

ERROR_UNIKEY_WRITE_TIME
_MODULE 

231 Write time module error 

 
 
 

    ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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You need verify all the 4 passwords (vendor mode) to set 
the duration for a real time module. 

       ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Check a Real Time Module with a specific time  

API Prototype 
long UniKey_Check_Time_Module(WORD* pHandle, DWORD* pModule, 
WORD* pYear, WORD* pMonth, WORD* pDay, WORD* pHour); 
 
Description  
Compare a real time module with a specific time and check if the time is 
the valid period of this real time module. If the time is in the valid time 
interval, it will return SUCCESS.  
 
Parameters 

Parameter Meaning 

*pHandle [in] Dongle handle 

*pModule [in] Real time module number (0-15) 

*pYear [in] Year(input or output is 10, which refers to 2010) 

*pMonth [in] Month 

*pDay [in] Day 

*pHour [in] Hour 

 
Return values 

Marco Value Meaning 

SUCCESS 0 Success 

ERROR_UNIKEY_NEED_OPEN 212 Need open dongle before 
operating dongle 

ERROR_UNIKEY_COMPARE_TI
ME_MODULE 

233 The specific time is before the 
module’s start time 

ERROR_UNIKEY_TIME_MODU
LE_OVERDUR 

235 The specific time is later than 
the module’s end time, or the 
module is expired 
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Check a Real Time Module with UniKey’s Real Time Clock  

API Prototype 
long UniKey_Check_Time_Module_Now(WORD* pHandle, DWORD* 
pModule); 
 
Description  
Compare a real time module with UniKey’s real time clock. If the time is in 
the valid time interval, it will return SUCCESS. 
 
Parameters 

Parameter Meaning 

*pHandle [in] Dongle handle 

*pModule [in] Real time module number (0-15) 

 
Return values 

Marco Value Meaning 

SUCCESS 0 Success 

ERROR_UNIKEY_NEED_OPEN 212 Need open dongle before 
operating dongle 

ERROR_UNIKEY_COMPARE_TI
ME_MODULE 

233 The specific time is before the 
module’s start time 

ERROR_UNIKEY_TIME_MODU
LE_OVERDUR 

235 The specific time is later than 
the module’s end time, or the 
module is expired 

 

Check a Real Time Module with UniKey’s Real Time Clock 

API Prototype 
long UniKey_Check_Time_Module_Now_PC(WORD* pHandle, DWORD* 
pModule); 
 

Description  
Compare a real time module with UniKey’s real time clock. If the time is in 
the valid time interval, it will return SUCCESS 
 

Parameters 
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Parameter Meaning 

*pHandle [in] Dongle handle 

*pModule [in] Real time module number (0-15) 

 
Return values 

Marco Value Meaning 

SUCCESS 0 Success 

ERROR_UNIKEY_NEED_OPEN 212 Need open dongle before 
operating dongle 

ERROR_UNIKEY_COMPARE_TI
ME_MODULE 

233 The specific time is before the 
module’s start time 

ERROR_UNIKEY_TIME_MODU
LE_OVERDUR 

235 The specific time is later than 
the module’s end time, or the 
module is expired 

 

API Reference only for UniKey Drive 

Initialize File System 

API Prototype 
long __stdcall UniKey_FS_Init(WORD* handle,DWORD *PW1,DWORD 
*PW2,DWORD *PW3,DWORD *PW4); 
 
Description 
The user needs to call this function to initialize the file system before calling 
other file system related functions. The password of the file system is 1234. 
 
Parameters 

Parameter Meaning 

*pHandle [in]Device handle 

* pPassword1 [in]Password1 

* pPassword2 [in]Password2 

* pPassword3 [in]Password3 

* pPassword4 [in]Password4 
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Return values 

Marco Value Meaning 

SUCCESS 0 Success 

ERROR_UNIKEY_INVALID_P
ASSWORD_OR_ID 

202 Invalid password or ID results in 
an error. 

 

Format the file system 

API Prototype 
long __stdcall UniKey_FS_Format(WORD* handle); 
 
Description 
Format the file system. 
 
Parameters 

Parameter Meaning 

*pHandle [in]Device handle 

 
Return values 

Marco Value Meaning 

SUCCESS 0 Success 

ERROR_UNIKEY_FS_FILE_EX
IST 

  

 
     --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 
Note: The user needs to initialize the file system 
successfully before calling other file system related 
functions.  

     --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Create files 

API Prototype 
long __stdcall UniKey_FS_CreateFile(WORD* handle, BYTE * filename); 
 
Description 
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Create files.  
 
Parameters 

Parameter Meaning 

*pHandle [in]Device handle 

*filename [in/out]Input/Output file name 

 
     --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 
Note: Single slash ( "\") should be added before the name of 
the file.   

     --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
 
Return values 

Marco Value Meaning 

SUCCESS 0 Success 

ERROR_UNIKEY_FS_ERR_SY
S_UNINIT 

246 The file system is not initialized. 

ERROR_UNIKEY_FS_FILE_N
AME 

240 Wrong or invalid file name 

ERROR_UNIKEY_FS_FILE_EX
IST 

245 The file already existed. 

 

Delete files 

 
API Prototype 
long __stdcall UniKey_FS_DeleteFile(WORD* handle, BYTE * filename); 
 
Description 
Delete files.  
 
Parameters 

Parameter Meaning 

*pHandle [in]Device handle 
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*filename [in/out]Input/Output file name 

 
Return values 

Marco Value Meaning 

SUCCESS 0 Success 

ERROR_UNIKEY_FS_ERR_SY
S_UNINIT 

246 The file is not yet initialized. 

ERROR_UNIKEY_FS_NO_FIL
E 

241 No such file name. 

 

Open files 

API Prototype 
long __stdcall UniKey_FS_File_Open(WORD* handle, BYTE * filename); 
 
Description 
Open files.  
 
Parameters 

Parameter Meaning 

*pHandle [in]Device handle 

*filename [in]Input/Output file name 

 
Return values 

Marco Value Meaning 

SUCCESS 0 Success 

ERROR_UNIKEY_FS_NO_FIL
E 

241 No such file name 

 

Get system space 

API Prototype 
long __stdcall UniKey_FS_Get_Free_Size(WORD* handle, DWORD * 
usedsize,DWORD *freesize); 
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Description 
Get system space.  
 
Parameters 

Parameter Meaning 

*pHandle [in]Device handle 

*usedsize [out]System space size which has already been used 

*freesize [out]System space size that hasn’t been used 

 
Return values 

Marco Value Meaning 

SUCCESS 0 Success 

 

Modify file data 

API Prototype 
long __stdcall UniKey_FS_File_Modify_Data(WORD* handle, DWORD * 
offset,DWORD* len,BYTE *buffer); 
 
Description 
Modify file data. 
 
Parameters 

Parameter Meaning 

*pHandle [in]Device handle 

*offset [in]Address to be modified 

*len [in]Modify the data length 

*buffer [in]Modify the data 

 
Return values 

Marco Value Meaning 

SUCCESS 0 Success 

ERROR_UNIKEY_FS_ERR_O
PEN_FILE 

247 The file to be modified hasn’t 
been opened yet. 
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ERROR_UNIKEY_FS_FILE_O
FFSET 

242 Offset of file error 

 

Append data to the end-of-file 

API Prototype 
long __stdcall UniKey_FS_File_Get_Size(WORD* handle, DWORD* filesize); 
 
 
Description 
Append data to the end-of-file. 
 
Parameters 

Parameter Meaning 

*len [in]The length of the append data 

*buffer [in]Append data 

 
Return values 

Marco Value Meaning 

SUCCESS 0 Success 

ERROR_UNIKEY_FS_NO_ME
MORY  

244 Not enough free memory 

 

Read file data 

API Prototype 
long __stdcall UniKey_FS_File_Read_Data(WORD* handle,DWORD * 
offset,DWORD* len,BYTE *buffer); 
 
Description 
Read data file. 
 
Parameters 

Parameter Meaning 

*pHandle [in]Device handle 
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*offset [in]Read address 

*len [in]Read the data length 

*buffer [in]Read data 

 
Return values 

Marco Value Meaning 

SUCCESS 0 Success 

ERROR_UNIKEY_FS_ERR_O
PEN_FILE 

247 The file to be modified is not 
opened yet. 

ERROR_UNIKEY_FS_FILE_O
FFSET 

242 Offset of file error. 

 

Close files 

API Prototype 
long __stdcall UniKey_FS_File_Close(WORD* handle, BYTE * filename); 
 
Description 
Close files. 
 
Parameters 

Parameter Meaning 

*pHandle [in]Device handle 

*filename [in]file name 

*len [in]Read the data length 

*buffer [out]Read data 

 
Return values 

Marco Value Meaning 

SUCCESS 0 Success 
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Get file list 

API Prototype 
long __stdcall UniKey_FS_File_Get_List(WORD* handle, DWORD* filecount, 
BYTE* filelist); 
 
Description 
Get file list. 
 
Parameters 

Parameter Meaning 

*pHandle [in]Device handle 

*filecount [out]The number of files 

*filelist [out]  

 
Return values 

Marco Value Meaning 

SUCCESS 0 Success 

 

Get the file size 

API Prototype 
long __stdcall UniKey_FS_File_Get_List(WORD* handle, DWORD* filecount, 
BYTE* filelist); 
 
Description 
Get the file size. 
 
Parameters 

Parameter Meaning 

*pHandle [in]Device handle 

*filesize [out]The size of the file 

 
Return values 

Marco Value Meaning 
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SUCCESS 0 Success 

 

Users reset file system password 

API Prototype 
long __stdcall UniKey_FS_Set_Password(WORD* handle,DWORD 
*PW1,DWORD *PW2,DWORD *PW3,DWORD *PW4); 
 
Description 
Users reset the password to the file system. 
 
Parameters 

Parameter Meaning 

*pHandle [in]Device handle 

*pPassword1 [in]Password 1 

*pPassword2 [in]Password 2 

*pPassword3 [in]Password 3 

*pPassword4 [in]Password 4 

 
Return values 

Marco Value Meaning 

SUCCESS 0 Success 

ERROR_GENERATE_NEW_P
ASSWORD 

225  Fail to generate new password. 

    ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
The reset of the password can only be successfully done 
after initializing the file system successfully. 

    ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 

Generate a RSA Key 

API Prototype 
long __stdcall UniKey_RSA_Generate_Key(WORD* handle,WORD 
*KeyIndex); 
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Description 
UniKey Drive has encryption & decryption modules with 1024-bit RSA keys.  
Calling this function can generate a 1024-bit RSA key. 
 
Parameters 

Parameter Meaning 

*pHandle [in]Device handle 

*KeyIndex [in]Return the handle generated Key 

 
Return values 

Marco Value Meaning 

SUCCESS 0 Success 

ERROR_KEY_INDEX 239 The handle of the key is invalid. 

 

Generate a DES Key 

API Prototype 
long __stdcall UniKey_DES_Generate_Key(WORD* handle,DWORD 
*KeyIndex); 
 
Description 
Calling this function can generate a DES key. 
 
Parameters 

Parameter Meaning 

*pHandle [in]Device handle 

*KeyIndex [in]Return the handle generated Key 

 
Return values 

Marco Value Meaning 

SUCCESS 0 Success 

ERROR_KEY_INDEX 239 The handle of the key is invalid. 
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Get key counts generated  

API Prototype 
long __stdcall UniKey_RSA_Get_Key_Counts(WORD* handle,DWORD 
*KeyIndexs); 
 
Description 
Get the number of keys that are generated. 
 
Parameters 

Parameter Meaning 

*Phandle [in]Device handle 

*KeyIndex [out]The key counts returned 

 
Return values 

Marco Value Meaning 

SUCCESS 0 Success 

ERROR_KEY_INDEX 239 The handle of the key is invalid. 

 

RSA encryption  

API Prototype 
long __stdcall UniKey_RSA_Encrypt(WORD* handle,WORD 
*KeyIndex,DWORD *Encrypt_Len,BYTE *Buffer); 
 
Description 
Encrypt data using RSA. 
 
Parameters 

Parameter Meaning 

*Phandle [in]Device handle 

*KeyIndex [in]Encrypt & decrypt using the key handle 

*Len [in]The length of encryption & decryption data 

*Buffer [in/out]Input encrypted text and output plain text. 
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Return values 

Marco Value Meaning 

SUCCESS 0 Success 

ERROR_UNIKEY_ENCRYPT_F
AILED 

228 Encryption failed. 

 

RSA decryption  

API Prototype 
long __stdcall UniKey_RSA_Decrypt(WORD* handle,WORD 
*KeyIndex,DWORD *Decrypt_Len,BYTE *Buffer); 
 
Description 
Decrypt data using RSA. 
 
Parameters 

Parameter Meaning 

*Phandle [in]Device handle 

*KeyIndex [in]Encrypt & decrypt using the key handle 

*Len [in]The length of encryption & decryption data 

*Buffer [in/out]Input encrypted text and output plain text. 

 
Return values 

Marco Value Meaning 

SUCCESS 0 Success 

ERROR_KEY_INDEX 239 The key handle is invalid.  

ERROR_UNIKEY_DECRYPT_F
AILED 

229 Decryption failed. 

 

DES encryption  

 
API Prototype 
long __stdcall UniKey_DES1_Encrypt(WORD* handle,WORD 
*EncryptMode,WORD *KeyIndex,DWORD *Len,BYTE *Buffer); 
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long __stdcall UniKey_DES2_Encrypt(WORD* handle,WORD 
*EncryptMode,WORD *KeyIndex,DWORD *Len,BYTE *Buffer); 
 
long __stdcall UniKey_DES3_Encrypt(WORD* handle,WORD 
*EncryptMode,WORD *KeyIndex,DWORD *Len,BYTE *Buffer); 
 
Description 
Encrypt data using DES. 
 
Parameters 

Parameter Meaning 

*Phandle [in]Device handle 

*KeyIndex [in]Encrypt & decrypt using the key handle 

*Len [in]The length of encryption & decryption data 

*Buffer [in/out]Input encrypted text and output plain text. 

 
Return values 

Marco Value Meaning 

SUCCESS 0 Success 

ERROR_KEY_INDEX 239 The key handle is invalid.  

ERROR_UNIKEY_ENCRYPT_F
AILED 

228 Encryption failed. 

 

DES decryption  

 
API Prototype 
long __stdcall UniKey_DES1_Decrypt(WORD* handle,WORD 
*DecryptMode,WORD *KeyIndex,DWORD *Len,BYTE *Buffer); 
 
long __stdcall UniKey_DES2_Decrypt(WORD* handle,WORD 
*DecryptMode,WORD *KeyIndex,DWORD *Len,BYTE *Buffer); 
 
long __stdcall UniKey_DES3_Decrypt(WORD* handle,WORD 
*DecryptMode,WORD *KeyIndex,DWORD *Len,BYTE *Buffer); 
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Description 
Encrypt data using DES. 
 
Parameters 

Parameter Meaning 

*Phandle [in]Device handle 

*KeyIndex [in]Encrypt & decrypt using the key handle 

*Len [in]The length of encryption & decryption data 

*Buffer [in/out]Input encrypted text and output plain text. 

 
Return values 

Marco Value Meaning 

SUCCESS 0 Success 

ERROR_KEY_INDEX 239 The key handle is invalid.  

ERROR_UNIKEY_DECRYPT_F
AILED 

229 Decryption failed. 

 

Delete key 1  

API Prototype 
 long __stdcall UniKey_RSA_Del_Key(WORD* handle,WORD *KeyIndex); 
 
Description 
Delete a key. 
 
Parameters 

Parameter Meaning 

*pHandle [in]Device handle 

*KeyIndex [in]The handle to be deleted 

 
Return values 

Marco Value Meaning 

SUCCESS 0 Success 

ERROR_KEY_INDEX 239 The key handle is invalid. 
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KeyIndex <0 or KeyIndex > 3. 

 

Delete key 2 

API Prototype 
long __stdcall UniKey_DES_Del_Key(WORD* handle,WORD *KeyIndex); 
 
Description 
Delete a key. 
 
Parameters 

Parameter Meaning 

*pHandle [in]Device handle 

*KeyIndex [in]The handle to be deleted 

 
Return values 

Marco Value Meaning 

SUCCESS 0 Success 

ERROR_KEY_INDEX 239 The key handle is invalid. 
KeyIndex <0 or KeyIndex > 14. 

 

Get user counts 

API Prototype 
long __stdcall UniKey_Get_UserCount(WORD* handle,WORD *Count); 
 
Description 
UniKey Drive can enable 32 concurrent users to logon. This function can be 
called to get the number of logon users. 
 
Parameters 

Parameter Meaning 

*pHandle [in]Device handle 

*Count  [in]Number of logon users returned 
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Return values 

Marco Value Meaning 

SUCCESS 0 Success 

ERROR_KEY_INDEX 239 The key handle is invalid. 
KeyIndex <0 or KeyIndex > 14. 

 

Only allow one user to logon 

API Prototype 
long __stdcall UniKey_Logon_Single(WORD* pHandle, DWORD* 
pPassword1, DWORD* pPassword2, DWORD* pPassword3, DWORD* 
pPassword4); 
 
Description 
After calling this function, UniKey Drive only allows the active user to logon 
and other users will not be allowed to logon. 
 
Parameters 

Parameter Meaning 

*pHandle [in]Device handle 

*pPassword1 [in]Password 1 

*pPassword2 [in]Password 2 

*pPassword3 [in]Password 3 

*pPassword4 [in]Password 4 

 
Return values 

Marco Value Meaning 

SUCCESS 0 Success 

ERROR_UNIKEY_INVALID_P
ASSWORD_OR_ID 

202 The password or ID is invalid. 

 

Logoff the active user 

API Prototype 
l long __stdcall UniKey_Logoff(WORD* pHandle); 
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Description 
After calling this function, the active user will be logoff, without affecting 
other users’ logon status.  
 
Parameters 

Parameter Meaning 

*pHandle [in]Device handle 

 
Return values 

Marco Value Meaning 

SUCCESS 0 Success 

 

Logoff all the users 

API Prototype 
long __stdcall UniKey_Logoff_All(WORD* pHandle); 
 
Description 
After calling this function, all the users will be logoff. 
Parameters 

Parameter Meaning 

*pHandle [in]Device handle 

 
Return values 

Marco Value Meaning 

SUCCESS 0 Success 

 

Error Codes 

Marco Value DESCRIPTION 

SUCCESS 0 Success 

ERROR_UNIKEY_NOT_FOUND 200 
No UniKey 
dongle 
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ERROR_UNIKEY_INVALID_PASSWORD 201 

Found UniKey 
dongle, but 
Basic 
passwords are 
incorrect 

ERROR_UNIKEY_INVALID_PASSWORD_OR_ID 202 
Wrong 
password or 
UniKey HID 

ERROR_UNIKEY_SET_SOFTID 203 
Set Soft ID 
error 

ERROR_UNIKEY_INVALID_ADDR_OR_SIZE 204 

Read/Write 
address or 
length is 
wrong 

ERROR_UNIKEY_UNKNOWN_COMMAND 205 
No such 
command 

ERROR_UNIKEY_READ_MEMORY 207 Read Error 

ERROR_UNIKEY_WRITE_MEMORY 208 Write Error 

ERROR_UNIKEY_RANDOM 209 
Random 
number Error 

ERROR_UNIKEY_SEED 210 
Seed code 
Error 

ERROR_UNIKEY_CALCULATE 211 
Calculate 
Error 

ERROR_UNIKEY_NEED_OPEN 212 

No logon 
dongle before 
operating 
dongle 

ERROR_UNIKEY_OPEN_OVERFLOW 213 
Too many 
open dongles 
(>16) 

ERROR_UNIKEY_NOMORE 214 
No more 
dongle 

ERROR_UNIKEY_NEED_FIND 215 
No Find 
before 
FindNext 

ERROR_UNIKEY_MODULE 216 
lLcnese 
module error 
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ERROR_UNIKEY_AR_BAD_COMMAND 217 
Arithmetic 
instruction 
Error 

ERROR_UNIKEY_AR_UNKNOWN_OPCODE 218 
Arithmetic 
operator Error 

ERROR_UNIKEY_AR_WRON_GBEGIN 219 

Const number 
can't use on 
first 
arithmetic 
instruction 

ERROR_UNIKEY_AR_WRONG_END 220 

Const number 
can't use on 
last arithmetic 
instruction 

ERROR_UNIKEY_AR_VALUE_OVERFLOW 221 
Const 
number > 63 

ERROR_UNIKEY_INVALID_KEY 222 
The key in the 
key storage is 
wrong 

ERROR_UNIKEY_VERIFY_ADV_PASSWORD 223 

Advanced 
passwords 
(password3 
and 
passowrd4) 
not verified 

ERROR_UNIKEY_INVALID_KEY_STORE 224 
Wrong key 
storage 
number 

EERROR_UNIKEY_GENERATE_NEW_PASSWORD 225 Generate new 
password 
Error 

ERROR_UNIKEY_READ_UPDATETAG 226 Read 
UpdateTag 
error 

ERROR_UNIKEY_WRITE_UPDATETAG 227 Write 
UpdateTag 
error 

ERROR_UNIKEY_ENCRYPT_FAILED 228 Encrypt data 
error 
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ERROR_UNIKEY_DECRYPT_FAILED 229 Decrypt data 
error 

ERROR_UNIKEY_READ_TIME 230 Get UniKey 
time error 

ERROR_UNIKEY_WRITE_TIME 231 Set UniKey 
time error 

ERROR_UNIKEY_WRITE_TIME_MODULE 232 Write time 
module error 

ERROR_UNIKEY_COMPARE_TIME_MODULE 233 The specific 
time is before 
the module’s 
start time 

ERROR_UNIKEY_TIME_MODULE_NOT_NULL 234 The real time 
module is not 
null, this error 
is returned 
when write 
once flag is 
set 

ERROR_UNIKEY_TIME_MODULE_OVERDUR 235 The specific 
time is later 
than the 
module’s end 
time, or the 
module is 
expired 

ERROR_UNIKEY_ALREADY_LOCKED 236 

Dongle 
Already 
Locked (when 
lock twice or 
open after 
lock) 

#define ERROR_UNIKEY_MAX_USERS  
     

237 

Dongle 
Already Max 
Users Logoned  
 

#define ERROR_UNIKEY_MAX_KEYS  238 
Dongle 
Already Max 
Keys, need to 
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delete and the 
regenerate    
 

#define ERROR_UNIKEY_KEY_INDEX  239 

Dongle Over 
KeyIndex, no 
key to  
delete 
 

#define ERROR_UNIKEY_FS_FILE_NAME 
     

240 

wrong or 
invaild file 
name  
 

#define ERROR_UNIKEY_FS_NO_FILE  241 
no such file 
name 
 

#define ERROR_UNIKEY_FS_FILE_OFFSET 
  

242 
Offset of file 
error 

#define ERROR_UNIKEY_FS_UNKONW 243 
Unknown 
error 

#define ERROR_UNIKEY_FS_NO_MEMORY 244 
not enough 
free memory 

#define ERROR_UNIKEY_FS_FILE_EXIST 245 
file already 
existed 
 

#define ERROR_UNIKEY_FS_ERR_SYS_UNINIT 246 
The file 
system is not 
initialized. 

#define ERROR_UNIKEY_FS_ERR_OPEN_FILE
  

247 
Fail to open 
file 

#define ERRO_NO_ENCYYPT  248 No Secu Drive 

#define ERRO_PASSWORD 249 
Password 
error 

#define ERRO_USERLOCK  250 
User has been 
locked 

#define ERRO_LOGOUT 251 Logout error 

#define ERRO_UNKNOW  252 
Unknown 
error 
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The following errors are only for network function. 
 

ERROR_UNIKEY_NETUNIE
KY_ERROR_UNIKEY_BASE  

100 Net UniKey 
error base 

ERROR_UNIKEY_NETUNIK
EY_MEMORY_ERROR 

ERROR_UNIKEY_NETUNIEKY_ER
ROR_UNIKEY_BASE+1, 101 

Memory 
allocation 
error 

ERROR_UNIKEY_NETUNIK
EY_SEND_ERROR 

ERROR_UNIKEY_NETUNIEKY_ER
ROR_UNIKEY_BASE+2, 102 

Send error 

ERROR_UNIKEY_NETUNIE
Y_RECEIVE_ERROR 

ERROR_UNIKEY_NETUNIEKY_ER
ROR_UNIKEY_BASE+3, 103 

Receive 
error 

ERROR_UNIKEY_NETUNIK
EY_MESSAGE_WRONG 

ERROR_UNIKEY_NETUNIEKY_ER
ROR_UNIKEY_BASE+4, 104 

Communic
ation 
message is 
modified 

ERROR_UNIKEY_NETUNIK
EY_SETUP_SOCKET_ERRO
R 

ERROR_UNIKEY_NETUNIEKY_ER
ROR_UNIKEY_BASE+5, 105 

Setup 
socket 
error 

ERROR_UNIKEY_NETUNIK
EY_CLIENT_EXSIT 

ERROR_UNIKEY_NETUNIEKY_ER
ROR_UNIKEY_BASE+6, 106 

The client 
already 
exists, per 
this mode 

ERROR_UNIKEY_NETUNIK
EY_TOO_MANY_CLIENT  

ERROR_UNIKEY_NETUNIEKY_ER
ROR_UNIKEY_BASE+7, 107 

The 
number of 
client 
reach the 
limitation 

ERROR_UNIKEY_NETUNIK
EY_IN_BLACKLIST 

ERROR_UNIKEY_NETUNIEKY_ER
ROR_UNIKEY_BASE+8, 108 

The client 
is in the 
black list 

ERROR_UNIKEY_NETUNIK
EY_OUT_WHITELIST 

ERROR_UNIKEY_NETUNIEKY_ER
ROR_UNIKEY_BASE+9, 109 

The client 
is not in 
the white 
list 

ERROR_UNIKEY_NETUNIK
EY_MESSAGE_CHANGE 

ERROR_UNIKEY_NETUNIEKY_ER
ROR_UNIKEY_BASE+10, 110 

The 
message 
packet was 
changed 

ERROR_UNIKEY_NETUNIK ERROR_UNIKEY_NETUNIEKY_ER The server 
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EY_AREADY_START ROR_UNIKEY_BASE+11, 111 has already 
started 

ERROR_UNIKEY_NETUNIK
EY_SOCKET_INIT_FAILED 

ERROR_UNIKEY_NETUNIEKY_ER
ROR_UNIKEY_BASE+12, 112 

Cannot 
initialize 
the socket 

ERROR_UNIKEY_NETUNIK
EY_SOCKET_BIND_FAILED 

ERROR_UNIKEY_NETUNIEKY_ER
ROR_UNIKEY_BASE+13, 113 

Cannot 
bind the 
port with 
the socket 

ERROR_UNIKEY_NETUNIK
EY_SOCKET_LISTEN_FAILE
D 

ERROR_UNIKEY_NETUNIEKY_ER
ROR_UNIKEY_BASE+14, 114 

Cannot 
start 
listening 
with the 
socket 

ERROR_UNIKEY_NETUNIK
EY_START_UDP_SERVER_
FAILED 

ERROR_UNIKEY_NETUNIEKY_ER
ROR_UNIKEY_BASE+15, 115 

Start UDP 
server 
failed 

ERROR_UNIKEY_NETUNIK
EY_TOO_LONG_MESSAGE 

ERROR_UNIKEY_NETUNIEKY_ER
ROR_UNIKEY_BASE+16, 116 

Too long 
message 

ERROR_UNIKEY_NETUNIK
EY_NOT_WORKING 

ERROR_UNIKEY_NETUNIEKY_ER
ROR_UNIKEY_BASE+17, 117 

Cannot 
connect 
remote 
NetUniKey 
server 

ERROR_UNIKEY_NETUNIK
EY_DISCARD_BY_SERVER 

ERROR_UNIKEY_NETUNIEKY_ER
ROR_UNIKEY_BASE+18, 118 

The client 
is 
discarded 
by the 
server 

A Basic Sample 

In this section, we use a simple sample to show how to program with the 
UniKey dongle. The sample is written in C++, and you can find more 
samples for other programming languages in the SDK CD.  
 
You may copy the source code from this sample into your application, and 
modify it to meet your specific requirements. 
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#include "StdAfx.h"  
#include <stdio.h> 
#include "UniKeyFR.h"           //UniKey API defination 
 
void UniKeyTimeSample(WORD handle); 
void UniKeySample() 
{ 
 WORD handle[16], p1, p2, p3, p4; 
 DWORD retcode, lp1, lp2; 
 BYTE buffer[4096]; 
 WORD rc[4]; 
 int i, j; 
 
 char cmd[] = "H=H^H, A=A*23, F=B*17, A=A+F, A=A+G, 
A=A<C, A=A^D, B=B^B, C=C^C, D=D^D"; 
 char cmd1[] = "A=A+B, A=A+C, A=A+D, A=A+E, A=A+F, A=A+G, 
A=A+H"; 
 char cmd2[] = "A=E|E, B=F|F, C=G|G, D=H|H"; 
 char str1[] = "abcdefghijklmnop"; 
 
 //get version 
 retcode = UniKey(0, &handle[0], NULL, NULL, NULL, NULL, 
NULL, NULL, NULL); 
 retcode = UniKey_Get_Version(&handle[0], &lp1); 
 if (retcode) 
 { 
  printf("UniKey_Get_Version error code: %d \n", retcode); 
  return; 
 } 
 printf("UniKey lib ver: %08X\n", lp1); 
 
 // find dongle 
 lp1 = 0, lp2 = 1; 
 retcode = UniKey_Find(&handle[0], &lp1, &lp2); 
 if (retcode) 
 { 
  printf("UniKey_Find error code: %d \n", retcode); 
  return; 
 } 
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 // return the hardware ID (HID)                              
 printf("Find UniKey: %08X\n", lp1); 
  
 UniKey_Get_Dongle_Location(&handle[0], &lp1); 
 printf("UniKey_Get_Dongle_Location: %08X(%d.%d.%d.%d)\n
", lp1, lp1>>24&0xFF, lp1>>16&0xFF, lp1>>8&0xFF, lp1&0xFF); 
 // open dongle 
 
 p1 = 1234; // default passwords, in user mode 
 p2 = 1234; 
 retcode = UniKey_User_Logon(&handle[0], &p1, &p2); 
 if (retcode) 
 { 
  printf("UniKey_User_Logon error code: %d \n", retcode); 
  return; 
 } 
 retcode = UniKey_Vender_Logon(&handle[0], &p1, &p2, &p3, 
&p4); 
 if (retcode) 
 { 
  printf("UniKey_Vender_Logon error code: %d \n", 
retcode); 
  return; 
 } 
 
 // enumerate all the dongles 
 i = 1; 
 while (retcode == 0) 
 { 
  // find next dongle 
  retcode = UniKey_Find_Next(&handle[i], &lp1, &lp2); 
  if (retcode == ERROR_UNIKEY_NOMORE) break; 
  if (retcode) 
  { 
   printf("UniKey_Find_Next error code: %d \n", 
retcode); 
   break; 
  } 
  // open dongle 
  retcode = UniKey_User_Logon(&handle[i], &p1, &p2); 
  if (retcode) 
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  { 
   printf("UniKey_User_Logon error code: %d \n", 
retcode); 
   return; 
  } 
 
            p1=1234;   //default password 
            p2=1234; 
            p3=1234; 
            p4=1234; 
 
  retcode = UniKey_Vender_Logon(&handle[i], &p1, &p2, 
&p3, &p4); 
  if (retcode) 
  { 
   printf("UniKey_Vender_Logon error code: %d \n", 
retcode); 
   return; 
  } 
  i++; 
  printf("Find UniKey: %08X\n", lp1); 
 } 
 printf("\n"); 
 
 for (j=0;j<i;j++) 
 { 
  strcpy((char*)buffer, "                                   
"); 
 
  p1 = 10;  //start address 
  p2 = 5;   //length 
  strcpy((char*)buffer, "hello"); 
   
  // write dongle memory 
  retcode = UniKey_Write_Memory(&handle[j], &p1, &p2, 
buffer); 
  if (retcode) 
  { 
   printf("UniKey_Write_Memory error code: %d \n", 
retcode); 
   return; 
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  } 
  printf("Write: %s\n",buffer); 
 
//  p1 = 4; 
//  p2 = 26; 
  memset(buffer, 0, 64); 
   
  // read dongle memory 
  retcode = UniKey_Read_Memory(&handle[j], &p1, &p2, 
buffer); 
  if (retcode) 
  { 
   printf("UniKey_Read_Memory error code: %d \n", 
retcode); 
   return; 
  } 
  printf("Read: %s\n", buffer); 
 
  // random generation function 
  retcode = UniKey_Random(&handle[j], &p1, &p2, &p3, 
&p4); 
  if (retcode) 
  { 
   printf("UniKey_Random error code: %d \n", 
retcode); 
   return; 
  } 
  printf("Random: %04X\n", p1); 
 
  // seed function, you can use either hex or dec 
  lp1 = 0x12345678; 
  retcode = UniKey_Seed(&handle[j], &lp1, &p1, &p2, &p3, 
&p4); 
  if (retcode) 
  { 
   printf("UniKey_Seed error code: %d \n", retcode); 
   return; 
  } 
  printf("Seed: %04X %04X %04X %04X\n", p1, p2, p3, p4); 
  rc[0] = p1; 
  rc[1] = p2; 
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  rc[2] = p3; 
  rc[3] = p4; 
 
  // write SoftID 
  lp1 = 0x88888888; 
  retcode = UniKey_Write_SoftID(&handle[j], &lp1); 
  if (retcode) 
  { 
   printf("UniKey_Write_SoftID error code: %d \n", 
retcode); 
   return; 
  } 
  printf("Write SoftID: %08X\n", lp1); 
 
  // read SoftID 
  lp1 = 0; 
  retcode = UniKey_Read_SoftID(&handle[j], &lp1); 
  if (retcode) 
  { 
   printf("UniKey_Read_SoftID error code: %d \n", 
retcode); 
   return; 
  } 
  printf("Read SoftID: %08X\n", lp1); 
 
  // set license module 
  p1 = 7; 
  p2 = 0x2121; 
  p3 = 0; 
  retcode = UniKey_Set_Module(&handle[j], &p1, &p2, 
&p3); 
  if (retcode) 
  { 
   printf("UniKey_Set_Module error code: %d \n", 
retcode); 
   return; 
  } 
  printf("Set License MODULE 7 = %04X Decrease no 
allow\n", p2); 
 
  // check license module 
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  p1 = 7; 
  retcode = UniKey_Check_Module(&handle[j], &p1, &p2, 
&p3); 
  if (retcode) 
  { 
   printf("UniKey_Check_Module error code: %d \n", 
retcode); 
   return; 
  } 
  printf("Check MODULE 7: "); 
  if (p2) printf("Allow   "); 
   else printf("No Allow   "); 
  if (p3) printf("Allow Decrease\n"); 
   else printf("Not Allow Decrease\n"); 
 
  // write user-defined algorithm 
  p1 = 0; 
  strcpy((char*)buffer, cmd); 
  retcode = UniKey_Write_Arithmetic(&handle[j], &p1, 
buffer); 
  if (retcode) 
  { 
   printf("UniKey_Write_Arithmetic error code: %d \n", 
retcode); 
   return; 
  } 
  printf("Write Arithmetic 1\n"); 
 
  // calculation 1 
  lp1 = 0; 
  lp2 = 7; 
  p1 = 5; 
  p2 = 3; 
  p3 = 1; 
  p4 = 0xffff; 
  retcode = UniKey_Calculate1(&handle[j], &lp1, &lp2, 
&p1, &p2, &p3, &p4); 
  if (retcode) 
  { 
   printf("UniKey_Calculate1 error code: %d \n", 
retcode); 
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   return; 
  } 
  printf("Calculate 1 Input: p1=5, p2=3, p3=1, 
p4=0xffff\n"); 
  printf("Result = ((5*23 + 3*17 + 0x2121) < 1) ^ 0xffff = 
BC71\n"); 
  printf("Calculate 1 Output: p1=%x, p2=%x, p3=%x, 
p4=%x\n", p1, p2, p3, p4); 
 
  // calculation 3 
  p1 = 10; 
  strcpy((char*)buffer, cmd1); 
  retcode = UniKey_Calculate2(&handle[j], &lp1, &lp2, 
&p1, &p2, &p3, &p4); 
  if (retcode) 
  { 
   printf("UniKey_Calculate2 error code: %d \n", 
retcode); 
   return; 
  } 
  printf("Write Arithmetic 2\n"); 
 
  // Write Arithmetic 3 
  p1 = 0; 
  strcpy((char*)buffer, cmd1); 
  retcode = UniKey_Write_Arithmetic(&handle[j], &p1, 
buffer); 
  if (retcode) 
  { 
   printf("UniKey_Write_Arithmetic error code: %d \n", 
retcode); 
   return; 
  } 
  // calculation3 
  lp1 = 10; 
  lp2 = 0x1234; 
  p1 = 1; 
  p2 = 2; 
  p3 = 3; 
  p4 = 4; 
  retcode = UniKey_Calculate3(&handle[j], &lp1, &lp2, 
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&p1, &p2, &p3, &p4); 
  if (retcode) 
  { 
   printf("UniKey_Calculate3 error code: %d \n", 
retcode); 
   return; 
  } 
  printf("Calculate 3 Input: p1=1, p2=2, p3=3, p4=4\n"); 
  printf("Result = %04x + %04x + %04x + %04x + 1 + 2 + 3 + 
4 = %04x\n", rc[0], rc[1], rc[2], rc[3], 
(WORD)(rc[0]+rc[1]+rc[2]+rc[3]+10)); 
  printf("Calculate 3 Output: p1=%x, p2=%x, p3=%x, 
p4=%x\n", p1, p2, p3, p4); 
 
  // Set License Module Decrease 
  p1 = 9; 
  p2 = 0x5; 
  p3 = 1; 
  retcode = UniKey_Set_Module(&handle[j], &p1, &p2, 
&p3); 
  if (retcode) 
  { 
   printf("UniKey_Set_Module error code: %d \n", 
retcode); 
   return; 
  } 
 
  //  write user-defined algorithm 
  p1 = 17; 
  strcpy((char*)buffer, cmd2); 
  retcode = UniKey_Write_Arithmetic(&handle[j], &p1, 
buffer); 
  if (retcode) 
  { 
   printf("UniKey_Write_Arithmetic error code: %d \n", 
retcode); 
   return; 
  } 
  printf("Write Arithmetic 3\n"); 
 
  // Calculation3 
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  lp1 = 17; 
  lp2 = 6; 
  p1 = 1; 
  p2 = 2; 
  p3 = 3; 
  p4 = 4; 
  retcode = UniKey_Calculate3(&handle[j], &lp1, &lp2, 
&p1, &p2, &p3, &p4); 
  if (retcode) 
  { 
   printf("UniKey_Calculate3 error code: %d \n", 
retcode); 
   return; 
  } 
  printf("Show License Module from 6: p1=%x, p2=%x, 
p3=%x, p4=%x\n", p1, p2, p3, p4); 
 
  // Decrease License Module 
  p1 = 9; 
  retcode = UniKey_Module_Decrease(&handle[j], &p1); 
  if (retcode) 
  { 
   printf("UniKey_Module_Decrease error code: %d 
\n", retcode); 
   return; 
  } 
  printf("Decrease module 9\n"); 
 
  // Calculation3 
  lp1 = 17; 
  lp2 = 6; 
  p1 = 1; 
  p2 = 2; 
  p3 = 3; 
  p4 = 4; 
  retcode = UniKey_Calculate3(&handle[j], &lp1, &lp2, 
&p1, &p2, &p3, &p4); 
  if (retcode) 
  { 
   printf("UniKey_Calculate3 error code: %d \n", 
retcode); 
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   return; 
  } 
  printf("Show Module from 6: p1=%x, p2=%x, p3=%x, 
p4=%x\n", p1, p2, p3, p4); 
   
  // generate new password 
  // if you really want to change password, please 
de-comment these codes 
//* 
  lp1=1234;  
  retcode=UniKey_Generate_New_Password(&handle[j], 
&lp1, &p1, &p2, &p3, &p4); 
  if (retcode) 
  { 
   printf("error code: %d \n", retcode); 
   return; 
  } 
  printf("Generate new passwords, seed: %d, p1: %d, 
p2: %d,p3: %d, p4: %d\n",lp1,p1,p2,p3,p4); 
//*/  // generate key 
  lp1=1;   
  retcode=UniKey_Generate_Key(&handle[j], &lp1); 
  if (retcode) 
  { 
   printf("error code: %d \n", retcode); 
   return; 
  } 
  printf("generate key %d successed\n",lp1); 
   
  // encrypt 
  memset(buffer, 0, 64); 
  strcpy((char*)buffer, str1); 
  lp2=1; 
  lp1=16; 
  retcode=UniKey_Encrypt(&handle[j], &lp1, &lp2, buffer); 
  if (retcode) 
  { 
   printf("error code: %d \n", retcode); 
   return; 
  } 
  printf("encrypt successed, result: %s \n",buffer); 
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  // decrypt 
  lp2=1; 
  lp1=16; 
  retcode=UniKey_Decrypt(&handle[j], &lp1, &lp2, buffer); 
  if (retcode) 
  { 
   printf("error code: %d \n", retcode); 
   return; 
  } 
  printf("decrypt successed, result: %s\n",buffer);  
   
  // MD5 
  memset(buffer, 0, 64); 
  strcpy((char*)buffer, str1); 
  lp1=16; 
  lp2=0; 
  retcode=UniKey_MD5(&handle[j], &lp1, buffer); 
  if (retcode) 
  { 
   printf("error code: %d \n", retcode); 
   return; 
  } 
  printf("MD5 successed, result: %s\n",buffer);   
   
   
  // write UpdateTag 
  //lp1=rand(); 
  //retcode=UniKey_Write_UpdateTag(&handle[j], &lp1); 
  //if (retcode) 
  //{ 
  // printf("error code: %d \n", retcode); 
  // return; 
  //} 
  //printf("write UpdateTag: %x ",lp1); 
 
  //UniKey Time 
  UniKeyTimeSample(handle[j]); 
 
  // read UpdateTag 
  lp1=0; 
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  retcode=UniKey_Read_UpdateTag(&handle[j], &lp1); 
  if (retcode) 
  { 
   printf("UniKey_Read_UpdateTag error code: %d \n", 
retcode); 
   return; 
  } 
  printf("read UpdateTag: %x \n",lp1);    
     
   
  // close dongle 
  retcode = UniKey_Logoff(&handle[j]); 
  if (retcode) 
  { 
   printf("UniKey_Logoff error code: %d \n", retcode); 
   return; 
  } 
   
  printf("\n"); 
  //getch(); 
 } 
} 
 
void UniKeyTimeSample(WORD handle){ 
 int i; 
 WORD  p1, p2, p3, p4; 
 DWORD ret, lp1, lp2; 
 //ret = UniKey_Set_Time_Now(&handle); 
 //if(ret){ 
 // printf("UniKey_Set_Time_Now error code: %d \n", ret); 
 // return; 
 //} 
 ret = UniKey_Get_Time(&handle, &lp1, &lp2, &p1, &p2, &p3, 
&p4); 
 if(ret){ 
  printf("UniKey_Get_Time_Now error code: %d \n", ret); 
  return; 
 } 
 printf("Get Time: %02d-%02d-%02d  %02d:%02d:%02d\n", 
lp1, lp2, p1, p2, p3, p4); 
 for(i=0;i<2;i++){ 
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  lp1 = i; 
  ret = UniKey_Erase_Time_Module(&handle, &lp1); 
  if(ret){ 
   printf("UniKey_Get_Time_Now error code: %d \n", 
ret); 
   return; 
  } 
  ret = 
UniKey_Set_Time_Module_Start_Time_Now(&handle, &lp1); 
  if(ret){ 
   printf("UniKey_Get_Time_Now error code: %d \n", 
ret); 
   return; 
  } 
  lp2 = 1; // duration is1 Day 
  p1  = 1; // and 1 hour 
  ret = UniKey_Set_Time_Module_Duration(&handle, 
&lp1, &lp2, &p1); 
  if(ret){ 
   printf("UniKey_Get_Time_Now error code: %d \n", 
ret); 
   return; 
  } 
  ret = UniKey_Check_Time_Module_Now(&handle, &lp1); 
  if(ret){ 
   printf("UniKey_Check_Time_Module_Now 
MuduleNo=%d  Error code: %d.\n", lp1, ret); 
   return; 
  }else{ 
   printf("UniKey_Check_Time_Module_Now 
MuduleNo=%d  Success.\n", lp1); 
  } 
  if(1){ // test fail for overdure 
   ret = UniKey_Get_Time(&handle, &lp1, &lp2, &p1, 
&p2, &p3, &p4); 
   if(ret){ 
    printf("UniKey_Get_Time_Now error code: %d 
\n", ret); 
    return; 
   } 
   p4 = p2; 
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   p3 = p1; 
   p2 = lp2; 
   p1 = lp1; 
   lp1 = i; 
   p3 += 2; // emulate 2 day later 
   p4 += 1; // and 1 hour later 
   ret = UniKey_Check_Time_Module(&handle, &lp1, 
&p1, &p2, &p3, &p4); 
   if(ret==0){ 
    printf("UniKey_Get_Time_Now error code: %d 
\n", ret); 
    return; 
   } 
   p4 = p2; 
   p3 = p1; 
   p2 = lp2; 
   p1 = lp1; 
   lp1 = i; 
   p3 += 1; // emulate 1 day later 
   p4 += 2; // and 2 hour later 
   ret = UniKey_Check_Time_Module(&handle, &lp1, 
&p1, &p2, &p3, &p4); 
   if(ret==0){ 
    printf("UniKey_Get_Time_Now error code: %d 
\n", ret); 
    return; 
   } 
  } 
 } 
} 
 
 
int main() 
{ 
 int nRetCode = 0; 
 
 UniKeySample(); 
 system("pause"); 
 return nRetCode; 
} 
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Appendix B UniKey Specifications 

 
Hardware Key 
 Driverless 
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 Lead Free 
 Cute Case 
 Big Memory Up to 4K or 1G 
 64 License Modules or 256 modules 
 128 User-Defined Algorithms 
 3 128-bits Key Storage 
 Computing Engine Embedded 
 Remote Update Key 
 Globally Unique Hardware ID 
 Convenient Password Generation Scheme 
 User-Defined Software ID 
 Seed Generation Algorithm 
 Real Time Clock (UniKey Time only) 
 16 Real Time Modules (UniKey Time only) 
 
Specification 

 Operating System: Windows 98SE, NT, 2000, XP, 2003, Vista，Windows 

7(both 32-bit and 64-bit). Linux 2.2,2.4 and on, MacOS X， FreeBSD... 
 Dimensions: 57 X 16 X 8 mm   
 Weight: <10g 
 Min. Operating Voltage:  5V 
 Current Consumption: <= 50 mA 
 Operation Temperature:0C to 70C 
 Storage Temperature: -10C to 85C 
 Humidity Rating: 0-70% without condensation 
 Casing: Hard molded plastic, tamper-evident 
 Memory Data Retention: At least 10 years 
 Memory Cell Rewriters: At least 100,000 
 Battery Life: 3 years (only for UniKey Time) 
 
Software 
 Envelop Protection without Additional Programming 
 Full Set APIs with High Level of Security 
 User Friendly Editor to Configure Hardware Keys 
 Easy Software Distribution System 
 Remote Update Solution 
 Data File Encryption 
 Friendly demo program illustrating APIs usage 
 Network License Solution 
 GUI Trouble Shooting Tool working at client side 
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OEM service 
 Labeling 
 Casing 
 Authentication Application Development 
 Software Protection Value Added Service 
 Software Protection Consulting 
 Technical Training 
  
Support 
 24-hour turnaround technical question response 

 Life time guarantee on hardware keys （3 years warrant for the battery 

inside UniKey Time） 
 Online technical training, discussion, communication. 
 Excellent support and sales staff to answer questions. 
 Looking for qualified partners and customers. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Appendix C  FAQs 

Q:Can I modify the password of a UniKey dongle? 
Yes. Please refer to section 2.1. Each UniKey dongle can only generate new 
password TWICE. When generating a new password, the dongle is fully 
formatted. 
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Q:Can others duplicate my UniKey dongle? 
No. Please keep your seed for your passwords in a safe place. Without 
knowing the seed, no one can generate the same password. 

 
Q:What operating system does UniKey support? 
Windows 98SE, Windows ME, Windows 2000, Windows XP, Windows 2003 
both 32-bit and 64 bit. MacOS X, Linux (2.2 and above) 

 
Q:What programming language does UniKey support? 
Visual C++, Visual Basic, Visual FoxPro, Delphi, Power Builder, Java, Access, 
Real Basic, Fortran and etc. Any compiler works with DLL/LIB. 
 
Q;How can I pick up the usage of UniKey? 
In the SDK CD, you can find a video tutorial, which gives you an instant 
outlook of the UniKey usage. 
 
Q:What is ‘driverless’? 
The UniKey software protection dongle is driverless, which means you need 
not install a driver on the supported operating system. The operating 
system embeds the driver and installs the driver automatically. Since the 
most frequent problems that occur at the end-user side are driver 
installation, UniKey overcomes this problem perfectly. 
 
Q:Is UniKey environment-friendly? 
Yes, UniKey dongle is environment-friendly. All the parts and the production 
process are lead-free and ROHS-compatible.   
 
Q:What is the meaning of the light on the UniKey dongle? 
If the light is flashing, it means either the UniKey dongle is working or the 
system did not install the driver properly. You can update/replace the driver 
manually. If the light is a constantly bright light, it means the UniKey dongle 
is ready to use. 
 
Q:Can I label the UniKey dongle with my logo? 
Yes, please contact Iolock (contact@iolock.com). 
 
Q:Where can I get assist when protecting my software? 
We are happy to provide high-quality service to our customers. If you have 
any questions, please feel free to contact us at contact@iolock.com, our 
professional team will provide you instant help. 
 

mailto:contact@iolock.com
mailto:contact@iolock.com
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